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Summary
Background Assessments of age-specific mortality and life expectancy have been done by the UN Population Division, 
Department of Economics and Social Affairs (UNPOP), the United States Census Bureau, WHO, and as part of 
previous iterations of the Global Burden of Diseases, Injuries, and Risk Factors Study (GBD). Previous iterations of 
the GBD used population estimates from UNPOP, which were not derived in a way that was internally consistent 
with the estimates of the numbers of deaths in the GBD. The present iteration of the GBD, GBD 2017, improves on 
previous assessments and provides timely estimates of the mortality experience of populations globally.
Methods The GBD uses all available data to produce estimates of mortality rates between 1950 and 2017 for 23 age 
groups, both sexes, and 918 locations, including 195 countries and territories and subnational locations for 
16 countries. Data used include vital registration systems, sample registration systems, household surveys (complete 
birth histories, summary birth histories, sibling histories), censuses (summary birth histories, household deaths), 
and Demographic Surveillance Sites. In total, this analysis used 8259 data sources. Estimates of the probability of 
death between birth and the age of 5 years and between ages 15 and 60 years are generated and then input into a 
model life table system to produce complete life tables for all locations and years. Fatal discontinuities and mortality 
due to HIV/AIDS are analysed separately and then incorporated into the estimation. We analyse the relationship 
between age-specific mortality and development status using the Socio-demographic Index, a composite measure 
based on fertility under the age of 25 years, education, and income. There are four main methodological 
improvements in GBD 2017 compared with GBD 2016: 622 additional data sources have been incorporated; new 
estimates of population, generated by the GBD study, are used; statistical methods used in different components of 
the analysis have been further standardised and improved; and the analysis has been extended backwards in time by 
two decades to start in 1950.
Findings Globally, 18·7% (95% uncertainty interval 18·4–19·0) of deaths were registered in 1950 and that proportion 
has been steadily increasing since, with 58·8% (58·2–59·3) of all deaths being registered in 2015. At the global level, 
between 1950 and 2017, life expectancy increased from 48·1 years (46·5–49·6) to 70·5 years (70·1–70·8) for men 
and from 52·9 years (51·7–54·0) to 75·6 years (75·3–75·9) for women. Despite this overall progress, there remains 
substantial variation in life expectancy at birth in 2017, which ranges from 49·1 years (46·5–51·7) for men in the 
Central African Republic to 87·6 years (86·9–88·1) among women in Singapore. The greatest progress across age 
groups was for children younger than 5 years; under-5 mortality dropped from 216·0 deaths (196·3–238·1) per 
1000 livebirths in 1950 to 38·9 deaths (35·6–42·83) per 1000 livebirths in 2017, with huge reductions across 
countries. Nevertheless, there were still 5·4 million (5·2–5·6) deaths among children younger than 5 years in the 
world in 2017. Progress has been less pronounced and more variable for adults, especially for adult males, who had 
stagnant or increasing mortality rates in several countries. The gap between male and female life expectancy between 
1950 and 2017, while relatively stable at the global level, shows distinctive patterns across super-regions and has 
consistently been the largest in central Europe, eastern Europe, and central Asia, and smallest in south Asia. 
Performance was also variable across countries and time in observed mortality rates compared with those expected 
on the basis of development.
Interpretation This analysis of age-sex-specific mortality shows that there are remarkably complex patterns in 
population mortality across countries. The findings of this study highlight global successes, such as the large decline 
in under-5 mortality, which reflects significant local, national, and global commitment and investment over several 
decades. However, they also bring attention to mortality patterns that are a cause for concern, particularly among 
adult men and, to a lesser extent, women, whose mortality rates have stagnated in many countries over the time 
period of this study, and in some cases are increasing.
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Research in context
Evidence before this study
Several organisations report on aspects of all-cause mortality or 
life expectancy: the UN Population Division, Department of 
Economics and Social Affairs (UNPOP), the United States Census 
Bureau, and WHO. Additionally, previous iterations of the Global 
Burden of Disease Study (GBD) have produced these estimates 
on an annual basis. UNPOP reports age-specific mortality by 
5-year age groups for 162 countries and for time periods that 
cover 5 calendar years; these estimates are updated every 2 years 
(most recently in June, 2017). The United States Census Bureau 
produces mortality assessments for 15–25 countries per year, 
and WHO reports periodically on life expectancy and sometimes 
on other measures of mortality and bases its estimates on 
results from the UNPOP. The most recent release of estimates by 
WHO was in January, 2017, based on UNPOP estimates from 
2015. GBD 2016 provided comprehensive assessment of 
age-sex-specific mortality for 195 countries and territories from 
1970 to 2016 that were compliant with the Guidelines on 
Accurate and Transparent Reporting of Health Estimates.
Added value of this study
The most important changes in GBD 2017 are the independent 
estimation of population and a comprehensive update on 
fertility, which are described in a separate paper. There are several 
countries with significant differences in population size between 
the UNPOP estimates and the new GBD estimates. Since 
population is the denominator for mortality calculations, this 
leads to substantial changes in life expectancy and age-specific 
mortality rates in several countries. There were four major data 
additions and improvements that related to the estimation of 
mortality. First, for the estimation of population size, we 
systematically searched for census data and found data from 
1257 censuses, which are now used in the analysis and which 
enabled an extended analysis of completeness using death 
distribution methods in more locations than previous iterations. 
Second, in the estimation of adult mortality, we included data 
from 31 Demographic Surveillance Sites (DSS) which were 
adjusted based on the relationship between DSS under-5 death 
rates and national under-5 death rates. Third, we used published 
sources to create a database of fatal discontinuities from conflicts 
and natural disasters that extends back to 1950; each fatal 
discontinuity has been given a unique ID that tags the reported 
deaths to a location, date, and type of discontinuity. Fourth, GBD 
2017 included an additional 622 data sources that were not 
available for GBD 2016 and which do not fall into the three 
categories already described. The main methodological 
improvements fall into two categories: the first category is 
enhancements to the modelling framework, which improved the 
estimation of both child mortality, defined as the probability of 
death below the age of 5 years, and adult mortality, a term we use 
to refer to the probability of death between ages 15 and 60 years. 
For child mortality, we standardised hyperparameter selection for 
the spatiotemporal Gaussian process regression models, which 
enhances the comparability of results between locations and 
across time. For adult mortality, we also standardised 
hyperparameter selection and added child mortality as a covariate 
to the model. These changes had minimal effect on the mean 
estimate but changed the width of the uncertainty intervals in 
small populations and locations with sparse data. The second 
category encompasses three substantial improvements to the 
GBD model life table system: first, we revised the entire database 
to reflect the change in population counts. Second, each life table 
in the database was assigned a quality score using explicit criteria 
related to the variance in the slope of the death rate with respect 
to age, reductions in mortality at older ages compared with 
younger ages (age >60 years), and other unexpected crossovers. 
On the basis of these quality scores, life tables have been assigned 
to three categories: high quality for universal use, acceptable 
quality for use in the creation of location-specific standards, 
and unacceptable quality. Third, we estimated complete 
single-year life tables for each sex, location, and year instead of 
abridged life tables as in previous iterations of the GBD. 
In GBD 2017, for the first time, we are reporting a complete time 
series of trends in age-specific mortality and life expectancy since 
1950. The extension of the analysis back in time provides the 
opportunity to analyse and report on longer-term trends in 
age-specific mortality.
Implications of all the available evidence
By using internally consistent estimates of deaths, births, and 
population over time, this analysis of trends in age-sex-specific 
death rates and summary measures such as life expectancy 
provides important perspectives on how mortality has been 
evolving since 1950. The findings of this study highlight global 
successes, such as the remarkable decline in under-5 mortality. 
This great success story reflects significant local, national, and 
global commitment and investment over several decades, 
a commitment that has intensified since the turn of the century. 
At the same time, our findings also bring attention to mortality 
patterns that are cause for concern, particularly among men 
aged 20–45 years and, to a lesser extent, women aged 
20–45 years. In these groups, our findings show mortality rates 
that have stagnated over the time period covered by this study, 
and in some cases, are increasing. Comparing levels of mortality 
to those expected on the basis of development status, as 
measured with the Socio-demographic Index, provides insights 
into which countries have achieved lower and which countries 
are experiencing higher mortality rates than would be expected 
based on their level of development. Our findings show 
enormous variation in progress achieved across locations and 
ages, with countries that are performing better than expected 
in all regions of the world. Our results also highlight that greater 
emphasis needs to be placed on understanding the drivers of 
success for countries that have performed better than expected 
and that urgent attention needs to be brought to those 
countries that are lagging behind.
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For the statistical code see 
https://github.com/ihmeuw/
ihme-modeling
Introduction
Measurement of mortality has always been crucial for 
populations, and mortality is a quantity that societies have 
attempted to track since ancient times.1,2 More recently, its 
relevance and importance have been highlighted in the 
global agenda in the form of the health-related Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), which not only include 
two indicators expressly focused on all-cause mortality 
(SDG indicators 3.2.1, under-5 mortality, and 3.2.2, 
neonatal mortality), but also death registration (SDG 
indicator 17.19.2c) and ten indicators of cause-specific or 
risk-attributable mortality.3 The prominence of mortality 
among the health-related SDGs intensifies the need for 
comparable, robust measure ments of mortality that can be 
used for monitoring progress on mortality levels and 
trends across countries. National governments and 
international agencies alike need reliable evidence to 
identify and then prioritise addressing the largest 
challenges in improving survival, particularly during the 
SDG era.
Amid global gains in life expectancy and significant 
reductions in child mortality over the past few decades, 
concerning trends have surfaced in several countries and 
demographic groups, which have been attributed to a wide 
range of determinants of health.4–8 For example, although 
many high-income countries, including the USA and 
the UK, experienced large gains in life expectancy for 
many decades, the pace of progress has stalled in recent 
years, particularly in the past decade, and within-country 
inequalities in life expectancy have widened.9–14 For other 
countries, such as Syria and Yemen, civil war has effectively 
erased—and reversed—years of steady gains.14,15 In Mexico, 
studies have highlighted a combination of surging 
interpersonal violence and non-communicable diseases 
(NCDs) as the main factors underlying rising age-specific 
mortality among adult men, while in the USA, drug use 
disorders, suicide, cirrhosis, and diabetes are considered 
to be among the main culprits for plateaued mortality 
improvements among men.9,10,11,16 Increasing rates of 
obesity are also viewed as a probable factor underlying the 
slowing of progress in female life expectancy in various 
countries.17–19 Changes in age-specific mortality rates and 
life expectancy can be used to track the impact of 
population-wide health threats, such as the HIV epidemic 
in sub-Saharan Africa, and also to quantify un-
characteristically high mortality experiences, such as the 
excess adult male mortality in central and eastern 
European countries during 1990s.20–23 Accurate monitoring 
of levels and trends of mortality on a timely basis can 
provide crucial information for deploying resources and 
effective interventions at the population level.
The Global Burden of Diseases, Injuries, and Risk 
Factors Study (GBD) provides the only source of annually 
updated age-sex-specific mortality for countries across the 
world. Three other analytical efforts exist that provide 
estimates of age-specific mortality for a broad set of 
countries; however, we believe that these are not as 
comprehensive or timely as the GBD. The United Nations 
Population Division, Department of Economics and 
Social Affairs (UNPOP) has reported on life expectancy 
and age-specific mortality for 5-year calendar intervals by 
age, sex, and country since 2005 and for 201 countries. 
Their estimates are updated bian nually; however, the 
estimates are not reported with uncertainty intervals 
(UIs).24 The US Census Bureau analyses only 
15–25 countries per year and updates demographic 
estimates for them.25 WHO estimates of mortality are 
largely based on UNPOP estimates that have been 
interpolated to single years with some modifications for 
countries with complete vital registration (VR).26 In 
addition to these cross-national efforts, many countries 
produce their own estimates of age-specific mortality, 
which often differ from the international assessments.27–29
GBD 2017 represents the third iteration of the annual 
updates of the GBD.14,30 This version of the GBD reports on 
trends in age-specific mortality and summary measures 
of mortality, such as life expectancy, with four main 
improvements. First, new data sources that have been 
released or reported since GBD 2016 have been incor-
porated. Second, for the first time, estimates of age-sex-
specific population generated in the GBD are used in the 
estimation of all-cause mortality, whereas previous efforts 
by the GBD used the UN Population Division estimates of 
population by age and sex.31 Third, statistical methods used 
in different components of the analysis have been further 
standardised and improved. Lastly, we have extended the 
analysis and reporting of age-specific mortality back to 
1950 to further contribute to research and analyses of long-
term trends in mortality and life expectancy. 
Methods
Overview
As with GBD 2016, this analysis adheres to the Guidelines 
for Accurate and Transparent Health Estimates Reporting 
(GATHER) standards developed by WHO and others.32 A 
table detailing our adherence to GATHER is included in 
appendix 1; statistical code used in the entire process 
is publicly available online. Analyses were done with 
Python versions 2.5.4 and 2.7.3, Stata version 13.1, and 
R version 3.1.2.
The methods used to produce estimates of age-specific 
mortality remain similar to those used in GBD 2016. 
Here we provide a broad overview and highlight the 
major changes since GBD 2016. All other details are 
included in appendix 1.
Geographical units and time periods
The GBD is hierarchically organised by geographic units 
or locations, with seven super-regions, 21 regions nested 
within those super-regions, and 195 countries or territories 
within the 21 regions. Each year, GBD includes sub-
national analyses for a few new countries and continues to 
provide subnational estimates for countries that were 
added in previous cycles. Subnational estimation in GBD 
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2017 includes five new countries (Ethiopia, Iran, 
New Zealand, Norway, Russia) and countries previously 
estimated at subnational levels (GBD 2013: China, Mexico, 
and the UK [regional level]; GBD 2015: Brazil, India, 
Japan, Kenya, South Africa, Sweden, and the USA; GBD 
2016: Indonesia and the UK [local government authority 
level]). All analyses are at the first level of administrative 
organisation within each country except for New Zealand 
(by Māori ethnicity), Sweden (by Stockholm and non-
Stockholm), and the UK (by local government authorities). 
All subnational estimates for these countries were 
incorporated into model development and evaluation as 
part of GBD 2017. To meet data use requirements, in this 
publication we present all subnational estimates excluding 
those pending publication (Brazil, India, Japan, Kenya, 
Mexico, Sweden, the UK, and the USA); these results are 
presented in appendix tables and figures (appendix 2). 
Subnational estimates for countries with populations 
larger than 200 million (as measured with our most recent 
year of published estimates) that have not yet been 
published elsewhere are presented wherever estimates are 
illustrated with maps, but are not included in data tables.
Data and data processing
In the estimation of age-specific mortality for GBD 2017, 
we used five types of data. These were data from VR 
systems, sample registration systems, household surveys 
(complete birth histories, summary birth histories, sibling 
histories), censuses (summary birth histories, household 
deaths), and Demographic Surveillance Sites (DSS).
The most robust source for estimating age-specific 
mortality is a VR system that records all deaths by 
age, sex, and location. Our analysis of mortality starts 
with collating all publicly available VR data plus data 
shared directly by governments or GBD collaborators 
from VR systems. We evaluate the completeness of VR 
data separately for deaths under the age of 5 years and 
deaths over the age of 15 years. For under-5 deaths, we 
statistically compare VR-based death rates with those 
recorded in censuses or surveys. For deaths over the 
age of 15 years, we apply three methods for detecting 
under-registration: generalised growth balance, synthetic 
extinct generations, and a hybrid method that uses both 
methods.33–38 These methods are col lect ively described 
as death distribution methods because they use the 
demographic balance equation to infer completeness 
of registration. Age misreporting and migration affect 
these methods.33,38 We used the spatiotemporal regression 
framework with the results of these methods for all 
intercensal intervals to produce a coherent time series of 
completeness for each location. For this step, the first 
stage of the model uses completeness of child death 
registration as a covariate and then applies time and 
space weights on the residuals to produce a smoothed 
result. In some countries, sample registration systems 
are operated wherein events are recorded in detail for 
a representative sample of communities within those 
countries. We used the same death distribution methods 
to evaluate the completeness of these sources as for VR; 
sample registration death counts were scaled in the death 
distribution methods analysis to the national level. This 
study considers a country to have complete VR when it 
used a civil registration system, vital statistics, or sample 
registration system that captures at least 95% of all 
deaths within the country. When calculating death rates 
for under-5 mortality, adult mortality, or empirical life 
tables, we used the GBD population estimates by age, 
sex, location, and year as the denominator.31
In addition to VR data, for the estimation of under-5 
death rates, we use data from complete birth histories 
collected through household survey programmes, 
including the World Fertility Survey, Demographic and 
Health Surveys, some Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys, 
and various other national surveys. A wider set of surveys 
and many censuses also collect data on the number of 
livebirths for a woman and the number of these children 
who are still surviving. This information is called a 
summary birth history and can yield an unbiased 
assessment of the trend in the under-5 death rate.39
Assessments of adult mortality, in addition to VR 
and sample registration data, use survey data collected 
on sibling histories. A sibling history means that a 
respondent is asked to report on the survival or death of 
each of their siblings; in other words, the respondent 
provides a complete birth history for their mother. Sibling 
histories are subject to survivor bias and recall bias. 
Sibling history data are processed for GBD using methods 
that address these limitations.40 Some surveys and some 
censuses also use information on deaths in a house-
hold over some recent time interval—for example, the 
past 12 months. Studies suggest that respondents 
can over-report or under-report deaths of household 
members.41 We apply death distribution methods to 
assess completeness, which can be greater than 100% due 
to tele scoping of event reporting, which happens when a 
respondent reports an event that happened before the 
recall period as if it happened during the recall period.
For GBD 2017, we also included DSS data on adult 
mortality for the first time, specifically on the probability 
of death between the ages of 15 and 60 years (45q15), 
from local communities that are under direct surveil-
lance. Because these DSS communities are not nation-
ally representative, we adjusted the level of 45q15 based 
on the ratio of the probability of death from birth to age 
5 years (5q0) from the DSS to the national 5q0, taking 
into account that the relationship between 5q0 and 
45q15 changes as the level of 5q0 declines because, on 
average, there are larger declines in 5q0 than in 45q15 
over time.
New data for GBD 2017 compared to GBD 2016
In GBD 2017, we have added 458 location-years of VR data 
at the national level and 9 location-years of VR data at the 
subnational level compared with GBD 2016. We also 
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included an additional 62 complete birth history sources at 
the national level, 12 complete birth history sources at the 
subnational level, 72 national summary birth history 
sources, and 16 subnational summary birth history data 
sources. 11 national and seven subnational sibling history 
surveys were also added. We included 1529 datapoints 
from DSSs in 15 countries. The total numbers of datapoints 
used were 181 625 for under-5 mortality estimation and 
63 234 for adult mortality estimation. We also used 
35 177 empirical life tables in the all-cause mortality 
database for GBD 2017. Appendix 1 provides complete lists 
of data availability and data sources by location; these are 
also available using our online source tool, the Global 
Health Data Exchange. The addition of these data has 
provided increasingly accurate mortality metrics in many 
countries over all years estimated in GBD.
Estimating under-5 mortality and more detailed age 
intervals below 5 years
Using all the VR, complete birth history, and summary 
birth history data available for each country, we estimate 
the time trends from 1950 to 2017 for each location. We use 
spatiotemporal Gaussian process regression (ST-GPR) to 
estimate time trends. This model has four components. 
First, it includes three covariates: lag-distributed income 
(LDI) per capita, average years of schooling for women 
aged 15–49 years, and the crude rate of death from 
HIV/AIDS.42–44 Second, it includes random effects for each 
source of data in each country, where a source refers to a 
particular survey or census. Using the random effects, data 
are adjusted to the reference source for each country. The 
reference source is VR in countries with complete VR and 
complete birth histories in countries without complete VR. 
In some locations, reference sources are selected on the 
basis of expert knowledge of a country and its data sources 
provided by GBD collaborators. The third component of 
the model borrows strength over space and time by 
smoothing the residuals; the degree of smoothing is 
controlled by three hyperparameters. These hyper-
parameters are a time weight (lambda), a space weight 
(zeta), and a temporal correlation weight (scale). Additional 
details on the selection of the hyper parameters are 
included in appendix 1 section 2.2. The fourth component 
of the model uses the output after the first three 
components have been run as the mean prior in a 
Gaussian process regression. Gaussian process regression 
also includes four hyperparameters, lambda, zeta, scale, 
and an additional hyperparameter, amplitude. Details on 
these hyperparameters are included in appendix 1. In GBD 
2017, to standardise our analysis further, we have opted to 
use the same amplitude for all locations. The value for 
amplitude is based on the analysis of variation over time in 
countries with complete VR that is not explained by the 
covariates.
We use a multiphase approach to generate age-specific 
and age-sex-specific under-5 mortality. We first model the 
ratio of male to female 5q0. Next, we run separate models 
to estimate the probability of death for each sex and age 
group, specifically early neonatal (0–6 days), late neonatal 
(7–27 days), postneonatal (28–364 days), infant mortality 
(<1 year), and childhood mortality (between 1 and 5 years). 
These are run to take advantage of greater data density 
for both the ratio of male to female mortality and the 
split between infant mortality and childhood mortality 
as compared with the split of infant mortality into 
the components of early neonatal, late neonatal, and 
postneonatal. Each is modelled using ST-GPR. Results of 
the sex-ratio model are first applied to derive sex-specific 
under-5 death rates (U5MR). Next, the probability of death 
from birth to the exact age of 1 year and from age 1 year to 
the exact age of 5 years are transformed to conditional 
probabilities and scaled to the sex-specific U5MR 
estimates. This is done to ensure that the value of 1 minus 
the probabilities from birth to the exact age of 1 year and 
from age 1 year to the exact age of 5 years equals the 
probability of death between birth and the exact age 
of 5 years. Lastly, early neonatal, late neonatal, and 
postneonatal model results are transformed to conditional 
probabilities and scaled in the same manner to equal the 
sex-specific probability of death from birth to the exact 
age of 1 year. More information on the models, model 
hyperparameters, and scaling can be found in appendix 1 
section 2.2.
Estimating the probability of death between ages 
15 and 60 years
Data on the probability of death between the ages 
of 15 and 60 years are also modelled using ST-GPR. 
In the first stage model, we use LDI per capita, average 
years of schooling for the population aged 15–59 years, 
the crude rate of death from HIV/AIDS, and the under-5 
mortality rate as covariates.42–44 Under-5 mortality rate was 
not used as a covariate in GBD 2016, but we found that 
the model, which is now estimating for a longer time 
period going back to 1950, performs better when this 
covariate is included. We model the data for males and 
females together and include a dummy variable for sex in 
the model. In GBD 2016, we had run separate models for 
males and females, but this had yielded implausible sex 
ratios of adult mortality rates in specific location-years. 
More details, including hyperparameters for the ST-GPR 
model, are described in appendix 1 section 2.3.
GBD model life table system and the database of 
empirical life tables
To produce a complete set of age-specific mortality rates 
(an abridged life table) for each location, we used the 
GBD model life table system, which identifies a reference 
life table for each location, year, and sex, on the basis of 
the nearest matches found in our empirical life table 
database.14 As we have revised the population denomi-
nators used to create the empirical life tables in GBD 2017, 
we have substantially updated and revised the database of 
empirical life tables as well. In previous GBD iterations, 
For the Global Health Data 
Exchange see http://ghdx.
healthdata.org/
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we excluded life tables based on implausible patterns of 
variation in death rates in the age groups older than 
40 years. As with previous GBD cycles, we have two sets 
of life tables that meet inclusion criteria: a universal set 
that is used for all locations to identify matches and a 
location-specific set that is used for each location along 
with the universal set. We have formalised the inclusion 
criteria for life tables for both the location-specific and the 
universal set, and those are listed in section 2.4 of 
appendix 1. Life tables that meet all of the general 
inclusion criteria but not all of the universal life table 
inclusion criteria are categor ised as location-specific life 
tables. For each life table, within each location, we sort 
life tables by year and generate smoothed life tables using 
moving averages of widths 3, 5, and 7 adjacent years 
within each location. This smooth ing helps to address 
jumps or drops in age-specific mortality in locations 
where small numbers of deaths resulted in high variability 
of mortality patterns across age. After separately categor-
ising each life table, we keep the least-smoothed of the 
candidate life tables within each life table set. The 
smoothing process and inclusion criteria help to address 
implausible age patterns from countries with small 
populations, unstable death rates, or poor data quality.
We have also set the number of matches searched for in 
the databases to be 100 for all locations; to ensure that 
locations with high-quality data primarily rely on their 
own age patterns of mortality, we have modified the 
space-time weighting scheme through a 25-fold increase 
in the country-specific weights compared with GBD 2016, 
with an additional 15-fold increase in 0-year and 1-year lag 
country-specific weights and a three-fold increase in the 
2-year, 3-year, and 4-year lag country-specific weights. 
We also generated a new geographical strata of life table 
weights for subnational locations that are within the same 
country, which were assigned the same value as the 
original GBD 2016 country-specific weights.
For both all-cause mortality and cause-specific mortality 
analyses in GBD, we amassed a comprehensive database 
on human mortality from full VR systems and sample 
VR systems such as the Sample Registration System 
(SRS) from India and the Disease Surveillance Point 
system from China. These data sources provided a total 
of 42 138 empirical life tables, which also include sub-
national locations. After applying inclusion criteria, we 
use 35 177 life tables, of which 10 885 are universal and 
24 292 location-specific. The GBD model life tables varied 
in quality in accordance with the coverage of a location’s 
VR: for locations where VR coverage was high, the stan-
dard was overwhelmingly derived from observed mortality 
patterns, whereas in locations where VR coverage was low, 
the standard was based on locations with similar under-5 
and adult mortality rates, with more weight given to life 
tables that were closer geographically and temporally. 
The selection of geographically and temporally similar 
locations helped to capture differences in mortality 
patterns by age due to specific causes of death.
Single-year life tables
To support the estimation of single-year population 
for each location-age-sex-year, we have also generated 
single-year life tables for all locations from the abridged 
life tables after the HIV/AIDS mortality reconcilliation 
process and the addition of fatal discontinuities. Our 
method for generating single-year probabilities of 
death that are consistent with the abridged life table 
probabilities of death and known data on single-year 
patterns is described in the GBD 2017 population and 
fertility publication.31
Fatal discontinuities
Fatal discontinuities are idiosyncratic increases in mortality 
that would affect long-term mortality trends if modelled 
using the all-cause mortality estimation process, and as a 
result, are estimated separately. Events categorised as fatal 
discontinuities are epidemics (such as Ebola virus disease 
or cholera); natural disasters, major technological or 
transport accidents, and war and terrorism. The specific 
data sources used to compile fatal discontinuities can be 
explored using the online source tool, the Global Health 
Data Exchange, and are described in detail in appendix 1 
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Figure 1: Estimated proportion of deaths that are registered and reported globally and by GBD super-region, 
for both sexes combined, 1950–2016
Each line represents the proportion of deaths that are registered and reported for a given GBD super-region or 
globally from 1950 to 2016. The reason for the dips in the most recent years is that lags in reporting mean that 
estimated deaths are higher than what is reported, resulting in a huge drop in completeness from 2015, where the 
reported deaths are more complete. GBD=Global Burden of Diseases, Injuries, and Risk Factors Study.
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section 4. Estimates from high-quality VR systems were 
included instead of esti mates from other sources in the 
event that conflicting sources were identified for a fatal 
discontinuity, with few exceptions when there was evidence 
to suggest that the VR system was compromised by the 
event. Regional, cause-specific UIs were used to estimate 
uncertainty for events where only point-estimate mortality 
data were available.
For GBD 2017, we have recoded the locations of all 
events using a new suite of software developed in-house 
to match differently coded locations in the fatal discon-
tinuities database to GBD locations, taking advantage of 
detailed location information that was presented in non-
standardised ways—eg, sources that included the name 
of a city or village instead of latitude and longitude. 
We first overlaid the portions of the database with 
latitude-longitude coordinates to the most detailed GBD 
location. When coordinates were not available, we used 
three web-based geocoding services—the Google Maps, 
OpenStreetMap, and Geonames geocoding application 
programming interfaces—to get a set of possible latitude 
and longitude coordinates from the location, overlaid 
those coordinates on to GBD locations, and then used 
the most common result from the three services to 
assign a GBD location.
Since discontinuities for recent years are not well 
tracked in the available databases, we have supplemented 
these data bases with online searches. For GBD 2017, we 
syste matised the identification of events missing from 
our database by mining Twitter accounts of major news 
providers for common terms associated with such 
events, like “earthquake” and “casualties.” This provided 
62 events. Once events were identified, news reports of 
death totals, location, and date were used.
The age pattern of deaths is rarely identified in data-
bases of fatal discontinuities. In order to estimate an age 
and sex distribution, events were first assigned to a GBD 
cause. Events were then split based on both the global 
age and sex distribution of that cause of death and the 
age and sex distribution of the population in the GBD 
location of the event, following the GBD causes of death 
age-sex-splitting algorithm. The main effect of this effort 
is that we are much less likely to miss shocks or allocate 
them to the wrong subnational location.
HIV/AIDS in countries with large epidemics and 
incomplete VR
We produced estimates of adult HIV/AIDS incidence 
and prevalence using the estimation and projection 
package (EPP), a Bayesian model developed by 
UNAIDS.45 Our implementation of EPP made use of 
GBD-estimated demographic parameters, mortality rates 
for people on and off antiretroviral therapy, and CD4 
progression rates to fit a model to HIV/AIDS prevalence 
data from surveillance sites and representative surveys. 
EPP-generated inci dence and prevalence time series 
were used as inputs into Spectrum, a compartmental 
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Figure 2: Total number of deaths by age, globally, for both sexes combined, 1950–2017
Each stacked bar represents the total number of deaths in the given year attributable to each age group, from 1950 
to 2017, for both sexes combined. The early neonatal age group is 0–6 days, late neonatal is 7–27 days, and 
postneonatal 28–364 days.
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Figure 3: Natural logarithm of age-specific mortality rates, globally, for both sexes combined, 1950–2017
Each line represents the natural logarithm of the global death rate for a single year by age group, from 1950 
to 2017, for both sexes combined. The early neonatal age group is 0–6 days, late neonatal is 7–27 days, and 
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HIV/AIDS progression model originally developed by 
UNAIDS. Spectrum generated a full set of age-sex-
specific HIV/AIDS mortality rates using detailed 
demographic parameters that align with those used for 
EPP. In countries with VR data, we adjusted age-specific 
and sex-specific incidence rates to produce mortality 
estimates that better fit observed deaths. In parallel, 
the GBD model life table process produced a separate 
set of HIV/AIDS death estimates, which were reconciled 
with Spectrum outputs to produce final mortality 
estimates. For countries with high-quality VR systems, 
mortality estimates were generated using ST-GPR on VR 
data.
Analysing the relationship between age-specific 
mortality rates and development status
To characterise development status, we used the Socio-
demographic Index (SDI), a composite measure based on 
the total fertility under the age of 25 years (TFU25), average 
edu cational attainment in those aged 15 years or older, and 
LDI. Compared with GBD 2016, the SDI calculation in 
GBD 2017 has been refined to use TFU25 instead of 
the total fertility rate because TFU25 does not show a 
U-shaped pattern with development at higher levels of 
development status and is a better proxy for the status of 
women in society.31 Aggregate SDI groupings were 
generated by applying quintile cutoffs from the distribution 
of national-level SDI for countries with populations greater 
than 1 million in 2017 to estimates of SDI for all GBD 
locations in 2017. The SDI analysis is described in further 
detail in appendix 1 (section 3); additional detail on 
correlation for the weighted scores is also provided.
To evaluate the average relationship between SDI and 
all-cause mortality, we fit a generalised additive model 
with a Loess smoother on SDI by age and sex group 
using GBD 2017 estimates from 1950 to 2017. The 
expected value is based solely on SDI status and does not 
vary over time. Examination of how the ratio of observed 
death rates to expected death rates changes over time 
allows us to explore the impact of how the relationships 
are changing over time. The expected age-sex-specific 
mortality rates were subsequently used to generate a 
complete life table expected on the basis of SDI alone.
Uncertainty analysis
We estimate uncertainty systematically throughout 
the all-cause mortality estimation process. We generated 
1000 draws for each all-cause mortality metric, and 
95% UIs are calculated using the 2·5th and 
97·5th percentiles of the draw-level values. Analytical 
steps are connected at the draw level, and the uncertainty 
of key mortality metrics is propagated throughout the 
all-cause mortality estimation process. Uncertainty in 
under-5 mortality and adult mortality rate estimation 
Figure 4: Global log (death rate) age-pattern for both sexes combined, by year, 1950–2017
Each line represents the logarithm of global age-specific mortality rates for a given year between 1950 and 2017 and for both sexes combined. The inset shows a 
closer view of age groups from 20 to 39 years. 
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and completeness synthesis are estimated using 
non-sampling error and sampling error by data source. 
For the model life table step and HIV/AIDS-specific 
mortality calculations, uncertainty was estimated from 
uncertainty in the life table standard and from the 
regression parameters and sampling error in the EPP, 
respectively.
Role of the funding source
The funders of the study had no role in study design, 
data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or 
writing of the report. All authors had full access to the 
data in the study and had final responsibility for the 
decision to submit for publication.
Results
Levels and trends in death registration
The proportion of deaths that are registered and reported 
through VR and civil registration systems globally and by 
super-region are shown in figure 1, with detailed 
information on each location shown in appendix 1. The 
updated results of the application of all three death 
distribution methods and the synthesised time series 
of completeness are available online. Globally, 18·7% 
(95% UI 18·4–19·0) of deaths were registered in 1950 and 
that number has been steadily increasing, with 58·8% 
(58·2–59·3) of all deaths registered in 2015, the most 
recent year with the highest reported rate. 2015 is the peak 
year of completeness of death registration and reporting 
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Figure 5: Life expectancy at birth and by GBD super-region for both sexes combined, 1950–2017
GBD=Global Burden of Diseases, Injuries, and Risk Factors Study.
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globally, which partly reflects the substantial lag between 
when deaths occur and when they get reported through 
existing systems. Two super-regions, the high-income 
countries and central Europe, eastern Europe, and central 
Asia have had complete registration since 1985, with 
completeness considered to be above 95%. The Latin 
America and the Caribbean region has also had high 
registration since the late 1970s, which has been increasing 
and reached a high of 88·5% (88·0–89·0) in 2011 and 
staying around that level since. Substantial progress was 
seen in southeast Asia, east Asia, and Oceania in the past 
decade, with registration having increased from less 
than 10% as recently as 2006, to 49·6% (48·7–50·6) in 
2015. South Asia and north Africa and the Middle East had 
improvements throughout this time period; south Asia 
reached a maximum complete ness of 69·4% (68·4–70·5) 
in 2007 and was at 51·1% in both 2013 and 2014, and north 
Africa and the Middle East attained a 57·7% (56·5–58·9) 
complete ness in 2015. Globally, 134 of 195 countries and 
territories had increases in completeness since the first 
year for which we have reported VR. Notable increases 
were for Iran, which increased from 13·4% (13·1–13·8) in 
1974 to 89·8% (89·4–90·1) in 2016, Turkey, which 
increased from 28·9% (27·5–30·5) in 1978 to 100% 
(100–100) in 2016, and South Korea, which was 39·0% 
(35·0–43·2) in 1957 and increased to 97·9% (94·5–100·0) 
in 2016. Despite the increases over time, figure 1 also 
shows that 62·2% of all deaths did not get reported or 
registered as recently as 2016. Sub-Saharan Africa stands 
out as the region with the lowest rate of death registration 
and reporting. While substantial progress has been made 
in all other super-regions, sub-Saharan Africa remains 
at very low levels of death reporting and registration. 
56 countries had registration that was complete or at 
its highest level in 2016. In other countries, the lag 
between registration and reporting is even longer; only 
81 countries were regarded as having complete regi-
stration (>95%) for at least 1 year in the past 5 years, 
which were mainly in western Europe, central Europe, 
and the Caribbean.
Trends in number of age-specific deaths and death rates 
at the global level since 1950
Figure 2 shows the total number of deaths over time by 
age and for both sexes combined (sex-specific results are 
available in appendix 2). There were 43·7 million (95% UI 
43·0–44·3) deaths in the world in 1950, and that number 
had increased to 55·9 million (55·4–56·5) by 2017. This 
relatively small increase of 28·1% (25·9–30·4) in the 
total number of global deaths is even more impressive 
when taken in the context of population growth. Despite 
the huge increase in the global population, from 
2·57 billion (2·52–2·62) in 1950 to 7·64 billion 
(7·39–7·87) in 2017—increase of 297·2% (293·6–299·9)—
the number of deaths has remained comparatively 
constant. The highest number of deaths, 61·8 million 
(61·4–62·3), occurred in 1960. The excess number of 
deaths in 1960 compared with adjacent years was due to 
the Great Leap Forward in China. Overall, for both men 
and women (figures by sex shown in appendix 2), there 
has been a huge decrease in childhood deaths across all 
of the four age groups that refer to under-5 mortality 
(figure 2). As a propor tion of total deaths, deaths before 
the age of 5 years have decreased from 44·9% (44·2–45·7) 
in 1950 to 9·6% (9·3–10·0) in 2017. Conversely, deaths at 
ages older than 75 years have increased substantially, 
going from 11·9% (11·8–11·9) of total deaths in 1950 to 
39·2% (39·1–39·4) of total deaths in 2017.
The trends in age-specific deaths during this time 
period are shown in more detail in appendix 2. Broadly, 
the trends over time in the number of deaths fall into 
three categories, aside from the large spike in deaths in 
1960 due to the Great Leap Forward in China. First, the 
age groups younger than 5 years have had consistent 
declines in the numbers of deaths since 1950. The largest 
declines were in the four age groups pertaining to ages 
younger than 5 years for both boys and girls. Globally, for 
both sexes combined between 1950 and 2017, the number 
of deaths declined in the early neonatal period from 
3·7 million (95% UI 3·6–4·0) to 1·9 million (1·8–1·9); in 
the late neonatal period from 2·2 million (2·1–2·3) to 
0·5 million (0·5–0·5); in the postneonatal period from 
5·8 million (5·6–6·1) to 1·6 million (1·6–1·7); and at 
ages 1–4 years from 7·8 million (7·6–8·1) to 1·4 million 
(1·3–1·5). This substantial decline in the total number 
of under-5 deaths, from 19·6 million (19·1–20·2) to 
5·4 million (5·2–5·6), also needs to be considered in the 
context of the number of births, which has increased 
by 49·9% (43·5–56·5) from 92·6 million (88·9–96·4) to 
138·8 million (130·0–149·1) during the same period. 
Second are the age groups starting at age 5 years and up 
to age 49 years, for which the numbers of deaths have 
remained relatively constant between 1950 and 2017. For 
example, for the 20–24 years age group there were 
892 000 (879 000–909 000) deaths in 1950 and 710 000 
(697 000–725 000) in 2017. Third, in the older age groups 
(ie, those older than 50 years), the number of deaths has 
steadily increased since 1950; these increases are most 
notable in the age groups older than 80 years.
Figure 3 shows depicts the trends in age-specific death 
rates since 1950 on a natural log scale. Death rates in 
the younger age groups, especially those younger than 
5 years, have declined faster than those in adult age 
groups for both men and women. For some age groups, 
particularly those older than 80 years, death rates have 
not changed much over the past 68 years, suggesting that 
Figure 7: Life expectancy at birth, by location, for females (A) and males (B), 
2017, and difference in life expectancy at birth, by location, for females (C) 
and males (D) between 2017 and 1950
ATG=Antigua and Barbuda. FSM=Federated States of Micronesia. LCA=Saint Lucia. 
TLS=Timor-Leste. TTO=Trinidad and Tobago. VCT=Saint Vincent and the 
Grenadines.
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the large increase in the absolute number of deaths 
shown in figure 2 is driven by increases in the populations 
of those age groups over time, and not by increases in 
age-specific death rates.
Figure 4 shows the age-specific mortality rate curves 
for all years since 1950. On a natural log scale, the same 
difference on the y-axis represents the same percentage 
decline. This representation highlights the remarkable 
progress in age-specific mortality rates over time. The 
exception here is the period between 1958 and 1961, 
which reflects the impact of the Great Leap Forward in 
China, seen as higher mortality rates for all age groups 
under the age of 15 years and higher mortality rates than 
other years for ages 50–64 years. Outside of that period, 
the younger age groups that compose under-5 mortality 
have steady progress over time, with the mortality rate 
for 1–4 year olds dropping from 2554·7 deaths (95% UI 
2330·7–2788·5) per 100 000 to 264·7 (239·6–293·3) 
between 1950 and 2017. What is less visible in the 
previous figures is the steady progress in the age groups 
5–9 years and 10–14 years, for which mortality rates have 
drop ped from 330·4 (325·9–335·4) per 100 000 to 62·3 
(61·2–63·5) per 100 000 and 183·4 (181·3–186·0) per 
100 000 to 50·3 (49·5–51·1) per 100 000, respectively. 
Progress in age-specific mortality rates occurred across 
all ages, but become less pronounced for the older age 
groups. Despite overall progress, in the younger adult 
age groups (ages 20–45 years) the curves from the 
early 2000s cross over those for the 1990s, indicating a 
reversal in decades of progress on young adult mortality 
(see insert in figure 4). Other than this period of reversal 
at the global level, progress has been remarkably 
consistent in global death rates, albeit with very different 
relative changes by age group.
Global, regional, and national trends in life expectancy 
since 1950
Taking into account trends in age-specific mortality rates 
over time, figure 5 shows global and regional trends for 
both sexes combined in life expectancy at birth since 1950 
(sex-specific figures are available in appendix 2). Globally, 
life expectancy at birth has increased from 48·1 years 
(95% UI 46·5–49·6) in 1950 to 70·5 years (70·1–70·8) 
in 2017 for men and from 52·9 years (51·7–54·0) in 1950 
to 75·6 years (75·3–75·9) in 2017 for women. The huge 
impact of the Great Leap Forward in China in 1960 is 
shown clearly at both the global and regional level. 
Globally, life expectancy dropped by 5·1 years (3·9–6·2) 
as a result of the famine. Other than this massive fatal 
discontinuity, the trend in life expectancy at the global 
level has been one of steady increases. The smallest 
gain at the global level was during the 1990s and is 
partly explained by the fact that two super-regions, 
central Europe, eastern Europe, and central Asia, and 
sub-Saharan Africa, experienced declines during this 
decade. At the super-region level, the largest gains in 
life expectancy since 1950 were in north Africa and 
the Middle East, where life expectancy increased from 
42·4 years (40·6–44·1) to 74·2 years (73·9–74·6). At the 
other end of the scale, the smallest net gains in life 
expectancy were in central Europe, eastern Europe, and 
central Asia, where life expectancy has increased by a total 
of only 11·1 years (10·3–11·9) since 1950, including 
periods where life expectancy decreased. Progress has 
been made in this super-region since 2000, with increases 
of 5·6 years (5·4–5·8) for men and 4·2 years (4·1–4·4) for 
women in life expectancy up to 2017.
Sub-Saharan Africa had the lowest levels of life 
expectancy in 2017, at 63·9 years (95% UI 63·1–64·6) for 
both sexes combined, which is where the global average 
was in the mid-1980s. Although the net increase during 
the 68-year period since 1950 has been the smallest for 
sub-Saharan Africa, with declines occurring during 
the 1990s for both men and women, the region has also 
shown the greatest gains in life expectancy since 2000. 
Life expectancy has increased by 10·9 years (10·1–11·7) 
since 2000, a much faster rate of increase than in 
previous decades. High-income regions had the highest 
life expectancy in 2017; however, the gains since 2010 
have been very small at 0·6 years (0·5–0·7).
Figure 6 shows changes in life expectancy at birth 
for women (figure 6A) and men (figure 6B) for the 
13 countries with a population greater than 100 million 
in 2017, which jointly represent 62·5% (95% UI 
61·5–63·4) of the global population. Among these 
13 countries, Russia stands out for having the smallest 
net gain over the 68-year period of the study at only 
5·7 years (4·8–6·7) for men and 7·7 years (7·0—8·6) for 
women. Men in Ethiopia and Pakistan have similar life 
expectancies to men in Russia in 2017 at 66·7 years 
(65·6–67·7) and 66·4 years (63·8–69·1), respectively; 
however, men in both Ethiopia and Pakistan have had 
significant increases in life expectancy since 1950, 
adding up to a total gain of 31·1 years (28·0–34·3) in 
Ethiopia and 20·1 years (16·1–23·9) in Pakistan, with 
particularly pronounced increases since 2000 for 
Ethiopia. While not as noticeable as for men, gains in 
life expectancy have also been small for women in 
Russia, with the most pronounced declines seen in the 
early 1990s. Furthermore, whereas Russia was ranked 
second among this group of countries in both men and 
women in 1950, following the USA, by 2017, it had fallen 
to tenth place for men and sixth place for women.
The largest gains in life expectancy among the 
13 most populous countries were in Bangladesh 
(32·1 years [95% UI 29·3 to 35·2] for men and 
31·7 years [28·4 to 35·0] for women) and Ethiopia 
(31·1 years [28·0 to 34·3] for men and 30·6 years 
[28·3 to 32·9] for women). The Philippines stands out 
as the country in this group in which the gap between 
female and male life expectancy has grown the most 
since 1950. The gap was only 1·6 years (–0·1 to 3·3) in 
1950 and has grown to 6·5 years (3·6 to 9·1) in 2017. In 
1950, life expectancy in the Philippines was only 
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Probability of death between 
birth and age 5 years
Probability of death 
between ages 15 and 
60 years
Life expectancy at birth 
(years)
Life expectancy at age 60 years 
(years)
Total deaths 
(thousands)
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Global 0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·04 
(0·03 to 
0·04)
0·17 
(0·17 to 0·17)
0·10 
(0·10 to 
0·11)
70·48 
(70·12 to 70·82)
75·59 
(75·31 to 
75·86)
19·39 
(19·28 to 
19·51)
22·61 
(22·5 to 22·73)
30 387 
(29 986 to 
30 775)
25 558 
(25 224 to 
25 885)
Low SDI 0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
0·06 
(0·06 to 0·07)
0·24 
(0·23 to 0·25)
0·18 
(0·18 to 0·19)
64·48 
(63·8 to 65·13)
67·34 
(66·75 to 67·95)
16·77 
(16·5 to 17·04)
18·15 
(17·84 to 18·45)
4806 
(4685 to 
4939)
4131 
(4023 to 
4240)
Low-middle 
SDI
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·06)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·05)
0·22 
(0·21 to 0·23)
0·16 
(0·15 to 0·17)
66·27 
(65·67 to 66·86)
70·08 
(69·5 to 70·65)
17·28 
(17·02 to 17·53)
19·4 
(19·11 to 19·69)
6579 
(6363 to 
6813)
5656 
(5465 to 
5866)
Middle SDI 0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·17 
(0·16 to 0·17)
0·09 
(0·09 to 0·09)
71·71 
(71·37 to 72·09)
77·42 
(77·09 to 77·7)
18·92 
(18·69 to 19·18)
22·22 
(21·96 to 22·46)
6067 
(5911 to 
6217)
4536 
(4418 to 
4662)
High-middle 
SDI 
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·15 
(0·14 to 0·15)
0·07 
(0·07 to 0·07)
73·33 
(72·98 to 73·69)
79·42 
(79·13 to 79·7)
19·1 
(18·85 to 19·37)
22·68 
(22·44 to 22·91)
7831 
(7607 to 
8059)
6259 
(6088 to 
6439)
High SDI 0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·10 
(0·10 to 0·10)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
78·47 
(78·3 to 78·65)
83·7 
(83·53 to 83·86)
22·46 
(22·33 to 22·58)
26·19 
(26·05 to 26·32)
4997 
(4922 to 
5071)
4875 
(4797 to 
4953)
Central Europe, 
eastern 
Europe, and 
central Asia
0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·24 
(0·24 to 0·25)
0·10 
(0·10 to 0·10)
68·5 
(68·3 to 68·68)
77·57 
(77·41 to 77·74)
17·02 
(16·92 to 17·12)
21·99 
(21·89 to 22·1)
2427 
(2398 to 
2457)
2303 
(2273 to 
2332)
Central Asia 0·03 
(0·03 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·22 
(0·21 to 0·23)
0·11 
(0·10 to 0·12)
67·37 
(66·76 to 67·92)
74·83 
(74·26 to 75·4)
15·82 
(15·46 to 16·14)
20·30 
(19·94 to 20·67)
353 
(339 to 369)
277 
(266 to 290)
Armenia 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·16 
(0·16 to 0·17)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·07)
72·38 
(71·97 to 72·81)
78·65 
(78·23 to 79·06)
17·93 
(17·64 to 18·22)
21·51 
(21·16 to 21·84)
14 
(14 to 15)
14 
(13 to 14)
Azerbaijan 0·04 
(0·03 to 0·05)
0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·19 
(0·17 to 0·21)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·10)
67·23 
(66·2 to 68·22)
74·66 
(73·74 to 75·66)
15·1 
(14·51 to 15·71)
20·27 
(19·56 to 21)
45 
(41 to 48)
31 
(28 to 33)
Georgia 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·24 
(0·23 to 0·25)
0·08 
(0·08 to 0·09)
68·39 
(67·96 to 68·81)
77·31 
(76·89 to 77·73)
16·21 
(15·99 to 16·45)
20·83 
(20·53 to 21·13)
25 
(25 to 26)
25 
(24 to 26)
Kazakhstan 0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·26 
(0·24 to 0·27)
0·10 
(0·10 to 0·11)
67·46 
(66·76 to 68·16)
76·38 
(75·75 to 77·06)
16·24 
(15·84 to 16·65)
20·93 
(20·50 to 21·42)
74 
(71 to 78)
61 
(57 to 64)
Kyrgyzstan 0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·21 
(0·20 to 0·21)
0·10 
(0·09 to 0·10)
69·07 
(68·7 to 69·44)
76·27 
(75·88 to 76·65)
16·83 
(16·6 to 17·06)
20·92 
(20·64 to 21·21)
19 
(18 to 19)
15 
(15 to 16)
Mongolia 0·03 
(0·02 to 0·04)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·30 
(0·27 to 0·33)
0·14 
(0·12 to 0·15)
64·48 
(63·18 to 65·94)
73·66 
(72·47 to 74·84)
14·9 
(14·16 to 15·68)
19·68 
(18·85 to 20·52)
13 
(12 to 14)
8 
(8 to 9)
Tajikistan 0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·18 
(0·16 to 0·20)
0·12 
(0·11 to 0·14)
67·67 
(66·33 to 68·92)
73·3 
(72·06 to 74·54)
17·19 
(16·34 to 17·94)
20·75 
(19·9 to 21·67)
28 
(26 to 30)
20 
(18 to 22)
Turkmenistan 0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·25 
(0·23 to 0·27)
0·13 
(0·12 to 0·14)
66·54 
(65·42 to 67·68)
73·87 
(72·72 to 74·94)
16·27 
(15·66 to 16·93)
20·05 
(19·26 to 20·76)
19 
(17 to 20)
14 
(13 to 16)
Uzbekistan 0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·21 
(0·19 to 0·24)
0·12 
(0·11 to 0·14)
67·12 
(65·55 to 68·6)
73·75 
(72·18 to 75·35)
15 
(14·07 to 15·95)
19·38 
(18·24 to 20·57)
116 
(103 to 130)
89 
(78 to 102)
Central Europe 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
0·15 
(0·15 to 0·16)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·07)
73·62 
(73·34 to 73·92)
80·44 
(80·19 to 80·70)
18·69 
(18·49 to 18·88)
23·13 
(22·94 to 23·34)
678 
(663 to 695)
649 
(633 to 665)
Albania 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·10 
(0·08 to 0·13)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
74·93 
(72·83 to 77·11)
82·1 
(79·9 to 84·32)
19·57 
(18·12 to 21·14)
25 
(23·18 to 26·9)
13 
(11 to 16)
8 
(7 to 11)
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·13 
(0·12 to 0·14)
0·06 
(0·06 to 0·07)
74·34 
(73·62 to 75·04)
79·06 
(78·39 to 79·74)
18·62 
(18·1 to 19·12)
21·57 
(21·03 to 22·11)
19 
(18 to 20)
18 
(17 to 19)
Bulgaria 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·19 
(0·18 to 0·20)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·09)
71·33 
(70·60 to 72·11)
78·58 
(77·88 to 79·24)
17·3 
(16·83 to 17·82)
22·01 
(21·49 to 22·52)
56 
(53 to 60)
51 
(48 to 55)
Croatia <0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·12 
(0·11 to 0·13)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·05)
75·39 
(74·71 to 76·08)
81·61 
(80·95 to 82·28)
19·28 
(18·81 to 19·8)
23·57 
(23·03 to 24·15)
25 
(24 to 27)
26 
(24 to 28)
Czech 
Republic
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·11 
(0·10 to 0·12)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
76·31 
(75·6 to 77)
81·96 
(81·29 to 82·6)
19·95 
(19·42 to 20·46)
24·06 
(23·52 to 24·57)
56 
(52 to 59)
55 
(51 to 59)
Hungary 0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·17 
(0·15 to 0·18)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·08)
73·19 
(72·42 to 73·89)
80·20 
(79·5 to 80·86)
18·13 
(17·59 to 18·63)
23·02 
(22·47 to 23·55)
60 
(57 to 64)
62 
(58 to 66)
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Macedonia 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·13 
(0·12 to 0·14)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
73·88 
(73·19 to 74·58)
79·68 
(79·15 to 80·26)
18·34 
(17·86 to 18·84)
22·91 
(22·56 to 23·34)
12 
(11 to 12)
8 
(7 to 8)
Montenegro <0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·13 
(0·12 to 0·15)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
74·06 
(72·92 to 75·15)
78·93 
(78·13 to 79·72)
18·2 
(17·38 to 19)
21·55 
(20·93 to 22·18)
3 
(3 to 4)
3 
(3 to 3)
Poland <0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·16 
(0·15 to 0·17)
0·06 
(0·06 to 0·07)
74·07 
(73·35 to 74·8)
81·85 
(81·2 to 82·44)
19·3 
(18·81 to 19·8)
24·32 
(23·81 to 24·8)
204 
(192 to 216)
191 
(180 to 203)
Romania 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·19 
(0·18 to 0·21)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·08)
71·55 
(70·82 to 72·26)
78·95 
(78·35 to 79·61)
17·8 
(17·33 to 18·27)
22·27 
(21·8 to 22·77)
136 
(129 to 144)
125 
(117 to 132)
Serbia 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·14 
(0·13 to 0·15)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·08)
73·59 
(72·93 to 74·24)
77·86 
(77·2 to 78·54)
18·02 
(17·58 to 18·48)
20·55 
(20·04 to 21·09)
57 
(54 to 60)
67 
(62 to 71)
Slovakia 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
0·14 
(0·13 to 0·15)
0·06 
(0·06 to 0·07)
74·09 
(73·4 to 74·77)
80·57 
(79·86 to 81·27)
18·73 
(18·25 to 19·22)
23·18 
(22·63 to 23·74)
27 
(25 to 28)
26 
(24 to 28)
Slovenia <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·10 
(0·09 to 0·11)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
77·92 
(77·17 to 78·71)
84·22 
(83·45 to 84·99)
21·31 
(20·75 to 21·89)
26·01 
(25·36 to 26·64)
10 
(9 to 11)
10 
(9 to 11)
Eastern Europe 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·30 
(0·29 to 0·30)
0·11 
(0·11 to 0·11)
66·49 
(66·28 to 66·71)
77·24 
(77·06 to 77·43)
16·14 
(16·02 to 16·27)
21·66 
(21·52 to 21·79)
1395 
(1375 to 
1415)
1376 
(1355 to 
1398)
Belarus 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
0·23 
(0·22 to 0·25)
0·08 
(0·08 to 0·09)
68·96 
(68·2 to 69·68)
78·78 
(78·14 to 79·45)
16·01 
(15·56 to 16·45)
22·06 
(21·58 to 22·57)
60 
(56 to 63)
61 
(58 to 65)
Estonia <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·17 
(0·14 to 0·19)
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·07)
73·64 
(71·97 to 75·29)
82·08 
(80·69 to 83·49)
19·19 
(18·11 to 20·29)
24·6 
(23·52 to 25·72)
7 
(6 to 8)
8 
(7 to 9)
Latvia 0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·23 
(0·20 to 0·25)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·10)
70·13 
(68·55 to 71·75)
79·85 
(78·38 to 81·3)
17·22 
(16·26 to 18·22)
23·07 
(21·99 to 24·17)
13 
(12 to 15)
15 
(13 to 17)
Lithuania 0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·24 
(0·22 to 0·26)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·09)
69·63 
(68·72 to 70·51)
80·20 
(79·43 to 80·97)
17·16 
(16·63 to 17·7)
23·39 
(22·84 to 23·97)
20 
(19 to 21)
21 
(19 to 22)
Moldova 0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·25 
(0·24 to 0·26)
0·10 
(0·09 to 0·10)
68·2 
(67·78 to 68·66)
77·42 
(77·01 to 77·86)
16·34 
(16·1 to 16·6)
21·64 
(21·33 to 21·96)
22 
(21 to 23)
20 
(19 to 20)
Russia 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·29 
(0·29 to 0·30)
0·11 
(0·11 to 0·11)
66·75 
(66·63 to 66·89)
77·24 
(77·12 to 77·36)
16·43 
(16·36 to 16·5)
21·7 
(21·62 to 21·78)
919 
(911 to 926)
916 
(907 to 925)
Ukraine 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·33 
(0·31 to 0·35)
0·11 
(0·10 to 0·12)
64·65 
(63·86 to 65·44)
76·52 
(75·78 to 77·19)
15·24 
(14·84 to 15·64)
21·2 
(20·69 to 21·66)
355 
(337 to 373)
335 
(317 to 357)
High income 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
0·01)
0·10 
(0·10 to 0·10)
0·06 
(0·06 to 0·06)
78·43 
(78·25 to 78·61)
83·56 
(83·38 to 83·74)
22·51 
(22·38 to 22·63)
26·18 
(26·04 to 26·32)
4885 
(4812 to 
4959)
4784 
(4705 to 
4866)
Australasia <0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·09)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·05)
80·13 
(79·05 to 81·23)
84·42 
(83·44 to 85·37)
23·52 
(22·73 to 24·34)
26·58 
(25·79 to 27·37)
106 
(96 to 117)
98 
(88 to 108)
Australia <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·09)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·05)
80·21 
(78·94 to 81·49)
84·58 
(83·42 to 85·74)
23·56 
(22·66 to 
24·48)
26·69 
(25·74 to 27·64)
89 
(79 to 100)
82 
(72 to 92)
New Zealand <0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·09)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
79·65 
(79·03 to 80·29)
83·57 
(82·98 to 84·16)
23·33 
(22·88 to 23·81)
26·03 
(25·53 to 26·5)
17 
(16 to 18)
16 
(15 to 17)
High-income 
Asia Pacific
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·07 
(0·07 to 0·08)
0·04 
(0·03 to 0·04)
80·76 
(80·49 to 81·03)
86·93 
(86·71 to 87·15)
23·62 
(23·42 to 23·82)
28·67 
(28·49 to 28·84)
879 
(858 to 901)
814 
(796 to 832)
Brunei 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·15 
(0·13 to 0·16)
0·10 
(0·09 to 0·11)
73·35 
(72·31 to 74·39)
77·5 
(76·63 to 78·43)
18·9 
(17·88 to 19·83)
21·58 
(21 to 22·21)
1 
(1 to 1)
1 
(1 to 1)
Japan <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·07 
(0·07 to 0·07)
0·04 
(0·03 to 0·04)
81·08 
(80·80 to 81·34)
87·21 
(86·96 to 87·44)
23·8 
(23·59 to 24)
28·93 
(28·73 to 29·11)
704 
(688 to 722)
668 
(652 to 685)
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Singapore <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·06 
(0·06 to 0·07)
0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
81·93 
(81·24 to 82·61)
87·55 
(86·9 to 88·08)
24·28 
(23·72 to 24·83)
29·13 
(28·58 to 29·55)
11 
(11 to 12)
9 
(8 to 9)
South Korea <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·09)
0·04 
(0·03 to 0·04)
79·52 
(78·74 to 80·29)
85·48 
(84·89 to 86·11)
22·64 
(22·06 to 23·21)
27·23 
(26·75 to 27·74)
163 
(151 to 176)
136 
(127 to 146)
High-income 
North America
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·13 
(0·13 to 0·14)
0·08 
(0·08 to 0·08)
76·46 
(76·15 to 76·76)
81·38 
(81·11 to 81·66)
21·9 
(21·7 to 22·1)
24·87 
(24·68 to 25·08)
1603 
(1566 to 
1642)
1534 
(1498 to 
1569)
Canada 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·09)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
79·86 
(79·2 to 80·53)
83·99 
(83·36 to 84·57)
23·5 
(23·02 to 24)
26·47 
(25·96 to 26·92)
141 
(133 to 150)
138 
(131 to 147)
Greenland 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·18 
(0·17 to 0·19)
0·11 
(0·10 to 0·12)
70·84 
(70·33 to 71·38)
77·15 
(76·2 to 78·04)
17·5 
(17·3 to 18·32)
22·05 
(21·34 to 22·7)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
USA 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·14 
(0·14 to 0·14)
0·08 
(0·08 to 0·08)
76·09 
(75·76 to 76·42)
81·09 
(80·80 to 81·38)
21·72 
(21·51 to 21·94)
24·69 
(24·48 to 
24·91)
1461 
(1424 to 
1499)
1396 
(1361 to 
1431)
Southern Latin 
America
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·13 
(0·12 to 0·15)
0·07 
(0·07 to 0·08)
74·51 
(73·32 to 75·55)
80·36 
(79·33 to 81·28)
19·86 
(19·06 to 20·58)
23·77 
(22·98 to 24·48)
248 
(228 to 272)
230 
(211 to 253)
Argentina 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·14 
(0·12 to 0·16)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·09)
73·57 
(71·97 to 74·97)
79·67 
(78·33 to 80·99)
19·2 
(18·14 to 20·16)
23·35 
(22·37 to 24·34)
172 
(154 to 195)
160 
(142 to 180)
Chile 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·11 
(0·10 to 0·13)
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·07)
77·19 
(75·73 to 78·67)
82·11 
(80·81 to 83·42)
21·76 
(20·72 to 22·84)
24·85 
(23·81 to 25·92)
59 
(52 to 66)
54 
(47 to 61)
Uruguay 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·15 
(0·13 to 0·17)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·09)
73·51 
(72·07 to 75·02)
80·43 
(79·03 to 81·87)
19·26 
(18·3 to 20·27)
23·94 
(22·92 to 25·03)
17 
(15 to 19)
17 
(15 to 19)
Western 
Europe
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·08 
(0·08 to 0·08)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·05)
79·53 
(79·19 to 79·84)
84·21 
(83·9 to 84·51)
22·65 
(22·4 to 22·89)
26·21 
(25·96 to 26·46)
2049 
(1992 to 
2111)
2108 
(2046 to 
2174)
Andorra <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·08 
(0·06 to 0·09)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
80·55 
(79·43 to 81·68)
85·06 
(83·58 to 86·74)
23·48 
(22·79 to 24·22)
26·85 
(25·59 to 28·34)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
Austria <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·09)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
79·4 
(78·75 to 80·07)
84·03 
(83·4 to 84·62)
22·41 
(21·91 to 22·92)
25·94 
(25·42 to 26·43)
39 
(37 to 42)
42 
(40 to 45)
Belgium <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·09)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·05)
78·87 
(78·22 to 79·55)
83·82 
(83·14 to 84·45)
22·16 
(21·66 to 22·66)
25·97 
(25·43 to 26·48)
54 
(51 to 57)
55 
(52 to 59)
Cyprus <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·09)
0·04 
(0·03 to 0·04)
78·45 
(77·41 to 79·47)
85·21 
(84·33 to 85·98)
21·46 
(20·70 to 22·23)
26·96 
(26·23 to 27·56)
5 
(4 to 5)
3 
(3 to 4)
Denmark <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·08 
(0·08 to 0·09)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
78·81 
(78·12 to 79·48)
82·69 
(81·91 to 83·37)
21·86 
(21·34 to 22·36)
24·83 
(24·2 to 25·4)
27 
(26 to 29)
27 
(25 to 29)
Finland <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·10 
(0·09 to 0·10)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
78·55 
(77·77 to 79·23)
84·28 
(83·58 to 84·94)
22·1 
(21·54 to 22·59)
26·15 
(25·58 to 26·7)
28 
(26 to 30)
27 
(26 to 29)
France <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·09 
(0·09 to 0·10)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·05)
79·82 
(79·18 to 80·43)
85·72 
(85·15 to 86·29)
23·38 
(22·91 to 23·83)
27·84 
(27·38 to 28·29)
289 
(274 to 306)
290 
(274 to 307)
Germany <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·11)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
78·24 
(76·91 to 79·49)
83·01 
(81·82 to 84·2)
21·61 
(20·63 to 22·55)
25·11 
(24·14 to 26·09)
464 
(415 to 520)
484 
(429 to 
544)
Greece <0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·10 
(0·09 to 0·10)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·05)
78·44 
(77·79 to 79·15)
83·56 
(82·96 to 84·21)
22·12 
(21·64 to 22·64)
25·67 
(25·16 to 26·18)
63 
(59 to 66)
57 
(54 to 61)
Iceland <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·07 
(0·07 to 0·07)
0·04 
(0·03 to 0·04)
79·83 
(79·4 to 80·25)
85·94 
(85·45 to 86·42)
22·63 
(22·31 to 22·95)
27·57 
(27·16 to 27·98)
1 
(1 to 1)
1 
(1 to 1)
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Probability of death between 
birth and age 5 years
Probability of death 
between ages 15 and 
60 years
Life expectancy at birth 
(years)
Life expectancy at age 60 years 
(years)
Total deaths 
(thousands)
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
(Continued from previous page)
Ireland <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·05)
80 
(79·31 to 80·71)
83·68 
(82·92 to 84·35)
22·83 
(22·32 to 23·38)
25·6 
(24·97 to 26·16)
16 
(15 to 17)
15 
(14 to 16)
Israel <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·07)
0·04 
(0·03 to 0·04)
81·27 
(80·60 to 81·92)
84·58 
(83·93 to 85·25)
24·02 
(23·5 to 24·52)
26·33 
(25·77 to 26·9)
23 
(21 to 24)
23 
(22 to 25)
Italy <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·06 
(0·06 to 0·07)
0·04 
(0·03 to 0·04)
80·85 
(80·22 to 81·43)
85·31 
(84·72 to 85·91)
23·39 
(22·91 to 23·84)
26·99 
(26·5 to 27·5)
299 
(282 to 317)
324 
(303 to 344)
Luxembourg <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·05)
80·03 
(78·91 to 81·2)
83·25 
(82·31 to 84·22)
22·83 
(21·99 to 23·73)
25·22 
(24·44 to 26·02)
2 
(2 to 2)
2 
(2 to 3)
Malta 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
0·07 
(0·07 to 0·08)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·04)
78·91 
(78·42 to 79·45)
83·02 
(82·42 to 83·6)
21·99 
(21·64 to 22·4)
25 
(24·49 to 25·5)
2 
(2 to 2)
2 
(2 to 2)
Netherlands <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·07)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
79·89 
(79·25 to 80·50)
83·06 
(82·42 to 83·71)
22·44 
(21·95 to 22·92)
25·21 
(24·68 to 25·74)
74 
(69 to 79)
78 
(73 to 84)
Norway <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·07)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·04)
80·46 
(80·25 to 80·69)
84·17 
(83·95 to 84·39)
23·11 
(22·95 to 23·28)
25·94 
(25·77 to 26·12)
20 
(20 to 21)
21 
(21 to 22)
Portugal <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·10 
(0·09 to 0·11)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
78·51 
(77·86 to 79·23)
84·22 
(83·6 to 84·82)
22·15 
(21·68 to 22·68)
26·11 
(25·62 to 26·61)
57 
(53 to 60)
57 
(53 to 61)
Spain <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·07 
(0·07 to 0·08)
0·04 
(0·03 to 0·04)
80·21 
(79·65 to 80·80)
85·82 
(85·31 to 86·34)
23·03 
(22·6 to 23·48)
27·53 
(27·11 to 27·97)
211 
(200 to 222)
206 
(195 to 218)
Sweden <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·06 
(0·06 to 0·07)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·04)
80·79 
(80·22 to 81·35)
84·18 
(83·65 to 84·71)
23·36 
(22·92 to 23·8)
25·91 
(25·47 to 26·36)
45 
(42 to 47)
47 
(45 to 50)
Switzerland <0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
82·12 
(81·53 to 82·78)
85·66 
(85·09 to 86·27)
24·46 
(23·99 to 24·98)
27·32 
(26·84 to 27·84)
31 
(29 to 33)
34 
(31 to 36)
UK <0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·08 
(0·08 to 0·08)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
79·18 
(79·05 to 79·32)
82·72 
(82·59 to 82·85)
22·5 
(22·42 to 22·6)
25·05 
(24·95 to 25·14)
299 
(295 to 302)
310 
(306 to 313)
England <0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·08 
(0·08 to 0·08)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·05)
79·49 
(79·39 to 79·59)
82·91 
(82·83 to 83·01)
22·67 
(22·61 to 22·75)
25·18 
(25·11 to 25·26)
245 
(243 to 247)
256 
(254 to 258)
Northern 
Ireland
0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
0·01)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·1)
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·06)
78·74 
(77·74 to 79·77)
82·48 
(81·45 to 83·44)
22·39 
(21·68 to 23·15)
24·92 
(24·11 to 25·69)
8 
(7 to 8)
8 
(7 to 9)
Scotland <0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·12 
(0·1 to 0·13)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
76·91 
(75·95 to 77·96)
81·2 
(80·33 to 82·12)
21·29 
(20·63 to 22·02)
23·99 
(23·34 to 24·73)
29 
(26 to 31)
29 
(27 to 32)
Wales <0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·1 
(0·09 to 0·1)
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·06)
78·27 
(77·52 to 79·1)
82·47 
(81·67 to 83·23)
22 
(21·45 to 22·59)
24·88 
(24·24 to 25·49)
17 
(16 to 18)
16 
(15 to 18)
Latin America 
and Caribbean
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·17 
(0·17 to 0·18)
0·09 
(0·09 to 
0·09)
72·79 
(72·44 to 73·16)
78·94 
(78·63 to 79·23)
20·94 
(20·80 to 
21·09)
23·72 
(23·57 to 23·87)
1895 
(1863 to 
1928)
1501 
(1475 to 
1527)
Andean Latin 
America
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·12 
(0·11 to 0·13)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·09)
76·18 
(74·95 to 77·35)
79·49 
(78·39 to 80·58)
22·62 
(21·77 to 23·44)
24·19 
(23·37 to 25)
159 
(146 to 174)
137 
(124 to 150)
Bolivia 0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·14 
(0·11 to 0·18)
0·12 
(0·09 to 0·15)
71·3 
(68·76 to 73·93)
74·15 
(72·08 to 76·58)
18·45 
(16·43 to 20·49)
20·36 
(19·01 to 22·22)
35 
(28 to 43)
32 
(26 to 37)
Ecuador 0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·15 
(0·13 to 0·17)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·10)
74·77 
(73·32 to 76·08)
78·72 
(77·48 to 79·92)
22·26 
(21·44 to 23·06)
23·5 
(22·63 to 24·36)
48 
(43 to 53)
40 
(36 to 44)
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Probability of death between 
birth and age 5 years
Probability of death 
between ages 15 and 
60 years
Life expectancy at birth 
(years)
Life expectancy at age 60 years 
(years)
Total deaths 
(thousands)
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
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Peru 0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·10 
(0·08 to 0·12)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
78·74 
(76·78 to 80·79)
81·89 
(80·05 to 83·73)
24·28 
(22·95 to 25·69)
25·91 
(24·48 to 27·31)
77 
(65 to 89)
65 
(55 to 77)
Caribbean 0·04 
(0·03 to 0·05)
0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·18 
(0·17 to 0·20)
0·12 
(0·11 to 0·14)
70·35 
(69·35 to 71·43)
75·39 
(74·36 to 76·39)
19·78 
(19·25 to 20·34)
22·63 
(22·02 to 23·23)
196 
(185 to 208)
164 
(154 to 175)
Antigua and 
Barbuda
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·13 
(0·12 to 0·14)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·09)
75·28 
(74·4 to 76·15)
78·74 
(78·13 to 79·36)
20·97 
(20·38 to 21·55)
22·48 
(21·97 to 23·07)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
The Bahamas 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·22 
(0·20 to 0·24)
0·13 
(0·12 to 0·14)
70·84 
(69·58 to 72·12)
76·58 
(75·41 to 77·89)
19·81 
(19·09 to 20·56)
22·35 
(21·54 to 23·25)
1 
(1 to 1)
1 
(1 to 1)
Barbados 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·13 
(0·12 to 0·15)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·10)
75·49 
(74·44 to 76·64)
78·63 
(77·73 to 79·62)
21·28 
(20·59 to 22·02)
23·23 
(22·63 to 23·97)
1 
(1 to 1)
1 
(1 to 2)
Belize 0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·21 
(0·21 to 0·22)
0·12 
(0·11 to 0·12)
71·25 
(70·67 to 71·84)
77·4 
(76·87 to 77·94)
20·73 
(20·42 to 21·07)
23·02 
(22·68 to 23·38)
1 
(1 to 1)
1 
(1 to 1)
Bermuda 0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
0·11 
(0·10 to 0·12)
0·04 
(0·03 to 0·04)
77·05 
(76·42 to 77·6)
85·67 
(84·82 to 86·53)
21·11 
(20·59 to 21·45)
27·61 
(26·92 to 28·31)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
Cuba 0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
0·12 
(0·11 to 0·14)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
76·18 
(74·64 to 77·65)
80·71 
(79·32 to 82·1)
20·76 
(19·7 to 21·79)
23·68 
(22·6 to 24·79)
55 
(49 to 62)
46 
(41 to 53)
Dominica 0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·17 
(0·16 to 0·19)
0·10 
(0·09 to 0·11)
70·42 
(69·42 to 71·4)
75·36 
(74·33 to 76·4)
19·01 
(18·46 to 19·53)
21·55 
(20·89 to 22·3)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
Dominican 
Republic
0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·21 
(0·18 to 0·24)
0·11 
(0·10 to 0·13)
69·78 
(67·83 to 71·9)
76·77 
(75·17 to 78·47)
19·48 
(18·33 to 20·86)
23·12 
(22·08 to 24·32)
40 
(35 to 45)
27 
(24 to 31)
Grenada 0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·18 
(0·17 to 0·19)
0·12 
(0·11 to 0·13)
72·99 
(72·31 to 73·65)
75·41 
(74·68 to 76·15)
20·11 
(19·67 to 20·53)
20·53 
(19·98 to 21·14)
1 
(1 to 1)
1 
(1 to 1)
Guyana 0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·27 
(0·24 to 0·31)
0·17 
(0·15 to 0·20)
66·36 
(64·55 to 68·16)
72·16 
(70·49 to 73·9)
17·01 
(16 to 18·04)
19·56 
(18·49 to 20·70)
3 
(3 to 3)
2 
(2 to 3)
Haiti 0·06 
(0·05 to 0·08)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
0·25 
(0·20 to 0·30)
0·22 
(0·18 to 0·27)
63·83 
(61·44 to 66·42)
65·96 
(63·27 to 68·75)
16·05 
(15 to 17·52)
16·95 
(15·36 to 18·92)
45 
(39 to 52)
43 
(36 to 52)
Jamaica 0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·18 
(0·15 to 0·21)
0·11 
(0·09 to 0·13)
71·96 
(69·85 to 74·14)
77·48 
(75·41 to 79·4)
19·14 
(17·88 to 20·50)
22·3 
(20·77 to 23·72)
11 
(9 to 13)
9 
(8 to 11)
Puerto Rico 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·17 
(0·16 to 0·18)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·08)
74·52 
(73·69 to 75·39)
81·6 
(80·88 to 82·32)
22·38 
(21·84 to 22·94)
25·76 
(25·2 to 26·32)
18 
(17 to 20)
16 
(15 to 17)
Saint Lucia 0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·18 
(0·16 to 0·19)
0·10 
(0·09 to 0·11)
73·12 
(72·24 to 74)
78·08 
(77·2 to 78·93)
20·57 
(20·04 to 21·13)
22·62 
(21·98 to 23·2)
1 
(1 to 1)
1 
(1 to 1)
Saint Vincent 
and the 
Grenadines
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·21 
(0·20 to 0·22)
0·13 
(0·12 to 0·14)
69·65 
(68·86 to 70·38)
75·41 
(74·56 to 76·29)
18·08 
(17·66 to 18·49)
21·18 
(20·59 to 21·74)
1 
(1 to 1)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
Suriname 0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·22 
(0·19 to 0·24)
0·12 
(0·11 to 0·14)
68·95 
(67·25 to 70·72)
75·28 
(73·98 to 76·61)
18·37 
(17·36 to 19·42)
21·97 
(21·05 to 22·9)
2 
(2 to 3)
2 
(2 to 2)
Trinidad and 
Tobago
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·19 
(0·15 to 0·24)
0·11 
(0·08 to 0·14)
71·13 
(68·45 to 73·95)
77·55 
(74·82 to 80·33)
19·1 
(17·43 to 20·85)
22·73 
(20·81 to 24·81)
6 
(5 to 8)
5 
(4 to 6)
Virgin Islands 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·22 
(0·19 to 0·25)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·11)
69·49 
(67·94 to 71·76)
78·78 
(77·23 to 80·05)
16·61 
(15·8 to 18·7)
22·72 
(21·66 to 23·66)
1 
(1 to 1)
1 
(<1 to 1)
Central Latin 
America
0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·17 
(0·17 to 0·18)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·09)
73·3 
(72·79 to 73·82)
79·42 
(79·01 to 79·82)
21·44 
(21·17 to 21·72)
23·87 
(23·6 to 24·14)
766 
(742 to 792)
593 
(575 to 611)
Colombia 0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·12 
(0·11 to 0·14)
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·07)
77·44 
(75·94 to 79·03)
82·68 
(81·36 to 83·95)
24·03 
(23·03 to 25·03)
26·31 
(25·27 to 27·32)
127 
(113 to 143)
107 
(95 to 121)
Costa Rica 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·13 
(0·12 to 0·14)
0·06 
(0·06 to 0·07)
76·31 
(75·53 to 77·13)
82·67 
(81·86 to 83·4)
21·83 
(21·33 to 22·36)
25·68 
(25·04 to 26·25)
14 
(13 to 14)
10 
(9 to 11)
El Salvador 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·26 
(0·21 to 0·30)
0·10 
(0·08 to 0·13)
69·29 
(66·66 to 72·05)
78·3 
(75·98 to 80·41)
19·96 
(18·64 to 21·41)
22·92 
(21·25 to 24·51)
23 
(20 to 27)
18 
(15 to 22)
Guatemala 0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·23 
(0·20 to 0·25)
0·12 
(0·10 to 0·14)
69·14 
(67·44 to 70·76)
75·99 
(74·53 to 77·38)
19·72 
(18·87 to 20·60)
22·14 
(21·17 to 23·16)
52 
(46 to 58)
38 
(33 to 42)
Honduras 0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·17 
(0·13 to 0·21)
0·14 
(0·10 to 0·17)
72·88 
(70·17 to 75·6)
74·96 
(72·41 to 78·18)
20·52 
(19·01 to 22·22)
20·80 
(19·3 to 23·23)
23 
(19 to 27)
22 
(17 to 26)
Mexico 0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·19 
(0·18 to 0·19)
0·09 
(0·09 to 0·09)
72·56 
(72·27 to 72·85)
78·5 
(78·22 to 78·76)
20·77 
(20·64 to 20·89)
22·98 
(22·84 to 23·13)
401 
(396 to 407)
310 
(305 to 315)
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Nicaragua 0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·14 
(0·12 to 0·16)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·09)
76·92 
(75·26 to 78·41)
80·64 
(79·36 to 82·04)
23·58 
(22·5 to 24·57)
24·64 
(23·71 to 25·7)
12 
(11 to 14)
11 
(10 to 12)
Panama 0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·12 
(0·11 to 0·13)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·07)
77·01 
(76·17 to 77·93)
81·7 
(80·93 to 82·47)
23·58 
(23·07 to 24·15)
25·89 
(25·35 to 26·46)
11 
(10 to 11)
8 
(8 to 9)
Venezuela 0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·20 
(0·17 to 0·23)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·10)
71·23 
(68·89 to 73·7)
79·6 
(77·73 to 81·49)
20·41 
(19·11 to 21·8)
24·03 
(22·63 to 25·52)
104 
(87 to 121)
69 
(58 to 81)
Tropical Latin 
America
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·19 
(0·18 to 0·19)
0·09 
(0·09 to 0·09)
72·03 
(71·75 to 72·29)
79·07 
(78·81 to 79·28)
20·35 
(20·28 to 20·43)
23·72 
(23·65 to 23·8)
774 
(767 to 781)
608 
(602 to 614)
Brazil 0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·19 
(0·18 to 0·19)
0·09 
(0·09 to 0·09)
71·98 
(71·71 to 72·23)
79·06 
(78·81 to 79·27)
20·36 
(20·30 to 20·43)
23·74 
(23·66 to 23·81)
755 
(749 to 761)
594 
(588 to 599)
Paraguay 0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·16 
(0·12 to 0·19)
0·09 
(0·07 to 0·11)
73·44 
(70·99 to 75·98)
78·93 
(76·76 to 81·19)
20·04 
(18·49 to 21·72)
23·24 
(21·66 to 24·95)
19 
(15 to 22)
14 
(11 to 17)
North Africa 
and 
Middle East
0·03 
(0·03 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·15 
(0·14 to 0·15)
0·10 
(0·09 to 
0·10)
72 
(71·53 to 72·49)
76·85 
(76·4 to 77·32)
19·32 
(19·02 to 
19·64)
22·53 
(22·21 to 22·86)
1684 
(1628 to 
1742)
1179 
(1135 to 
1224)
Afghanistan 0·06 
(0·05 to 0·06)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·27 
(0·21 to 0·32)
0·28 
(0·23 to 0·34)
63·56 
(61·28 to 65·89)
63·18 
(60·63 to 65·85)
15·43 
(14·64 to 16·33)
15·07 
(14·18 to 16·33)
115 
(100 to 131)
112 
(96 to 130)
Algeria 0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·09 
(0·09 to 0·10)
0·07 
(0·07 to 0·08)
77·03 
(76·39 to 77·61)
78·48 
(77·89 to 79·06)
22·46 
(22 to 22·88)
23·05 
(22·61 to 23·5)
90 
(85 to 95)
78 
(74 to 83)
Bahrain 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·06 
(0·06 to 0·07)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
78·8 
(77·81 to 79·84)
80·44 
(79·49 to 81·38)
21·67 
(20·87 to 22·51)
22·82 
(22·02 to 23·63)
2 
(2 to 2)
1 
(1 to 1)
Egypt 0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·20 
(0·18 to 0·23)
0·13 
(0·11 to 0·14)
67·96 
(66·61 to 69·31)
74·33 
(72·88 to 75·79)
15·16 
(14·39 to 15·97)
19·98 
(18·99 to 20·97)
316 
(284 to 353)
183 
(161 to 206)
Iran 0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·12 
(0·12 to 0·12)
0·06 
(0·06 to 0·06)
75·47 
(75·38 to 75·55)
79·36 
(79·28 to 79·46)
21·2 
(21·15 to 21·25)
22·79 
(22·73 to 22·85)
219 
(217 to 220)
161 
(160 to 162)
Iraq 0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·15 
(0·14 to 0·16)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·08)
74·79 
(73·85 to 75·6)
78·83 
(78·06 to 79·65)
23·58 
(22·92 to 24·2)
24·42 
(23·81 to 25·01)
92 
(87 to 97)
60 
(56 to 65)
Jordan 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·10)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
77·85 
(76·34 to 79·18)
81·07 
(79·84 to 82·31)
22·16 
(20·89 to 23·22)
24·07 
(23·12 to 25·09)
16 
(15 to 18)
11 
(10 to 13)
Kuwait 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·08)
0·03 
(0·03 to 0·03)
80·66 
(79·98 to 81·35)
87·18 
(86·69 to 87·67)
24·31 
(23·81 to 24·83)
29·22 
(28·81 to 29·62)
6 
(5 to 6)
2 
(2 to 2)
Lebanon 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·12 
(0·11 to 0·13)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
75·8 
(75·05 to 76·38)
79·95 
(79·37 to 80·71)
20·51 
(19·82 to 20·99)
23·14 
(22·7 to 23·74)
17 
(16 to 19)
16 
(15 to 17)
Libya 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·18 
(0·15 to 0·21)
0·12 
(0·10 to 0·14)
71·14 
(69·36 to 73·18)
74·97 
(73·27 to 76·87)
18·82 
(17·7 to 20·13)
20·21 
(18·97 to 21·62)
20 
(17 to 23)
14 
(12 to 17)
Morocco 0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·13 
(0·10 to 0·16)
0·12 
(0·10 to 0·15)
73·23 
(71 to 75·48)
74·7 
(72·66 to 76·8)
19·48 
(17·91 to 21·12)
20·19 
(18·78 to 21·61)
113 
(95 to 136)
107 
(90 to 128)
Oman 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·11 
(0·08 to 0·13)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·09)
75·47 
(73·25 to 77·89)
79·44 
(78·21 to 81·24)
20·10 
(18·48 to 21·94)
22·87 
(22·05 to 24·28)
7 
(6 to 9)
4 
(3 to 4)
Palestine 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·11 
(0·10 to 0·11)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·07)
75·62 
(74·72 to 76·43)
78 
(77·32 to 78·85)
20·39 
(19·58 to 21·09)
21·25 
(20·70 to 21·96)
7 
(7 to 8)
7 
(7 to 8)
Qatar 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·07 
(0·05 to 0·08)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
79·55 
(77·69 to 81·55)
81·66 
(79·84 to 83·51)
22·73 
(21·29 to 24·29)
23·98 
(22·46 to 25·58)
3 
(2 to 4)
1 
(1 to 1)
Saudi Arabia 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·13 
(0·10 to 0·15)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·10)
75·29 
(73·87 to 76·57)
79·43 
(78·04 to 80·23)
20·31 
(19·39 to 20·94)
23·08 
(22·24 to 23·7)
64 
(55 to 74)
30 
(27 to 35)
Sudan 0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·16 
(0·13 to 0·21)
0·14 
(0·11 to 0·18)
68·85 
(66·37 to 71·45)
72·02 
(69·54 to 74·68)
18·26 
(16·45 to 20·17)
20·15 
(18·44 to 21·92)
120 
(101 to 140)
89 
(75 to 104)
Syria 0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·28 
(0·25 to 0·30)
0·13 
(0·11 to 0·14)
65·49 
(63·79 to 67·19)
75·04 
(73·98 to 76·31)
18·57 
(17·16 to 20·12)
22·37 
(21·8 to 23·31)
76 
(68 to 85)
39 
(35 to 42)
Tunisia 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·10 
(0·08 to 0·13)
0·06 
(0·04 to 0·07)
76·09 
(73·66 to 78·57)
80·72 
(78·47 to 83·03)
20·57 
(18·86 to 22·46)
23·62 
(21·84 to 25·54)
38 
(30 to 47)
28 
(22 to 35)
Turkey 0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·11 
(0·10 to 0·12)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
75·2 
(74·14 to 76·25)
83·04 
(82·04 to 84·04)
20·02 
(19·24 to 20·81)
26·17 
(25·35 to 26·99)
246 
(225 to 269)
156 
(141 to 172)
United Arab 
Emirates
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·15 
(0·12 to 0·19)
0·09 
(0·07 to 0·12)
71·65 
(69·35 to 74·05)
76·94 
(74·73 to 79·19)
16·74 
(15·15 to 18·43)
20·33 
(18·63 to 22·11)
22 
(17 to 27)
5 
(4 to 6)
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Yemen 0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·22 
(0·18 to 0·27)
0·16 
(0·13 to 0·20)
65·98 
(63·58 to 68·33)
70·27 
(67·58 to 72·72)
16·81 
(15·48 to 18·48)
19·2 
(17·29 to 20·83)
93 
(77 to 113)
72 
(58 to 89)
South Asia 0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·20 
(0·20 to 0·21)
0·15 
(0·15 to 0·16)
67·91 
(67·4 to 68·45)
70·21 
(69·66 to 70·74)
17·41 
(17·19 to 17·64)
18·77 
(18·52 to 
19·02)
6587 
(6400 to 
6768)
5813 
(5652 to 
5982)
Bangladesh 0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·15 
(0·13 to 0·17)
0·11 
(0·10 to 0·13)
71·8 
(70·29 to 73·34)
74·6 
(73·05 to 76·03)
19·49 
(18·45 to 20·55)
21·24 
(20·19 to 22·32)
503 
(447 to 562)
384 
(341 to 433)
Bhutan 0·03 
(0·02 to 0·04)
0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·13 
(0·11 to 0·16)
0·10 
(0·08 to 0·12)
72·34 
(69·83 to 74·79)
76·04 
(73·93 to 78·11)
19·08 
(17·08 to 20·80)
21·84 
(20·23 to 23·39)
2 
(2 to 3)
2 
(1 to 2)
India 0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·21 
(0·20 to 0·22)
0·15 
(0·15 to 0·16)
67·81 
(67·25 to 68·33)
70·18 
(69·53 to 70·76)
17·2 
(17 to 17·39)
18·6 
(18·37 to 18·82)
5230 
(5115 to 
5360)
4680 
(4564 to 
4798)
Nepal 0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·18 
(0·15 to 0·22)
0·13 
(0·11 to 0·16)
68·72 
(67·24 to 70·56)
73·28 
(71·54 to 75·11)
16·58 
(16·02 to 18)
20·04 
(18·89 to 21·23)
103 
(89 to 113)
80 
(70 to 92)
Pakistan 0·06 
(0·05 to 0·07)
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·07)
0·21 
(0·17 to 0·25)
0·18 
(0·14 to 0·21)
66·31 
(63·8 to 69·1)
67·41 
(65·07 to 70·12)
17·33 
(15·77 to 18·97)
17·99 
(16·41 to 19·74)
749 
(633 to 880)
667 
(566 to 775)
Southeast 
Asia, east Asia, 
and Oceania
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·14 
(0·13 to 0·14)
0·07 
(0·07 to 0·07)
72·91 
(72·54 to 73·33)
78·56 
(78·21 to 78·9)
19·01 
(18·75 to 19·28)
22·48 
(22·22 to 22·75)
8837 
(8562 to 
9099)
6574 
(6370 to 
6782)
East Asia 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·12 
(0·11 to 0·12)
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·06)
74·46 
(73·98 to 74·94)
79·88 
(79·43 to 80·30)
19·4 
(19·08 to 19·74)
22·82 
(22·49 to 23·15)
6375 
(6121 to 
6624)
4670 
(4483 to 
4866)
China 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·11 
(0·11 to 0·12)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
74·52 
(74·05 to 75·01)
79·92 
(79·44 to 80·36)
19·39 
(19·07 to 19·74)
22·81 
(22·47 to 23·16)
6052 
(5802 to 
6297)
4400 
(4214 to 
4591)
North Korea 0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·20 
(0·16 to 0·24)
0·11 
(0·09 to 0·14)
68·64 
(67·1 to 70·21)
75·05 
(72·91 to 77·17)
16·45 
(15·92 to 17·04)
20·54 
(19·1 to 22·07)
113 
(101 to 126)
122 
(101 to 146)
Taiwan 
(province of 
China)
0·01 
(<0·01 to 0·01)
<0·01 
(<0·01 to 
<0·01)
0·13 
(0·12 to 0·14)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
76·82 
(76·1 to 77·51)
83·26 
(82·63 to 83·87)
21·77 
(21·29 to 22·23)
25·67 
(25·18 to 26·17)
106 
(100 to 112)
73 
(69 to 78)
Oceania 0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·41 
(0·35 to 0·47)
0·30 
(0·25 to 0·36)
58·2 
(55·92 to 60·60)
63·38 
(61·1 to 65·54)
13·41 
(12·71 to 14·17)
15·71 
(15 to 16·41)
65 
(56 to 74)
45 
(39 to 52)
American 
Samoa
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·21 
(0·19 to 0·23)
0·15 
(0·14 to 0·17)
69·99 
(68·51 to 71·65)
73·8 
(72·94 to 74·78)
17·11 
(15·92 to 18·64)
19·66 
(19·24 to 20·19)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
Federated 
States of 
Micronesia
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·30 
(0·25 to 0·35)
0·22 
(0·17 to 0·27)
64·98 
(62·8 to 67·25)
69·58 
(67·15 to 71·68)
15·12 
(14·39 to 15·83)
17·66 
(16·48 to 18·51)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
Fiji 0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·26 
(0·22 to 0·29)
0·18 
(0·15 to 0·21)
65·9 
(64·17 to 67·7)
70·40 
(68·44 to 72·51)
14·94 
(13·93 to 16·02)
17·56 
(16·27 to 19·02)
4 
(3 to 5)
3 
(3 to 4)
Guam 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·23 
(0·21 to 0·25)
0·12 
(0·11 to 0·13)
70·23 
(69·19 to 71·34)
76·4 
(75·31 to 77·46)
18·82 
(18·21 to 19·49)
21·5 
(20·72 to 22·26)
1 
(1 to 1)
1 
(<1 to 1)
Kiribati 0·05 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·04 
(0·03 to 0·05)
0·41 
(0·35 to 0·47)
0·23 
(0·19 to 0·28)
58·59 
(56·21 to 61·05)
66·31 
(63·94 to 68·86)
13·14 
(12·39 to 14·07)
16·2 
(15·27 to 17·67)
1 
(<1 to 1)
<1 
(<1 to 1)
Marshall 
Islands
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·33 
(0·29 to 0·39)
0·27 
(0·22 to 0·31)
62·57 
(60·56 to 64·61)
66·82 
(64·55 to 68·96)
13·46 
(12·53 to 14·46)
16·44 
(15·33 to 17·38)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
Northern 
Mariana 
Islands
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·15 
(0·13 to 0·18)
0·09 
(0·07 to 0·10)
73·59 
(72·32 to 75·01)
79·25 
(78·02 to 80·15)
19·45 
(18·3 to 20·42)
22·96 
(22·21 to 23·71)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
Papua New 
Guinea
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·07)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·45 
(0·38 to 0·52)
0·34 
(0·28 to 0·40)
56·23 
(53·56 to 59·16)
61·23 
(58·55 to 63·85)
12·6 
(11·72 to 13·62)
14·49 
(13·56 to 15·38)
50 
(42 to 59)
34 
(29 to 41)
Samoa 0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·16 
(0·13 to 0·19)
0·13 
(0·11 to 0·16)
71·28 
(70·03 to 72·69)
74·49 
(72·89 to 76·7)
17·43 
(17·07 to 18·21)
19·95 
(18·96 to 21·52)
1 
(1 to 1)
1 
(<1 to 1)
Solomon 
Islands
0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·30 
(0·25 to 0·35)
0·24 
(0·20 to 0·29)
64·12 
(62 to 66·31)
67·52 
(65·39 to 69·43)
14·93 
(14·1 to 15·81)
16·7 
(15·85 to 17·37)
2 
(2 to 3)
2 
(2 to 2)
Tonga 0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·22 
(0·18 to 0·26)
0·12 
(0·10 to 0·15)
68·62 
(66·74 to 70·06)
75·14 
(73·33 to 77·21)
16·57 
(15·63 to 17·2)
20·35 
(19·17 to 21·83)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
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Probability of death between 
birth and age 5 years
Probability of death 
between ages 15 and 
60 years
Life expectancy at birth 
(years)
Life expectancy at age 60 years 
(years)
Total deaths 
(thousands)
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
(Continued from previous page)
Vanuatu 0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·34 
(0·28 to 0·42)
0·23 
(0·18 to 0·29)
62·11 
(59·17 to 64·96)
67·75 
(65·02 to 70·22)
14·21 
(13·05 to 15·32)
16·67 
(15·66 to 17·82)
1 
(1 to 2)
1 
(1 to 1)
Southeast Asia 0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·19 
(0·18 to 0·20)
0·11 
(0·11 to 0·12)
69·45 
(68·87 to 70·02)
75·76 
(75·18 to 76·29)
17·57 
(17·23 to 17·91)
21·4 
(20·99 to 21·78)
2397 
(2302 to 
2496)
1859 
(1781 to 
1947)
Cambodia 0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·23 
(0·19 to 0·27)
0·14 
(0·12 to 0·17)
66·77 
(65·28 to 68·26)
72·7 
(70·59 to 74·24)
16·06 
(15·66 to 16·45)
19·6 
(18·19 to 20·56)
54 
(49 to 60)
48 
(43 to 56)
Indonesia 0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·18 
(0·17 to 0·19)
0·13 
(0·12 to 0·14)
69·21 
(68·39 to 70·07)
73·87 
(73·03 to 74·67)
16·69 
(16·18 to 17·31)
19·89 
(19·29 to 20·43)
904 
(850 to 957)
738 
(694 to 791)
Laos 0·06 
(0·05 to 0·08)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·22 
(0·19 to 0·26)
0·15 
(0·12 to 0·18)
65·05 
(62·98 to 67·11)
70·32 
(68·26 to 72·28)
16·31 
(15·3 to 17·53)
19·32 
(17·86 to 20·59)
26 
(23 to 29)
20 
(17 to 23)
Malaysia 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·16 
(0·15 to 0·18)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·10)
72·4 
(71·26 to 73·48)
77·34 
(76·36 to 78·35)
18·2 
(17·44 to 18·96)
20·80 
(20·05 to 21·61)
96 
(88 to 105)
69 
(62 to 76)
Maldives 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·07)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·05)
79·93 
(79·22 to 80·62)
83·37 
(82·62 to 84·15)
23·06 
(22·52 to 23·6)
25·73 
(25·07 to 26·4)
1 
(1 to 1)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
Mauritius 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·19 
(0·17 to 0·20)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·10)
71·54 
(70·65 to 72·46)
78·1 
(77·23 to 78·96)
18·65 
(18·11 to 19·22)
22·27 
(21·63 to 22·91)
6 
(5 to 6)
5 
(4 to 5)
Myanmar 0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·04 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·25 
(0·21 to 0·29)
0·14 
(0·11 to 0·17)
64·86 
(63·15 to 66·71)
72·15 
(70·26 to 74·22)
15·86 
(15·44 to 16·65)
20·04 
(18·76 to 21·46)
229 
(204 to 251)
181 
(155 to 209)
Philippines 0·03 
(0·02 to 0·04)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·24 
(0·20 to 0·28)
0·13 
(0·11 to 0·16)
66·58 
(64·65 to 68·61)
73·1 
(71·16 to 74·95)
15·87 
(14·71 to 17·14)
19·55 
(18·26 to 20·78)
380 
(327 to 437)
287 
(247 to 334)
Sri Lanka 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·15 
(0·12 to 0·18)
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·08)
73·83 
(71·67 to 75·96)
81·05 
(79·55 to 83·32)
19·49 
(18·2 to 20·83)
23·97 
(22·83 to 25·89)
73 
(61 to 87)
53 
(41 to 61)
Seychelles 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·21 
(0·20 to 0·22)
0·10 
(0·09 to 0·11)
70·11 
(69·49 to 70·74)
77·69 
(76·95 to 78·44)
17·57 
(17·21 to 17·94)
22·12 
(21·61 to 22·66)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
<1 
(<1 to <1)
Thailand 0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·18 
(0·16 to 0·20)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·08)
74·32 
(72·91 to 75·92)
81·96 
(80·85 to 83·14)
22·15 
(21·29 to 23·15)
25·83 
(24·97 to 26·75)
273 
(244 to 301)
195 
(174 to 215)
Timor-Leste 0·04 
(0·03 to 0·05)
0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·17 
(0·15 to 0·20)
0·13 
(0·11 to 0·16)
68·83 
(67·27 to 70·67)
73·02 
(71·29 to 74·76)
17·09 
(16·19 to 18·45)
19·98 
(18·85 to 21·11)
4 
(4 to 5)
3 
(3 to 3)
Vietnam 0·02 
(0·01 to 0·02)
0·01 
(0·01 to 0·01)
0·20 
(0·17 to 0·23)
0·08 
(0·06 to 0·10)
69·98 
(68·33 to 71·23)
79·16 
(77·84 to 80·89)
17·15 
(16·06 to 17·85)
22·79 
(21·92 to 24·12)
349 
(319 to 401)
258 
(221 to 286)
Sub-Saharan 
Africa
0·08 
(0·08 to 0·09)
0·07 
(0·07 to 0·08)
0·28 
(0·27 to 0·29)
0·21 
(0·20 to 0·22)
61·65 
(60·79 to 62·42)
66·24 
(65·38 to 67·02)
16·43 
(16·06 to 
16·74)
18·91 
(18·47 to 
19·35)
4072 
(3922 to 
4265)
3404 
(3268 to 
3563)
Central 
sub-Saharan 
Africa
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·10)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
0·30 
(0·27 to 0·33)
0·23 
(0·21 to 0·26)
60·29 
(58·66 to 62)
64·41 
(62·7 to 65·98)
14·94 
(14·3 to 15·86)
17·13 
(16·04 to 18·17)
505 
(460 to 556)
443 
(404 to 488)
Angola 0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·07)
0·29 
(0·24 to 0·33)
0·22 
(0·18 to 0·25)
61·67 
(59·67 to 63·96)
66·68 
(64·5 to 68·9)
15·21 
(14·48 to 16·44)
18·44 
(16·91 to 19·96)
100 
(88 to 115)
84 
(73 to 96)
Central 
African 
Republic
0·13 
(0·11 to 0·16)
0·12 
(0·10 to 0·14)
0·52 
(0·45 to 0·58)
0·38 
(0·31 to 0·45)
49·11 
(46·48 to 51·72)
54·91 
(51·97 to 58·02)
11·92 
(11·07 to 12·96)
14·24 
(12·84 to 16·34)
36 
(31 to 42)
28 
(24 to 33)
Congo 
(Brazzaville)
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·07)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·29 
(0·24 to 0·34)
0·31 
(0·26 to 0·36)
62·55 
(60·39 to 64·81)
62·7 
(60·20 to 65·63)
15·6 
(14·92 to 16·79)
15·87 
(14·81 to 17·61)
18 
(16 to 21)
19 
(16 to 23)
Democratic 
Republic of 
the Congo
0·09 
(0·07 to 0·10)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·09)
0·29 
(0·25 to 0·34)
0·23 
(0·19 to 0·27)
60·36 
(58·19 to 62·67)
64·32 
(62·01 to 66·69)
14·98 
(14·08 to 16·33)
16·97 
(15·45 to 18·43)
340 
(298 to 389)
303 
(266 to 345)
Equatorial 
Guinea
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·07)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·26 
(0·20 to 0·32)
0·26 
(0·20 to 0·32)
64·26 
(61·26 to 67·1)
66·42 
(62·61 to 70·52)
16·85 
(15·17 to 18·74)
19·35 
(16·38 to 22·62)
4 
(3 to 5)
4 
(3 to 5)
Gabon 0·04 
(0·03 to 0·05)
0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·26 
(0·22 to 0·30)
0·16 
(0·13 to 0·20)
65·08 
(63·3 to 66·7)
72·07 
(69·79 to 74·39)
15·84 
(15·31 to 16·23)
19·96 
(18·39 to 21·71)
6 
(6 to 7)
5 
(4 to 5)
Eastern 
sub-Saharan 
Africa
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·06)
0·28 
(0·27 to 0·29)
0·20 
(0·19 to 0·21)
62·51 
(61·74 to 63·26)
67·43 
(66·77 to 68·11)
16·04 
(15·76 to 16·32)
18·74 
(18·38 to 19·09)
1412 
(1365 to 
1460)
1126 
(1085 to 
1165)
Burundi 0·09 
(0·07 to 0·10)
0·07 
(0·07 to 0·08)
0·31 
(0·26 to 0·36)
0·24 
(0·20 to 0·29)
59·69 
(57·35 to 62·16)
63·58 
(61·3 to 65·88)
14·74 
(13·86 to 16·19)
16·31 
(14·96 to 17·97)
46 
(40 to 52)
36 
(32 to 41)
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Probability of death between 
birth and age 5 years
Probability of death 
between ages 15 and 
60 years
Life expectancy at birth 
(years)
Life expectancy at age 60 years 
(years)
Total deaths 
(thousands)
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
(Continued from previous page)
Comoros 0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·20 
(0·16 to 0·23)
0·16 
(0·13 to 0·20)
67·1 
(65·04 to 69·21)
70·04 
(67·84 to 72·28)
16·7 
(15·69 to 18·04)
18·76 
(17·22 to 20·23)
2 
(2 to 3)
2 
(2 to 3)
Djibouti 0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·23 
(0·18 to 0·29)
0·20 
(0·16 to 0·26)
66·05 
(63·13 to 68·79)
68·86 
(65·27 to 72·01)
16·62 
(15·14 to 18·43)
18·85 
(16·52 to 21·08)
4 
(3 to 5)
3 
(2 to 4)
Eritrea 0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·38 
(0·32 to 0·45)
0·24 
(0·19 to 0·30)
59·17 
(56·42 to 61·93)
65·92 
(63·4 to 68·97)
13·58 
(12·66 to 14·79)
16·39 
(15·29 to 18·17)
23 
(19 to 27)
19 
(16 to 22)
Ethiopia 0·06 
(0·05 to 0·07)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
0·20 
(0·18 to 0·21)
0·15 
(0·14 to 0·17)
66·66 
(65·57 to 67·74)
70·38 
(69·3 to 71·51)
17·37 
(16·74 to 17·96)
19·66 
(18·99 to 20·35)
308 
(291 to 328)
229 
(214 to 244)
Kenya 0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·04 
(0·03 to 0·05)
0·29 
(0·28 to 0·31)
0·21 
(0·20 to 0·23)
63·21 
(62·44 to 63·94)
68·75 
(67·94 to 69·55)
15·78 
(15·53 to 16·06)
19·46 
(19·05 to 19·9)
162 
(156 to 167)
127 
(123 to 132)
Madagascar 0·08 
(0·07 to 0·09)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
0·26 
(0·21 to 0·32)
0·22 
(0·18 to 0·27)
62·17 
(59·75 to 64·82)
64·81 
(62·28 to 67·54)
15·51 
(14·38 to 17·14)
16·67 
(15·16 to 18·48)
97 
(81 to 116)
87 
(74 to 103)
Malawi 0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·07)
0·34 
(0·30 to 0·38)
0·22 
(0·19 to 0·25)
59·6 
(57·93 to 61·5)
66·93 
(64·87 to 68·98)
15·09 
(14·51 to 15·98)
19·42 
(17·86 to 20·77)
72 
(65 to 80)
57 
(51 to 64)
Mozambique 0·08 
(0·07 to 0·09)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
0·44 
(0·40 to 0·50)
0·29 
(0·25 to 0·34)
54·82 
(52·67 to 57·04)
61·99 
(59·39 to 64·45)
13·77 
(12·85 to 14·69)
17·25 
(15·74 to 19·04)
142 
(126 to 160)
114 
(100 to 130)
Rwanda 0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·22 
(0·19 to 0·26)
0·16 
(0·13 to 0·18)
65·75 
(64·04 to 67·64)
70·83 
(69·06 to 72·73)
16·22 
(15·47 to 17·42)
19·61 
(18·41 to 20·88)
36 
(32 to 40)
32 
(29 to 37)
Somalia 0·11 
(0·09 to 0·14)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·11)
0·34 
(0·28 to 0·42)
0·27 
(0·22 to 0·34)
56·52 
(53·67 to 59·32)
60·59 
(57·74 to 63·27)
14·08 
(12·83 to 15·66)
15·34 
(13·65 to 17·05)
80 
(63 to 103)
65 
(52 to 83)
South Sudan 0·11 
(0·09 to 0·13)
0·10 
(0·08 to 0·11)
0·33 
(0·27 to 0·41)
0·24 
(0·19 to 0·32)
56·94 
(53·94 to 59·97)
61·83 
(58·63 to 65·14)
14·88 
(13·34 to 16·51)
16·9 
(14·82 to 18·87)
56 
(47 to 67)
42 
(35 to 50)
Tanzania 0·07 
(0·05 to 0·08)
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·07)
0·24 
(0·21 to 0·27)
0·18 
(0·15 to 0·20)
64·62 
(62·89 to 66·27)
68·88 
(67·18 to 70·58)
17·08 
(16·07 to 17·92)
19·57 
(18·5 to 20·56)
185 
(166 to 207)
157 
(141 to 177)
Uganda 0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
0·28 
(0·24 to 0·32)
0·17 
(0·15 to 0·20)
62·28 
(60·50 to 64·15)
69·17 
(67·2 to 71·13)
15·71 
(14·9 to 17·01)
19·68 
(18·34 to 20·93)
131 
(119 to 146)
102 
(91 to 115)
Zambia 0·07 
(0·06 to 0·09)
0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
0·32 
(0·29 to 0·36)
0·23 
(0·20 to 0·26)
60·36 
(58·52 to 62·34)
66·28 
(64·46 to 68·35)
15·33 
(14·76 to 16·29)
18·38 
(17·08 to 19·86)
68 
(60 to 76)
51 
(45 to 57)
Southern 
sub-Saharan 
Africa
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·04 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·37 
(0·35 to 0·38)
0·25 
(0·23 to 0·27)
61·5 
(60·75 to 62·18)
68·49 
(67·57 to 69·33)
16·81 
(16·59 to 17·02)
20·98 
(20·65 to 21·28)
355 
(343 to 368)
305 
(292 to 319)
Botswana 0·03 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·28 
(0·23 to 0·35)
0·21 
(0·18 to 0·26)
67·03 
(64·14 to 69·19)
70·97 
(68·75 to 72·48)
18·15 
(16·59 to 18·94)
20·01 
(18·92 to 20·85)
7 
(6 to 9)
7 
(6 to 8)
Lesotho 0·08 
(0·07 to 0·09)
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·07)
0·57 
(0·51 to 0·62)
0·37 
(0·31 to 0·43)
50·27 
(48·13 to 52·65)
59·32 
(56·33 to 62·67)
12·21 
(11·47 to 13·06)
16·64 
(14·87 to 19·24)
14 
(12 to 16)
11 
(9 to 14)
Namibia 0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·33 
(0·28 to 0·38)
0·21 
(0·16 to 0·27)
62·33 
(60·28 to 64·31)
70·70 
(67·46 to 73·54)
15·73 
(15·17 to 16·2)
21·46 
(19·66 to 23·14)
10 
(9 to 11)
7 
(6 to 9)
South Africa 0·04 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·36 
(0·34 to 0·38)
0·25 
(0·23 to 0·27)
62·8 
(61·99 to 63·56)
69·69 
(68·6 to 70·62)
17·51 
(17·35 to 17·66)
21·88 
(21·69 to 22·06)
255 
(245 to 266)
221 
(210 to 233)
Swaziland 
(eSwatini)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·04 
(0·03 to 0·05)
0·49 
(0·43 to 0·55)
0·28 
(0·23 to 0·33)
54·92 
(52·57 to 57·56)
65·15 
(62·13 to 68·35)
13·22 
(12·38 to 14·44)
18·52 
(16·35 to 20·95)
6 
(5 to 7)
4 
(4 to 5)
Zimbabwe 0·06 
(0·05 to 0·07)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·40 
(0·35 to 0·44)
0·27 
(0·23 to 0·31)
58·15 
(56·31 to 60·10)
64·39 
(62·13 to 66·6)
14·13 
(13·2 to 15·09)
16·97 
(15·55 to 18·57)
64 
(57 to 71)
54 
(47 to 62)
Western 
sub-Saharan 
Africa
0·10 
(0·09 to 0·11)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·10)
0·25 
(0·23 to 0·28)
0·20 
(0·18 to 0·23)
61·7 
(60·16 to 62·94)
65·33 
(63·57 to 66·85)
17·07 
(16·26 to 17·69)
18·87 
(17·81 to 19·87)
1801 
(1674 to 
1972)
1531 
(1414 to 
1681)
Benin 0·09 
(0·08 to 0·11)
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·09)
0·24 
(0·19 to 0·29)
0·18 
(0·14 to 0·22)
62·61 
(60·09 to 65·03)
66·63 
(64·19 to 69·09)
16·4 
(14·89 to 17·69)
18·4 
(16·74 to 20·04)
43 
(37 to 51)
37 
(32 to 43)
Burkina Faso 0·12 
(0·10 to 0·14)
0·10 
(0·08 to 0·11)
0·28 
(0·25 to 0·32)
0·19 
(0·17 to 0·22)
58·94 
(56·92 to 61·04)
64·38 
(62·57 to 66·3)
15·41 
(14·42 to 16·4)
17·74 
(16·61 to 18·89)
100 
(88 to 117)
82 
(73 to 94)
Cameroon 0·08 
(0·07 to 0·09)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
0·30 
(0·25 to 0·35)
0·24 
(0·20 to 0·28)
60·97 
(58·62 to 63·46)
65·1 
(62·69 to 67·82)
15·7 
(14·45 to 17·31)
18·22 
(16·36 to 20)
104 
(90 to 119)
87 
(75 to 101)
Cape Verde 0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·02)
0·19 
(0·17 to 0·21)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·10)
72·52 
(71·26 to 73·75)
79·01 
(78·23 to 80·06)
21·18 
(20·49 to 21·95)
23·98 
(23·63 to 24·72)
2 
(1 to 2)
1 
(1 to 1)
Chad 0·12 
(0·11 to 0·14)
0·11 
(0·10 to 0·13)
0·28 
(0·24 to 0·33)
0·23 
(0·19 to 0·27)
58·6 
(56·43 to 60·82)
61·64 
(59·19 to 64·23)
15·8 
(14·55 to 16·93)
17·08 
(15·68 to 18·51)
80 
(71 to 91)
67 
(59 to 75)
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2·7 years (0·7 to 5·0) lower for men and 5·0 years 
(3·5–6·6) lower for women compared with Japan. By 
2017, the gap between these two countries had increased 
to 14·5 years (12·5–16·5) for men and 14·0 years 
(12·3–16·0) for women because the Philippines has 
experienced much smaller gains compared with most 
other large countries.
Despite the massive setback around the famine in 
1960, China has made steady progress and, in 2017, life 
expectancy was 74·5 years (95% UI 74·1 to 75·0) for 
men and 79·9 years (79·4 to 80·4) for women. Among 
the world’s most populous countries, Japan has had the 
highest life expectancy for men and women since 1963 
and continues to do so in 2017. A worrying finding shown 
in figure 6B is that, in both Mexico and the USA, men 
have had declines in life expectancy since 2012. Women 
in these two countries have not had declines, although 
their gains in life expectancy have not been significantly 
different from zero (0·01 years [–0·28 to 0·26] in Mexico 
and –0·11 years [–0·4 to 0·18] in the USA) since 2010.
Figure 7 shows life expectancy at birth in 2017 and the net 
change in life expectancy at birth between 1950 and 2017, by 
sex. Country-specific estimates for 2017 are also shown in 
the table, which provides several summary measures of 
mortality in 2017. Appendix 2 includes results for 5-year age 
groups. There was enormous variation in life expectancy 
and death rates around the world in 2017. Across all 
countries, life expectancy at birth ranges from 49·1 years 
(95% UI 46·5–51·7) in the Central African Republic to 
82·1 years (81·5–82·8) in Switzerland among men and 
from 54·9 years (52·0–58·0) in Central African Republic to 
87·6 years (86·9–88·1) in Singapore among women. 
Three countries, the Central African Republic, Lesotho, 
and Mozambique, had life expectancies in 2017 that were 
lower than that of Singapore in 1950 for both men 
(53·5 years) and women (60·2 years).
There has also been marked heterogeneity across the 
world in gains in life expectancy at birth since 1950, as 
shown in figure 7C (females) and figure 7D (males). For 
men, 13 countries have achieved gains in life expectancy of 
Probability of death between 
birth and age 5 years
Probability of death 
between ages 15 and 
60 years
Life expectancy at birth 
(years)
Life expectancy at age 60 years 
(years)
Total deaths 
(thousands)
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
(Continued from previous page)
Côte d’Ivoire 0·09 
(0·08 to 0·11)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
0·30 
(0·26 to 0·34)
0·22 
(0·19 to 0·26)
60·10 
(57·82 to 62·32)
65·31 
(62·84 to 67·7)
15·83 
(14·5 to 17·06)
18·06 
(16·59 to 19·68)
108 
(95 to 122)
77 
(67 to 87)
The Gambia 0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·27 
(0·23 to 0·32)
0·21 
(0·17 to 0·25)
63·78 
(62·03 to 65·79)
67·87 
(65·62 to 70·16)
15·67 
(15·19 to 16·42)
17·88 
(16·38 to 19·43)
7 
(7 to 8)
6 
(5 to 7)
Ghana 0·06 
(0·05 to 0·07)
0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·28 
(0·25 to 0·32)
0·20 
(0·17 to 0·23)
62·59 
(60·95 to 64·33)
68·4 
(66·65 to 70·28)
15·36 
(14·83 to 16·2)
18·64 
(17·37 to 19·94)
111 
(100 to 122)
91 
(80 to 102)
Guinea 0·10 
(0·09 to 0·13)
0·09 
(0·08 to 0·10)
0·29 
(0·26 to 0·33)
0·25 
(0·21 to 0·28)
59·26 
(57·22 to 61·36)
62·23 
(60·32 to 64·18)
15·09 
(14·07 to 16·27)
16·28 
(15·14 to 17·53)
58 
(52 to 65)
51 
(46 to 57)
Guinea-
Bissau
0·08 
(0·07 to 0·10)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·07)
0·38 
(0·32 to 0·43)
0·28 
(0·24 to 0·32)
57·36 
(55·12 to 59·67)
62·63 
(60·33 to 64·94)
13·99 
(12·98 to 14·89)
16·1 
(14·72 to 17·86)
8 
(7 to 10)
7 
(6 to 8)
Liberia 0·08 
(0·07 to 0·10)
0·07 
(0·06 to 0·08)
0·24 
(0·20 to 0·28)
0·22 
(0·18 to 0·26)
63·7 
(61·52 to 65·79)
65·11 
(63·13 to 67·43)
16·89 
(15·5 to 17·99)
17·4 
(15·96 to 19)
16 
(14 to 19)
15 
(13 to 17)
Mali 0·13 
(0·11 to 0·15)
0·11 
(0·10 to 0·12)
0·22 
(0·19 to 0·26)
0·21 
(0·17 to 0·24)
60·96 
(58·73 to 63·17)
62·98 
(61·06 to 64·87)
17·37 
(16·36 to 18·6)
17·89 
(16·66 to 19·17)
101 
(87 to 117)
86 
(76 to 97)
Mauritania 0·05 
(0·04 to 0·06)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·15 
(0·12 to 0·18)
0·15 
(0·12 to 0·19)
70·04 
(68·03 to 72·26)
71·01 
(68·91 to 73·02)
18·64 
(17·39 to 20·26)
19·11 
(17·65 to 20·48)
10 
(9 to 12)
10 
(8 to 11)
Niger 0·11 
(0·09 to 0·14)
0·10 
(0·09 to 0·12)
0·24 
(0·20 to 0·28)
0·20 
(0·16 to 0·24)
61·13 
(58·83 to 63·48)
63·59 
(61·39 to 65·95)
16·56 
(15·47 to 17·7)
17·63 
(16·22 to 19·06)
92 
(79 to 108)
81 
(71 to 92)
Nigeria 0·11 
(0·10 to 0·12)
0·10 
(0·08 to 0·11)
0·23 
(0·19 to 0·28)
0·19 
(0·15 to 0·25)
62·76 
(59·7 to 65·2)
65·82 
(62·32 to 69·11)
18·55 
(16·62 to 19·91)
20·09 
(17·61 to 22·73)
847 
(724 to 
1015)
736 
(623 to 
879)
São Tomé 
and Príncipe
0·03 
(0·03 to 0·04)
0·02 
(0·02 to 0·03)
0·20 
(0·17 to 0·23)
0·16 
(0·13 to 0·18)
68·09 
(66·51 to 69·83)
71·77 
(70·06 to 73·78)
16·77 
(16·09 to 17·78)
18·83 
(17·7 to 20·26)
1 
(<1 to 1)
<1 
(<1 to 1)
Senegal 0·05 
(0·05 to 0·06)
0·04 
(0·04 to 0·05)
0·21 
(0·18 to 0·25)
0·17 
(0·14 to 0·20)
66·14 
(64·5 to 67·87)
70·05 
(68·32 to 71·93)
16·45 
(15·54 to 17·51)
18·83 
(17·58 to 20·03)
48 
(43 to 54)
40 
(35 to 45)
Sierra Leone 0·12 
(0·10 to 0·14)
0·10 
(0·09 to 0·12)
0·27 
(0·22 to 0·31)
0·24 
(0·20 to 0·29)
59·47 
(57·21 to 61·72)
61·38 
(59·4 to 63·73)
16·04 
(14·86 to 17·16)
16·45 
(15·14 to 17·89)
37 
(32 to 43)
34 
(30 to 38)
Togo 0·07 
(0·06 to 0·09)
0·06 
(0·05 to 0·07)
0·30 
(0·25 to 0·35)
0·20 
(0·16 to 0·24)
61·37 
(59·06 to 63·8)
67·23 
(64·96 to 69·62)
15·36 
(14·41 to 16·76)
18·54 
(16·93 to 20·16)
27 
(24 to 31)
23 
(20 to 27)
Data in parentheses are 95% uncertainty intervals. Super-regions, regions, and countries are listed in alphabetical order. SDI=Socio-demographic Index. 
Table: Life expectancy at birth and at age 60 years, probability of death between birth and age 5 years, probability of death between ages 15 and 60 years, and total number of deaths, 
for countries and territories and subnational units in the UK, by sex, 2017
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35 years or more since 1950: North Korea, Maldives, 
Myanmar, Timor-Leste, South Korea, Peru, Iran, Jordan, 
Oman, Tunisia, Turkey, Yemen, and Bhutan. The countries 
that have achieved gains in life expectancy of less than 
10 years since 1950 for men include six countries in east-
ern and central Europe (Montenegro, Belarus, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Russia, Ukraine), as well as Fiji, Andorra, 
Denmark, Israel, the Netherlands, Uruguay, Central 
African Republic, Seychelles, Lesotho, South Africa, 
Zimbabwe, American Samoa, Guam, and the Northern 
Mariana Islands. For women, 11 countries have achieved 
gains in life expectancy of 35 years or more since 1950: 
these are the Maldives, Timor-Leste, South Korea, Bolivia, 
Peru, Nicaragua, Iran, Jordan, Oman, Yemen, and Bhutan. 
The countries that have achieved gains in life expectancy of 
less than 10 years for women since 1950 include Belarus, 
Latvia, Russia, Ukraine, Andorra, the USA, Lesotho, 
Zimbabwe, American Samoa, Guam, and the Northern 
Mariana Islands.
Differences in mortality experience between women 
and men
Figure 8 shows the trend over time in the gap between 
women and men for life expectancy at birth by SDI 
quintiles (figure 8A) and by super-region (figure 8B). 
Globally, the gap has remained fairly stable over the past 
68 years, increasing from 4·7 years (95% UI 4·2–5·4) in 
1950 to 5·1 years (4·9–5·3) in 2017, but with a lot of 
variation across SDI quintiles and regions. Across all SDI 
quintiles, female life expectancy was higher than male 
life expectancy for all years since 1950, with the gap being 
larger as level of development increases in 1950, but with 
variable trends across SDI quintiles over time. Overall, 
there appears to be an increasing gap between women 
and men that at some point starts to shrink. The 
shrinking occurs at different points in time across levels 
of development: for high-SDI countries, the gap between 
women and men has been decreasing since 1990, for 
high-middle SDI countries since 2000, and in the lower 
three quintiles of SDI, the gap has been decreasing since 
about 2010. In 2017, the gap ranged between 6·1 years 
(5·6–6·5) among high-middle SDI countries to 2·9 years 
(2·3–3·4) among low-SDI countries.
Figure 8B shows the heterogeneous trends in the gap 
between female and male life expectancy over time and 
across super-regions. The male disadvantage is sub-
stantially larger in central Europe, eastern Europe, 
and central Asia than in other super-regions, and has been 
consistently so since 1950; the gap in this region increased 
between 1950 and 2005, and has been decreasing since 
then but remains the largest across all regions: in 2017, 
women in central Europe, eastern Europe, and central 
Asia had a life expectancy that was 9·1 years (95% UI 
8·9 to 9·3) greater than that of men. The next largest gap 
was in Latin America and the Caribbean, where female 
life expectancy was 6·1 years (5·8 to 6·5) greater than that 
of males in 2017. The gap had been increasing between 
1950 and 2010 in this region, but has remained relatively 
constant since 2000. A similar pattern occurred in high-
income countries, but the shrinking of the gap occurred 
earlier in this region, peaking in 1979 when it was 
6·8 years (6·8 to 6·9) and dropping to 5·1 years 
(4·9 to 5·4) in 2017. Sub-Saharan Africa had very little 
change in the gap between female and male life 
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Figure 8: Difference in life expectancy at birth between females and males for SDI (A) and GBD super-region (B), 1950–2017
Each line represents the difference in life expectancy between females and males (female life expectancy minus male life expectancy) for a given SDI level in 2017 (A) 
and GBD super-region (B), for each year between 1950 and 2017. SDI=Socio-demographic Index. GBD=Global Burden of Diseases, Injuries, and Risk Factors Study.
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expectancy between 1950 and 1997, followed by a 
reduction until 2005 and then a steady increase since 
then. In North Africa and the Middle East the gap between 
female and male life expectancy had been decreasing 
continuously between 1950 and 1989 but has been 
increasing since. Male disadvantage in southeast Asia, 
east Asia, and Oceania tended to decrease between 1950 
and 1981, and has been increasing or staying flat since. 
South Asia, the region with the smallest gap throughout 
this time period, has had two reversals in the trend. The 
smallest gap was in 1972, with a difference of only 
–0·04 years (–0·8 to 0·8) between female and male life 
expectancy, which then increased until 2012 and has 
decreased since; in 2017 the gap in south Asia, which is 
the smallest of any of the super-regions, was 2·3 years 
(1·9 to 2·8).
Observed versus expected life expectancy
Figure 9 shows the median value within each decade of 
the ratio between the observed age-specific mortality rates 
and what we refer to as expected mortality rates, which 
represent the mortality rates that would be anti cipated on 
the basis of development status approxi mated by SDI, for 
each age group, and how that ratio has changed over time. 
For the younger age groups, particularly those younger 
than 5 years, there is a wide range in the ratio of observed 
to expected mortality rates across the eight time periods 
shown in the figure. In the earlier time periods, starting at 
1950, the ratio of observed to expected mortality was 
highest for children younger than 10 years, suggesting 
that more children were dying than would be expected 
based on the level of development. Over time, that ratio 
shrinks substantially. The biggest change over time 
was in the 1–4 years age group, for which the median 
ratio of observed to expected life expectancy went from 
1·52 (95% UI 1·04–2·03) in 1950 to 0·77 (0·63–0·90) in 
1990 and 0·64 (0·52–0·77) in 2017. The effect of time was 
much more pronounced for the younger age groups. 
Among young adults and older adults (about 15–64 years), 
the trend over time was less clear and the range in the 
ratio of observed to expected age-specific mortality rates 
was much smaller than for younger age groups. Among 
the older age groups, the ratio has been close to 1 and only 
small decreases and increases have occurred after age 
80 years over the 68 years covered by this study.
As well as varying over time, the way in which observed 
mortality levels correspond to those expected on the basis 
of development also varied substantially across countries, 
as represented in figure 10, which shows the 2017 values. 
Figure 10A explores the relationship of observed 
mortality rate with SDI for women. There are 24 high-
performing countries for women, where the ratio of 
observed to expected mortality rate was lower than 
0·95 across all 23 age groups in the analysis. The list 
overlaps heavily with that for men and has several countries 
that performed better for women than men, including 
Colombia, Mexico, and Uruguay. China did very well for 
women, except between the ages of 5 and 14 years, but in 
Indonesia, age-specific mortality rates for women are 
higher than expected for most age groups, with the 
exception of child age groups, whereas for men, Indonesia 
performed much better. India had higher than expected 
mortality for almost all age groups, and particularly for 
early neonatal and reproductive ages. The USA stands out 
as having higher than expected rates in most age groups 
for women, particularly during the neonatal period and 
during reproductive years, and mortality rates were higher 
than expected until the age of 70 years. As also seen among 
men, much higher than expected mortality rates occurred 
in adult women aged 15–69 years in several countries in 
Oceania, including Fiji, Kiribati, the Marshall Islands, 
Micronesia, Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, and 
Vanuatu. In several countries in eastern Europe, adult 
women had mortality rates that were more than 1·35 times 
what would be expected. In the Ukraine and Russia, the 
high mortality rates start at the age of 10 years and continue 
throughout adulthood. A similarly worrying pattern was 
present in many countries in sub-Saharan Africa, where 
women had much higher mortality rates than expected for 
the reproductive age groups. In some countries, such as 
Congo (Brazzaville), Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Ghana, 
Nigeria, Lesotho, and South Africa, mortality rates were 
also high for girls under the age of 5 years.
In figure 10B, which shows the results for males, there 
are 16 high-performing countries for which the ratio of 
observed to expected mortality rates was lower than 
0·95 across the 23 age groups in the analysis. These 
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Diseases, Injuries, and Risk Factors Study.
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countries include some high-income countries that 
are known to have low mortality, such as Australia 
and Singapore, as well as countries in other regions 
that have low observed to expected ratios but do not 
necessarily have low mortality across all ages, such 
as Cuba, Nicaragua, and Peru in Latin America and 
the Caribbean; Ethiopia, Chad, Liberia, Niger, and 
Senegal in sub-Saharan Africa; the Maldives in south east 
Asia; and Bahrain and Palestine in north Africa and 
the Middle East. Figure 10B also shows that several 
countries in eastern Europe and sub-Saharan Africa had 
very high mortality rates for young adult males, greater 
than 1·35 times what would be expected from their level 
of development. The Central African Republic and 
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Figure 10: Age-specific, all-cause mortality rate with the ratio of observed to expected by SDI, 2017
Each square represents the ratio of the observed all-cause mortality rate to that expected on the basis of SDI for females (A) and males (B) for that given location, sex, 
and age group. The early neonatal age group is 0–6 days, late neonatal is 7–27 days, and postneonatal 28–364 days. SDI=Socio-demographic Index. *Round brackets 
indicate excluded endpoints whereas square brackets indicate included endpoints.
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Lesotho stand out as two countries with age-specific 
mortality rates that are as expected or higher than 
expected for their level of development across all 23 age 
groups. In sub-Saharan Africa, while there was variation 
across countries, the ages most affected were 15–59 years, 
whereas in Europe, these were mostly ages 25–69 years. 
Mortality rates were also very high among young adult 
men in Oceania, including Kiribati, the Marshall Islands, 
Micronesia, Papua New Guinea, and Vanuatu, as well as 
some Caribbean and Latin American countries such as 
the Bahamas, Belize, Guyana, Trinidad and Tobago, 
Puerto Rico, El Salvador, Guatemala, Venezuela, and 
Brazil. Among the most populous countries, China had 
lower than expected mortality rates in all age groups 
except children aged 5–9 years and adults older than 
80 years. Conversely, the USA has higher than expected 
mortality rates between the ages of 20 and 40 years, with 
ratios greater than 1·05 for these age groups. The results 
for India and Pakistan were generally as expected except 
for early neonatal ages in Pakistan and early neonatal 
to young adult ages in India, whereas Bangladesh 
performed better than or as expected for all age groups. 
Nigeria performed worse than expected in under-5 
mortality and in young adults and better than expected 
in older age groups.
Discussion
Main findings 
This study represents the first comprehensive analysis of 
age-sex-specific death rates for single calendar years and 
single-year age groups for 195 countries and territories 
from 1950 to 2017. Our results show the remarkable 
variation in mortality rates over time and across coun-
tries. The decline in death rates has been the greatest in 
the age groups younger than 5 years, followed by young 
adults, and has been slower among older adults. Rising 
death rates have occurred in conflicts, natural disasters, 
large HIV epidemics, and in several locations such as 
eastern Europe, some countries in southeast Asia and 
Latin America, and most recently, in the USA. Increases 
in adult mortality rates even as child death rates fall are 
stark reminders that the drivers of adult mortality can be 
complex. Because of the celebrated progress in many 
locations, many people have come to expect age-specific 
death rates to always decline; however, there is nothing 
inevitable about the trajectory of death rates, particularly 
in adults.
Cross-cutting themes
A long-running theme in the demographic literature 
has been the balance between development and tech-
nology innovation as determinants of mortality change. 
Thomas McKeown,46 examining declines in mortality in 
the UK in the first half of the 20th century, argued that 
health technology played little role and mortality decline 
in that setting was driven by improvements in the 
standard of living. Samuel Preston,47 in a series of classic 
studies, roughly assigned one-third of life expectancy 
improvement to rising income per capita, one-third to 
improvements in educational attainment, and one-third 
to changes correlated with time, which he assigned to 
technology improvement. Given the wide array of drugs, 
vaccines, and procedures and understanding of risk 
factors that have emerged in the past 50 years, often with 
strong causal evidence such as randomised trials, major 
temporal shifts unexplained by development should be 
expected. These reductions in mortality with time, even 
after controlling for development, might be due to a 
broader array of social and other determinants aside 
from health-enhancing technologies. Declines are not 
inevitable: adverse trends such as the obesity epidemic, 
the opioid crisis, or the rise of drug-related violence in 
some locations could lead to shifts over time in the 
opposite direction.9–11,16 Our analysis of observed and 
expected death rates provides some insight into these 
shifts. On average, we found considerable temporal 
shifts toward lower death rates, controlling for SDI, 
in age groups younger than 20 years. The analysis of 
observed death rates to those expected on the basis of 
SDI alone suggests that child death rates are nearly a 
third lower today than they were in 1950; this is most 
likely because of technology shifts or risk factor changes 
correlated with time. At older ages—ie, older than 
60 years—the technology shift is more modest. In the 
range from ages 20 to 50 years, there was much less 
evidence of major changes over time, and in fact during 
the 1990s, the trend was in the opposite direction, 
possibly because of the HIV epidemic, the rise of 
mortality in the former Soviet Union, and increases in 
adult death rates in other countries, possibly related to 
drug use and suicide. By examining the role of temporal 
shifts, which can be a combination of technology change, 
the development of risk factor trends by age, and other 
social determinants instead of life expectancy, we have 
highlighted that progress for younger adults has not 
been as sensitive to new technologies. Understanding 
these patterns is important for prioritising the invest-
ments by societies in innovation as a means to improve 
health in different age groups.
Our study shows how remarkable the decline in under-5 
mortality since 1950 has been at the global level. For the 
first time, in 2017, the age group younger than 5 years had 
fewer deaths than some of other 5-year age groups, like 
75–79 years. The decline in the numbers of under-5 
deaths might, however, slow down in the coming years. 
The global number of births per year has remained 
consistently around 135–140 million births since 1990, 
but a growing proportion of these births are occurring 
in low-income countries in sub-Saharan Africa that have 
the highest under-5 death rates.31 This shift creates a 
demographic challenge that might require increased 
funding efforts for effective child health programmes to 
sustain progress. At the very least, the shift of the global 
birth cohort toward more disadvantaged settings warrants 
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careful monitoring if the ambitious goals of the SDGs 
are to be achieved. The use of internally consistent 
populations, fertility, birth, and death numbers in the 
current GBD iteration, GBD 2017, has also resulted in a 
revision of the total number of global under-5 deaths. 
GBD 2016 noted that, in 2016, the number of under-5 
deaths had dropped below 5 million for the first time. The 
revised estimates in GBD 2017 indicate that this milestone 
has not been yet met, as the number of under-5 deaths 
in 2017 is now estimated to be at 5·4 million (95% UI 
5·2–5·6).
By contrast with under-5 deaths, the number of deaths 
occurring globally at ages older than 65 years has been 
steadily increasing and has more than tripled since 1950. 
The increase in the numbers of deaths in the setting of 
declining or stagnant death rates is due to a shift in the 
mean age of the world’s population and an increase in 
the average age group of death from 20–24 years in 1950 
to 65–69 years in 2017. As of 2008, more than 50% of 
deaths have occurred among individuals older than 
65 years. Monitoring age-sex-specific mortality rates in 
these older age groups will be increasingly important 
to evaluate progress in improving health. However, 
measure ment of death rates in these age groups has 
two fundamental challenges. First, in locations with 
working VR systems, both the numerator and the 
denominator are affected by age misreporting; the GBD 
analysis of population detected considerable evidence of 
age misreporting at the population level,31 and it is likely 
that this is also true for death registration. Second, in 
settings without death registration, survey data on sibling 
histories do not provide information on death rates at 
these older ages. Household recall of deaths in surveys 
and censuses is uncertain, since telescoping or in-
complete recall can lead to biases in either direction. As 
the world continues to age, more emphasis will be 
needed on improving the assessment and recording of 
age in both death registration and census or registry 
counts.
For the first time, the GBD assessment of age-specific 
mortality and life expectancy is based on the GBD 
population estimates, not annual interpolations of the 
UNPOP estimates. The shift to the GBD population 
estimates has had an important effect on locations with 
VR data and where the age-specific assessments of 
population by the GBD differ from those of UNPOP.31 
Differences in age-specific estimates are largest in some 
older age groups in some countries. For example, in 
Costa Rica, which has complete death registration, the 
life expectancy at age 15 years in the year 2015 changed 
from 66·92 years in GBD 2016 to 65·77 years (95% UI 
65·6–65·9) in GBD 2017 due to the change in population 
denominators. Populations have also changed con-
siderably in some smaller coun tries such as Bermuda. In 
countries without VR data, changes in the population 
denominators have had a much smaller effect since the 
mortality rates derived from summary birth histories, 
complete birth histories, sibling histories, and household 
deaths are not affected by population numbers. In these 
settings, changes in the population age-structure have 
resulted in changes in the estimated number of deaths 
but not the death rates.
Our assessment of the role of fatal discontinuities 
and their effect on age-specific mortality highlights 
the enormous impact that conflicts, natural disasters, 
famines, and some epidemics can have on the number 
of deaths from year to year, on top of longer-term trends. 
The most notable fatal discontinuity in the past 68 years 
was the Great Leap Forward in China, which had a 
demonstrable impact on global deaths between 1959 and 
1961. Reconstructing the impact of the Great Leap Forward 
on death rates is particularly challenging. Many studies 
have been published on the effects of the Great Leap 
Forward, with estimates ranging from 2 million to 
55 million deaths.48,49 Other fatal discontinuities, such as 
the Rwanda genocide and the conflict in Syria, have 
also had large effects on mortality in specific locations 
since 1990.
Sex differences in life expectancy have a characteristic 
pattern with level of development: differences tend to 
increase across the first four quintiles of SDI such that 
women’s advantage increases steadily. For the highest 
quintile of SDI, particularly in the past 20 years, 
the women’s life expectancy advantage is shrinking. Our 
analysis also shows that, above and beyond the level 
expected on the basis of SDI, in the central Europe, 
eastern Europe, and central Asia super-region, women’s 
life expectancies are much higher than those of men. 
These spatial and temporal patterns in the sex gap in life 
expectancies highlight the complex set of social, cultural, 
and economic factors that explain life expectancy 
differences. Purely biological differences in survival are 
likely to be small, less than 1–2 years of life expectancy;50 
differences of this magnitude are seen in the subnational 
locations with the highest levels of SDI in the UK, 
the USA, and Japan. In some countries, particularly 
those with low SDI, the differences are smaller than this 
biological component or there might even be higher life 
expectancies for men than women. In these situations, 
disadvantages in the status of women, access to health 
care, and other factors might contribute to explain the 
disadvantage for women; maternal morta lity in these 
settings is also an important contributor. In many 
locations, however, the male disadvantage is much larger 
than what it would be based purely on the biological 
difference, and over the past seven decades, the gap 
between female and male life expectancy has remained 
surprisingly constant at the global level, despite massive 
increases in the average life expectancy of both sexes. 
Understanding how much of this male disadvantage is 
due to known risk factors, including risk-taking 
behaviour associated with masculine social roles and 
occupational risks, how much is differential use of 
health care or low adherence to treatment, and how 
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much is other determinants will be an important step to 
quantifying how to reduce this sex difference in life 
expectancies.
Improving estimation
In GBD 2017, we extended the analysis of age-specific 
mortality rates back to 1950, adding two decades of 
assessment. In some lower-SDI regions, particularly 
those in west, east, and central sub-Saharan Africa, the 
data for mortality measurement are sparser for these 
earlier decades than after 1970. Beginning in the 1970s, 
the World Fertility Survey started collecting complete 
birth histories, followed by the Demographic and Health 
Surveys and in some countries the Multiple Indicator 
Cluster Surveys. Before 1970, evidence from these 
regions on levels of child mortality came exclusively from 
summary birth histories collected in censuses. Infor-
mation on levels of adult mortality in these regions in the 
1950s and 1960s is extremely limited, coming from a 
few surveys or censuses with household death recall. 
Estimates of adult mortality in this time period are highly 
dependent on the covariates used in the first-stage model 
of the ST-GPR—namely, LDI per capita, educational 
attainment, total fertility rate, and under-5 death rate. 
Given the more limited empirical basis for estimation in 
this period, model specification matters; models that 
include the under-5 death rate, for example, generally 
lead to higher estimates in this period than those without 
the under-5 death rate. In-sample fits with and without 
the under-5 death rate were quite similar, suggesting 
that, in future iterations of the GBD, we should consider 
using an ensemble of the models with fits similar to the 
available data.
Our model for under-5 mortality includes bias 
corrections for certain data sources, during which we 
adjust non-reference sources to the level of designated 
references sources using a mixed effects regression 
model. This approach has not been used for the analysis 
of adult mortality largely because there are fewer 
overlapping data sources in these age groups. In future 
work, we will explore whether such an approach should 
be used for settings with VR and sibling history data.
Following standard demographic approaches, we use 
death distribution methods to assess the completeness of 
VR data. We use variants of the three standard death 
distribution methods, synthetic extinct generations, 
generalised growth balance, and the hybrid of the two, 
that were developed and validated using simulation data 
and data in settings where registration is known to be 
complete.33 Although we use optimised versions of these 
methods, the results of these methods are accompanied 
by large uncertainty intervals, as shown in studies using 
simulated data.33 Moreover, in GBD 2017, the entire time 
series of results of the death distribution methods is 
evaluated in a coherent fashion to generate a time series 
of completeness. In the era of ensemble modelling and 
machine learning, it might be time to revisit death 
distribution methods in detail, looking to see if better 
predictions of death registration complete ness can be 
developed and validated in simulation environments. 
Analysing all the different age periods of death reporting, 
called in this literature “age trims”,33 in a time series 
manner could provide alternative ways to estimate 
complete ness over time. Even the optimised death 
distribution methods have not been formulated as 
statistical models; there are likely to be opportunities to 
develop Bayesian versions of these models that could 
enhance performance. Given the importance of these 
methods for using incomplete VR in demographic 
analyses, more research on the death distribution methods 
is warranted.
The development of GBD population estimates31 also led 
to a complete overhaul of the empirical life table database 
used for the GBD model life table system. This database is 
used to identify the reference standard for the pro bability 
of death at each age. For this cycle, we defined objective 
criteria to assign life tables based on observed deaths 
(corrected for under-reporting as required) and estimated 
populations into three groups: high-quality life tables used 
in the universal database, lower-quality life tables used for 
only the locations from which that life table was measured, 
and life tables that were rejected as too low quality. To deal 
with small number issues, we also considered life tables 
computed on 3-year, 5-year, and 7-year moving averages of 
observed death rates. Of 42 138 life tables evaluated, 
25·8% were in the high-quality category, 57·5% were in 
the lower-quality category, and 16·7% were rejected. 
Because of the large number of candidate life tables, we 
developed objective criteria that could be applied in an 
automated fashion based on the variance of the slope of 
the log death rate versus age curve, mortality declines over 
the age of 65 years, crossovers in the probability of death 
between 1 and 5 years (4q1) and between 0 and 1 year (1q0), 
and large swings in death rates in adjacent age groups. In 
future work, these criteria could be enhanced by the 
addition of other screening criteria, particularly at older 
ages where death rates approach very high levels above the 
age of 85 years. This more formalised approach to the life 
table database is necessary because, with each iteration of 
estimation, the population denominators can change, 
and thus the shape of the life tables can change. 
Application of this approach means that we have a much 
richer database of high-quality life tables than is reflected 
in the older demographic model life table systems; Ansley 
Coale and Paul Demeny (1966) used only 192 life tables, 
whereas the UN Model Life Table System (1955) used 
only 158 life tables.51,52 Our larger database of life tables 
captures many more nuanced patterns that relate to the 
preponderance of different causes of death in different 
locations such as infectious diseases, injuries, and some 
non-communicable causes.
We estimate uncertainty in death rates, and this 
uncertainty currently reflects sampling error, non-
sampling error, and estimation error for the under-5 
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death rate, the probability of death between 15 and 
60 years, and the model life table system, along with 
uncertainty due to HIV in countries with epidemics with 
a peak prevalence greater than 0·5%. GBD population 
estimates used as the denominators for calculating 
death rates have 95% UIs. However, our uncertainty 
intervals in this analysis do not incorporate uncertainty 
in population estimates. Incorporating uncertainty into 
the population denominator in each step of the GBD 
mortality analysis would not be trivial. Given the multiple 
analytical steps that go into our mortality estimation 
process, there are several challenges. We do not have 
the computational resources to repeat the entire GBD 
estimation process multiple times, sampling from the 
distribution of population by age and sex. Further 
research is needed to find efficient methods for including 
the population uncertainty in the final results. Another 
existing issue is the uncertainty in spatial aggregates 
such as regional, super-region, or global mortality indi-
cators. Currently, we assume that uncertainty in 
estimates in different locations is uncorrelated. But this 
is likely to be an oversimplification because model 
specification of the first stage in ST-GPR for the under-5 
death rate and 45q15 are likely correlated over space. By 
underestimating this correlation, we are likely to be 
underestimating the UI for regional, super-region, and 
global values of life expectancy or other life table 
indicators. To date, we have not identified any principled 
basis for estimating the spatial correlation of UIs. To 
some extent, if we adopted an ensemble modelling 
approach in the future for the first stage of the ST-GPR, 
we would automatically incorporate the spatial correlation 
due to specification uncertainty, which might be another 
reason for future iterations to explore that strategy.
As part of each annual GBD update, we have re-
estimated the entire time series of age-specific mortality 
by location covered by the study to ensure that we 
produce an internally consistent time series using the 
latest methods. Changes from cycle to cycle can be due to 
the use of new mortality data, changes in population, 
changes in covariate values, changes in which covariates 
are used, and changes in model specification including 
hyperparameter values. It would be useful in future 
iterations of the GBD to provide some decomposition of 
changes in the final results due to each of these factors 
for each location and year. Such a full decomposition of 
change would be highly computationally intensive and is 
beyond our current capabilities. Future work will explore 
ways in which this more formal analysis of change can 
be efficiently implemented.
Comparison to UNPOP
The main alternative provider of mortality estimates is 
UNPOP. Scatterplots of estimates of life expectancy at 
birth from UNPOP compared to GBD in 1950, 1960, 
1970, 1980, 1990, 2000, 2010, and 2017, for both sexes 
combined, are shown in appendix 2. Life expectancy 
from UNPOP is reported for 5-year intervals, so these 
figures are based on linear interpolation—eg, 1960 is the 
inter polation of the values for 1955–1960 with the values 
for 1960–1965. The concordance correlation coefficient 
between the two sets of estimates ranged from 0·86 in 
the year 1950 to 0·97 in the year 2003. The concordance 
correlation coefficient in 2017 was 0·93. While these 
concordance coefficients appear to be high, there are 
considerable differences in many locations. Differences 
in life expectancy were larger in the earlier periods, and 
concordance gets higher in more recent time periods, 
most likely as a result of increased data availability over 
time. However, there are some substantial differences 
between the UNPOP and GBD estimates even for the 
summary measure of life expectancy at birth. These 
differences are not restricted to sub-Saharan Africa, 
where data are more scarce, but are also noticeable 
in other regions, including Latin America and the 
Caribbean. It is challenging to disentangle the main 
drivers of the differences, because the methods used by 
the UNPOP to estimate mortality for each location are 
not sufficiently documented. For some locations, the 
UNPOP estimates of life expectancy are based on levels 
of child mortality and selection of a Coale and Demeny 
Model Life Table or UN Model Life Table. In west Africa, 
the differences stem in part from our analysis using 
sibling history data as one of the key inputs along with 
Demographic Surveillance Site data where available. 
In other regions such as Central America, differences 
seem to stem from very different assessments of 
the completeness of VR, although the method used 
by the UNPOP to come to these judgments is not 
documented. Given the wide spread use of life expectancy 
as both a summary measure of mortality and as a general 
measure of the progress of nations, such large differences 
in life expectancy between UNPOP and GBD estimates 
warrant broader scientific debate.
Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, we use sibling 
history data corrected for survivor bias and recall bias.40,53 
Although the validity of sibling histories has been 
challenged, empirical studies to date have not provided a 
clear answer on a consistent direction of the bias.40,54 We 
believe it is appropriate to use the sibling history data that 
are available, but these data suggest much lower levels of 
adult mortality in some parts of west Africa than would 
be predicted from child mortality alone. Second, estimates 
of the completeness of VR are based on the application of 
death distribution methods, which are highly uncertain 
as shown in studies using simulated data.33 Third, in 
some locations where there is evidence of substantial age 
misreporting at older ages, the GBD estimates of the age 
structure of the population in the terminal age group, 
which might be as young as 65 years or older, use 
estimated death rates as an input. In locations with 
VR data, this creates a circularity where population 
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distribution within the terminal age group depends on 
death rates in those age groups that depend on population 
denominators. We deal with this circu larity by looping 
through the entire population estima tion process several 
times to reach a stable estimate of population and death 
rates. Nevertheless, this inter dependence means that 
estimates of death rates with partial or complete VR in 
locations with substantial age misreporting might be 
biased. Fourth, our estimates of death rates at ages 
5–9 and 10–14 years in settings without VR data depend 
on the selection of a model life table reference using the 
under-5 death rates, the adult mortality rate, and the 
database of empirical mortality patterns in the life table 
database. We have not used direct measurement of 
adolescent mortality calculated from birth histories 
because we have not yet been able to evaluate the impact 
of recall bias on these estimates. For future GBD 
iterations, we will continue to explore the incorporation 
of this information and DSS data on death rates in 
5–9 and 10–14 year olds. Fifth, we continue to use 
modelled HIV/AIDS death rates based on the analysis of 
HIV/AIDS prevalence data using Spectrum to revise 
adult mortality estimates in locations without VR data 
and with peak HIV/AIDS prevalence greater than 0·5%. 
However, the estimation of death rates from HIV/AIDS 
on the basis of prevalence data and the scale-up of anti-
retroviral therapy are dependent on many assumptions 
and might still tend to overestimate mortality in these 
locations. Sixth, we are not able to capture all fatal 
discontinuities, particularly the smaller ones. We will 
continue to explore data on fatal discontinuities and 
incorporate them for further iterations of the GBD. 
Moreover, the magnitude of fatal dis continuities in many 
locations is fundamentally based on media reports of 
events on a particular day in a particular place. These 
media reports, even when highly detailed, might not be 
accurate. Seventh, we have not explored multiple data 
density scores for the selection of hyper parameters in 
the ST-GPR, but hope to explore this further in future 
GBD iterations.
Conclusion
This analysis of age-sex-specific mortality shows that, 
against a general background of consistent declines in 
death rates for most age groups over the past 68 years, 
there are remarkably complex patterns across countries. 
Levels and trends are particularly heterogeneous in 
younger adults, which suggests that drivers of health 
outcomes are more varied and complex in these age 
groups. Given that the SDGs have been framed to be 
ambitious and refer to health across the lifespan, careful 
monitoring of age-sex-specific levels of mortality will 
remain crucial. The GBD provides the only annually 
revised, GATHER-compliant set of estimates for the 
assessment of performance against local, national, and 
global goals. As several reversals in formerly declining 
mortality rates demonstrate, continued reductions in 
age-specific mortality should not be taken for granted. 
Monitoring trends in the future is critical as progress in 
many locations and certain age groups has stagnated.
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Department of Physiology and Pharmacology (M Mohammadi PhD), 
Gastrointestinal Cancer Research Center (R Alizadeh-Navaei PhD), 
Immunogenetics Research Center (N Karimi MD), Molecular and Cell 
Biology Research Center (Prof A Rafiei PhD), School of Public Health 
(Prof A Enayati PhD), Toxoplasmosis Research Center 
(Prof A Daryani PhD, S Sarvi PhD), Mazandaran University of Medical 
Sciences, Sari, Iran (M Fakhar PhD, A Hedayatizadeh-Omran PhD, 
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M Nourollahpour Shiadeh PhD, Z Zare PhD); Department of Health 
Policy and Management (Prof S M Aljunid PhD), Kuwait University, 
Safat, Kuwait; International Centre for Casemix and Clinical Coding 
(Prof S M Aljunid PhD), National University of Malaysia, Bandar Tun 
Razak, Malaysia; Department of Population Health (A Alkerwi PhD), 
Luxembourg Institute of Health, Strassen, Luxembourg; University of 
Bordeaux, Bordeaux, France (Prof F Alla PhD); Swedish Research 
Council for Health, Working Life, and Welfare, Stockholm, Sweden 
(Prof P Allebeck MD); Research Program in Epidemiology & Public 
Health (Prof J Alonso MD), Hospital del Mar Medical Research 
Institute, Barcelona, Spain; Department of Experimental and Health 
Sciences (Prof J Alonso MD), Pompeu Fabra University, Barcelona, 
Spain; Department of Family and Community Medicine 
(Prof R M Al-Raddadi PhD), King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia; Department of Operative and Preventive Dentistry 
(Prof F Schwendicke MPH), Institute of Public Health 
(Prof R Busse PhD, Prof E Schaeffner MD), Charité University Medical 
Center Berlin, Berlin, Germany (U Alsharif MD); Research Group on 
Health Economics (Prof N Alvis-Guzman PhD), University of 
Cartagena, Cartagena, Colombia; Research Group in Hospital 
Management and Health Policies (Prof N Alvis-Guzman PhD), 
University of the Coast, Barranquilla, Colombia; Sansom Institute 
(A Amare PhD), Wardliparingga Aboriginal Research Unit 
(P S Azzopardi PhD), South Australian Health and Medical Research 
Institute, Adelaide, South Australia, Australia; Department of Psychiatry 
(T Mekonen MSc), Department of Public Health Nutrition 
(N Fentahun PhD), Bahir Dar University, Bahir Dar, Ethiopia 
(A Amare PhD); Department of Diseases and Noncommunicable 
Diseases and Health Promotion (A M Soares Filho DSc), Department of 
the Health Industrial Complex and Innovation in Health 
(Prof D A Silveira MSc), Federal Ministry of Health, Beirut, Lebanon 
(Prof W Ammar PhD); Faculty of Health Sciences 
(Prof W Ammar PhD), American University of Beirut, Beirut, Lebanon; 
Department of Internal Medicine (Y A Amoako MD), Komfo Anokye 
Teaching Hospital, Kumasi, Ghana; Department of Clinical Pathology 
(Prof M El Sayed Zaki MD), Faculty of Medicine (N H Anber PhD), 
Mansoura University (N H Anber PhD), Mansoura University, 
Mansoura, Egypt; IInd Department of Dermatology 
(MM Constantin MD), Anatomy and Embryology Department 
(R I Negoi PhD), Department of General Surgery (D V Davitoiu PhD, 
M Hostiuc PhD), Department of Legal Medicine and Bioethics 
(S Hostiuc PhD), Emergency Hospital of Bucharest 
(Prof M Beuran PhD, I Negoi PhD), Carol Davila University of Medicine 
and Pharmacy, Bucharest, Romania (C Andrei PhD, A Cucu PhD); 
Department of Medicine (S Androudi PhD), University of Thessaly, 
Volos, Greece; Department of Public Health (G T Shifa PhD, 
M Y Teshale MPH), Medical Laboratory Science (M Hussen MA), Arba 
Minch University, Arba Minch, Ethiopia (M D Animut MPH); Zahedan 
University of Medical Sciences, Iran (H Ansari PhD); School of Public 
Health (A Ansariadi PhD), Hasanuddin University, Makassar, 
Indonesia; Department of Health Policy and Administration 
(C T Antonio MD), Development and Communication Studies 
(E K Macarayan PhD), University of the Philippines Manila, Manila, 
Philippines; Department of Sociology and Social Work 
(S Appiah MPhil), School of Medical Sciences (B Awuah MBA), Kwame 
Nkrumah University of Science and Technology, Kumasi, Ghana; 
Center for International Health (S Appiah MPhil, D Paudel PhD), 
Ludwig Maximilians University, Munich, Germany; School of Health 
Sciences (O Aremu PhD), Birmingham City University, Birmingham, 
England; School of Health and Social Studies (Prof J Ärnlöv PhD), 
Dalarna University, Falun, Sweden; Department of Community Health 
Sciences (A Artaman PhD), University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB, 
Canada; Monitoring Evaluation and Operational Research Project 
(K K Aryal PhD), Abt Associates Nepal, Lalitpur, Nepal; Air Pollution 
Research Center (B Heibati PhD), Department of Community Medicine 
(A Tehrani-Banihashemi PhD), Department of Epidemiology 
(M Asadi-Lari PhD), Department of Health Policy 
(H Shabaninejad PhD), Department of Neuroscience (M Safdarian MD), 
Department of Ophthalmology (K Ghasemi Falavarjani MD), Health 
Management and Economics Research Center (M Behzadifar PhD), 
Physiology Research Center (M Yousefifard PhD), Preventive Medicine 
and Public Health Research Center (M Moradi-Lakeh MD, 
A Tehrani-Banihashemi PhD, K Vosoughi MD), Iran University of 
Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran (T Beyranvand PhD, F Farhadi MD); 
Center of Communicable Disease Control (B Eshrati PhD), Deputy of 
Research and Technology (S Djalalinia PhD), International Relations 
Department (M Asadi-Lari PhD), Ministry of Health and Medical 
Education, Tehran, Iran (H Kazemeini MD, Z Kazemi MSc, 
Z Kazemi MSc, A Khosravi PhD); Qom University of Medical Sciences, 
Qom, Iran (H Asayesh MSc); Department of Medical Biotechnology 
(A Sahebkar PhD), Education Development Center (R Assadi PhD), 
Mashhad University of Medical Sciences, Mashhad, Iran; Department 
of Immunology (S Athari MPH), Zanjan University of Medical Sciences, 
Iran; University Institute of Public Health (S Atique PhD), 
The University of Lahore, Lahore, Pakistan; Public Health Department 
(S Atique PhD), University of Hail, Hail, Saudi Arabia; Center for 
Clinical Global Health Education (S R Atre PhD), Department of 
Epidemiology (S Hutfless PhD, Prof J B Nachega PhD), Department of 
Gastrointestinal and Hepatology (K Vosoughi MD), Department of 
Health Policy and Management (A T Khoja MD), Department of 
International Health (M N Kosek MD), Department of Radiology 
(N Hafezi-Nejad MD, A Haj-Mirzaian MD), School of Medicine 
(S Hutfless PhD), Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA; 
Dr D Y Patil Medical College (S R Atre PhD), Dr D Y Patil Vidyapeeth, 
Pune, India (A R Sawant MD); Department of Social Welfare 
(M S Atteraya PhD), Keimyung University, Daegu, South Korea; 
Department of Health Sciences (Prof T Brugha MD), School of 
Business (Prof M Ausloos PhD), University of Leicester, Leicester, UK; 
Center for Health Systems Research (L Avila-Burgos PhD, 
L Cahuana-Hurtado PhD, H Gómez-Dantés MSc, 
Prof I Heredia-Pi DipSocSc, M Rios-Blancas MPH, 
Prof E Serván-Mori DSc), Center for Nutrition and Health Research 
(E Denova-Gutiérrez DSc), Center for Population Health Research 
(C Razo-García MSc), Environmental Health Department 
(H Riojas PhD), National Institute of Public Health, Cuernavaca, 
Mexico (S Barquera PhD, I R Campos-Nonato PhD, 
J Campuzano Rincon PhD, Prof R Lozano PhD); Non Communicable 
Disease Department (F G Gankpe MD), Laboratory of Studies and 
Research-Action in Health, Porto Novo, Benin (E F A Avokpaho MD); 
Indian Institute of Public Health, Gandhinagar, India (A Awasthi PhD); 
Demography and Population Studies (V H Chisumpa PhD), Radiation 
Onclogy (B Awuah MBA), University of the Witwatersrand, 
Johannesburg, South Africa; Austin Clinical School of Nursing 
(M Rahman PhD), Department of Psychology and Counselling 
(Prof T Wijeratne MD), School of Nursing and Midwifery 
(Prof D Edvardsson PhD), The Judith Lumley Centre 
(B Ayala Quintanilla PhD), La Trobe University, Melbourne, Victoria, 
Australia; General Office for Research and Technological Transfer 
(B Ayala Quintanilla PhD), Peruvian National Institute of Health, Lima, 
Peru; Public Health Department (H T Ayele PhD, T A Zerfu PhD), Dilla 
University, Dilla, Ethiopia; Department of Community and Global 
Health (R Ayer MHSc), Department of Diabetes and Metabolic Diseases 
(T Yamada MD), Department of Global Health Policy (S Nomura MSc, 
Prof K Shibuya MD), Department of Mental Health 
(Prof N Kawakami PhD), University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan; Centre for 
Food and Nutrition Research (T B Ayuk PhD), Institute of Medical 
Research and Medicinal Plant Studies, Yaounde, Cameroon; 
Department of Health Studies (T B Ayuk PhD), University of 
South Africa, Pretoria, South Africa; Global Adolescent Health Group 
(P S Azzopardi PhD), Burnet Institute, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia; 
Department of Heath Services (N Azzopardi-Muscat PhD), University of 
Malta, Msida, Malta; Directorate for Policy (N Azzopardi-Muscat PhD), 
Directorate for Health Information and Research, Pieta, Malta; Public 
Health Risk Sciences Division (A Badawi PhD), Public Health Agency 
of Canada, Toronto, ON, Canada; Department of Environmental Health 
Engineering (Prof K Balakrishnan PhD), Sri Ramachandra Medical 
College and Research Institute, Chennai, India; Department of 
Hypertension (Prof M Banach PhD), Medical University of Lodz, Lodz, 
Poland; Polish Mothers’ Memorial Hospital Research Institute 
(Prof M Banach PhD); Department of Research (A Banstola MPH), 
Public Health Perspective Nepal, Pokhara-Lekhnath Metropolitan City, 
Nepal; Clinic for Infectious and Tropical Diseases (A Barac PhD), 
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Clinical Center of Serbia, Belgrade, Serbia; Centre School of Public 
Health and Health Management (Prof M M Santric Milicevic PhD), 
Faculty of Medicine (A Barac PhD, E Dubljanin PhD), Faculty of 
Medicine Institute of Epidemiology (I S Vujcic PhD), University of 
Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia; Department of Neurosciences 
(Prof M A Barboza MD), Costa Rican Department of Social Security, 
San Jose, Costa Rica (Prof J Castillo Rivas MSc); School of Dentistry 
(Prof J Castillo Rivas MSc), School of Medicine (Prof M A Barboza MD), 
University of Costa Rica, San Pedro, Costa Rica; Department of 
Industrial Engineering (Prof L H Barrero DSc), Pontifical Javeriana 
University, Bogota, Colombia; University of Aden, Aden, Yemen 
(H Basaleem PhD); Barcelona Institute for Global Health 
(Prof Q Bassat MD), Tuberculosis Department 
(A L Garcia-Basteiro MD), Barcelona Institute for Global Health, 
Barcelona, Spain (Prof J V Lazarus PhD); Tuberculosis 
(A L Garcia-Basteiro MD), Manhiça Health Research Center, Manhiça, 
Mozambique (Prof Q Bassat MD); School of Health Sciences 
(A Basu PhD), University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand; 
Department of Medicine (S Basu PhD), Stanford University, Palo Alto, 
CA, USA; Melbourne Medical School, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia 
(Prof B T Baune PhD); Department of Psychiatry 
(Prof S Bazargan-Hejazi BEP), Charles R Drew University of Medicine 
and Science, Los Angeles, CA, USA; Department of Psychiatry and 
Biobehavioral Sciences (Prof S Bazargan-Hejazi BEP), University of 
California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, USA; Department of 
Community Medicine (Prof N Bedi MD), Gandhi Medical College 
Bhopal, Bhopal, India; Jazan University, Jazan, Saudi Arabia 
(Prof N Bedi MD); Department of Environmental Health Science 
(S Gallus DSc), Department of Neuroscience (E Beghi MD, 
G Giussani PhD), Department of Oncology (C Bosetti PhD, 
M Cortinovis PhD), Department of Renal Medicine (B Bikbov MD, 
N Perico MD), Mario Negri Institute for Pharmacological Research, 
Milan, Italy (Prof G Remuzzi MD); Social Determinants of Health 
Research Center (M Behzadifar PhD), Lorestan University of Medical 
Sciences, Khorramabad, Iran (M Behzadifar MS); Department of 
Neurology (Prof Y Béjot PhD), University Hospital of Dijon, Dijon, 
France; Dijon Stroke Registry - UFR Sciences Santé (Prof Y Béjot PhD), 
University of Burgundy, Dijon, France; Public Health Department 
(B Bekele MPH, H Y Hassen MPH), Mizan-Tepi University, Teppi, 
Ethiopia (A Henok MPH); Dr Tewelde Legesse Health Sciences College, 
Mekelle, Ethiopia (S A Belay MPH); Department of Neurology 
(K N Sheth MD), Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Science 
(Prof J J Huang MD), School of Forestry and Environmental Studies 
(Prof M L Bell PhD), Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA; Department 
of Medicine (A K Bello PhD), University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, 
Canada; Center for Clinical and Epidemiological Research 
(A C Goulart PhD), Department of Internal Medicine 
(I M Bensenor PhD, Prof I S Santos PhD), Department of Medicine 
(Prof P A Lotufo DrPH), Department of Pathology and Legal Medicine 
(M R Tovani-Palone MSc), Department of Psychiatry (Y Wang PhD), 
Division of Ophthalmology (J M Furtado MD), Laboratory of Genetics 
and Molecular Cardiology (A Pereira PhD), University Hospital, Internal 
Medicine Department (A C Goulart PhD), University of São Paulo, 
São Paulo, Brazil; Division of Cardiology, Medical College of Georgia at 
Augusta University, Augusta, GA, USA (Prof A E Berman MD); 
Department of Health Policy (Prof A E Berman MD), Personal Social 
Services Research Unit (R Kadel MPH), London School of Economics 
and Political Science, London, UK; Dental Institute (E Bernabe PhD), 
Division of Patient and Population (Prof W Marcenes PhD), Faculty of 
Life Sciences and Medicine (Prof P I Dargan MB, M Molokhia PhD), 
School of Population Health & Environmental Sciences 
(Prof C D A Wolfe MD), St John’s Institute of Dermatology 
(Prof R J Hay MD), King’s College London, London, UK; Hubert 
Department of Global Health (R S Bernstein MD), Rollins School of 
Public Health (Prof Y Liu PhD), Emory University, Atlanta, GA, USA; 
Department of Global Health (R S Bernstein MD), University of South 
Florida, Tampa, FL, USA; Institutes of Applied Health Research and 
Translational Medicine (N Bhala DPhil), Queen Elizabeth Hospital 
Birmingham, Birmingham, UK; IAHR/ITM (N Bhala DPhil), University 
of Birmingham, Birmingham, UK; Department of Infectious Disease 
Epidemiology (Prof C A Donnelly DSc), Department of Primary Care 
and Public Health (M Car PhD, Prof A Majeed MD, Prof S Rawaf PhD), 
Division of Brain Sciences (Prof R A Shakir MD), School of Public 
Health (Prof S Saxena MD), WHO Collaborating Centre for Public 
Health Education and Training (D L Rawaf MD), Imperial College 
London, London, UK (S Bhatt PhD); Department of Disease Control 
(J Cano PhD), Department of Health Services Research and Policy 
(Prof M McKee DSc), Department of Infectious Disease Epidemiology 
(O J Brady PhD, Prof H J Larson PhD), Department of Medical 
Statistics (Prof N Pearce PhD), Department of Non-communicable 
Disease Epidemiology (Prof S Kinra PhD, Prof D Prabhakaran DM), 
Faculty of Epidemiology and Population Health (S M Langan PhD), 
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK 
(S Bhattarai MD); Nepal Academy of Science & Technology, Patan, 
Nepal (S Bhattarai MD); The George Institute for Global Health, 
New Delhi, India (S Bhaumik MBBS, Prof V Jha MD, P K Maulik PhD); 
Center of Excellence in Women and Child Health 
(Prof Z A Bhutta PhD), Department of Pediatrics & Child Health 
(M Nisar MSc), Aga Khan University, Karachi, Pakistan; Cellular and 
Molecular Biology Research Center (H Nouri PhD), Department of 
Clinical Biochemistry (A Mosapour PhD, N Neamati MSc, 
H Parsian PhD), Department of Immunology 
(M Mohammadnia-Afrouzi PhD), Department of Pharmacology 
(M Mohammadi-Khanaposhtani PhD), Health Research Institute 
(R Ghadimi PhD, M Ghasemi-Kasman PhD), Infectious Diseases and 
Tropical Medicine Research Center (A Rostami PhD), Social 
Determinant of Health Research Center (A Bijani PhD), Student 
Research Committee (M Zamani MD), Babol University of Medical 
Sciences, Babol, Iran (M Faramarzi PhD); Woldia University, Woldia, 
Ethiopia (N Bililign BHlthSci); Department of Clinical Pharmacy and 
Pharmacology (M Bin Sayeed MSPS), University of Dhaka, Ramna, 
Bangladesh; Alma Mater (S M Birlik MBA), Department of Medical and 
Surgical Sciences (A Farioli PhD, Prof F S Violante MPH), University of 
Bologna, Bologna, Italy; Liaison of Turkey, Guillain-Barre Syndrome/
Chronic Inflammatory Demyelinating Polyneuropathy Foundation 
International, Conshohocken, PA, USA (S M Birlik MBA); Department 
of Epidemiology and Public Health (Prof M Kivimäki PhD), Department 
of Health Informatics (S Chung PhD), Department of Psychology 
(M Kumar PhD), The UCL Centre for Global Health Economics 
(C Birungi MSc), University College London, London, UK; Fast-Track 
Implementation Department (C Birungi MSc), United Nations 
Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS), Gaborone, Botswana; Global 
Health Division (D Bisanzio PhD), Research Triangle Institute 
International, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA; School of Medicine 
(D Bisanzio PhD, F Shokraneh MSc), University of Nottingham, 
Nottingham, UK; Department of Health Sciences (I Filip MD), A T Still 
University, Brisbane, QLD, Australia (T Biswas MPH, A Radfar MD); 
Department of Global Public Health and Primary Care 
(Prof T Bjørge PhD, Prof O F Norheim PhD), Department of 
Psychosocial Science (A S Knudsen PhD, Prof S Øverland PhD), 
University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway; Department of Research 
(Prof E Weiderpass PhD), Cancer Registry of Norway, Oslo, Norway 
(Prof T Bjørge PhD); Department of Surgery (S Krishnaswami MD), 
Radiation Medicine (A Bleyer MD), Oregon Health and Science 
University, Portland, OR, USA; Department of Epidemiology, Human 
Genetics and Environmental Sciences (K Zhang PhD), Department of 
Pediatrics (A Bleyer MD), University of Texas, Houston, TX, USA 
(X Zhang PhD); Transport & Digital Development (D Bose PhD), World 
Bank, Washington, DC, USA; National Drug and Alcohol Research 
Centre (Prof L Degenhardt PhD), School of Medicine (P K Maulik PhD), 
School of Psychiatry (Prof P S Sachdev MD), School of Public Health 
and Community Medicine (F Sitas PhD), Transport and Road Safety 
(TARS) Research (S Boufous PhD), University of New South Wales, 
Sydney, NSW, Australia (Prof K A Dolan PhD); Vision & Eye Research 
Unit (Prof R Bourne MD), Anglia Ruskin University, Cambridge, UK; 
University of Genoa, Italy (N L Bragazzi PhD); Department of Maternal 
and Child Nursing and Public Health (Prof D C Malta PhD), 
Department of Surgery (Prof R S Gomez PhD), Faculty of Medicine 
(Prof M S Rego PhD), Hospital of the Federal University of Minas 
Gerais (B R Nascimento PhD, Prof A P Ribeiro MD), Nutrition 
Department (Prof R M Claro PhD), Post-Graduate Program in 
Infectious Diseases and Tropical Medicine (B P Sao Jose PhD), School 
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of Medicine and Clinical Hospital (Prof L C Brant PhD), Service of 
Gynecology, Obstetrics and Neonatology (Prof M S Rego PhD), Federal 
University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil; Institute of 
Epidemiology (A Brazinova MD), Comenius University, Bratislava, 
Slovakia; College of Public Health (M Yotebieng PhD), Department of 
Psychology (Prof N J K Breitborde PhD), Psychiatry and Behavioral 
Health Department (Prof N J K Breitborde PhD), Ohio State University, 
Columbus, OH, USA; Division of Clinical Epidemiology and Aging 
Research (Prof H Brenner MD, B Schöttker PhD), German Cancer 
Research Center, Heidelberg, Germany; Tuberculosis Biomarker 
Reserarch Unit (A Goodridge PhD), Institute for Scientific Research 
and High Technology Services, City of Knowledge, Panama 
(G Britton PhD); Department of Research and Health Technology 
Assessment (F Castro MD), Gorgas Memorial Institute for Health 
Studies, Panama, Panama (G Britton PhD, I Moreno Velásquez PhD); 
Division Gastroenterology (K E Burke MD), Massachusetts General 
Hospital, Boston, MA, USA; Department of Pediatrics 
(Prof N Kissoon MD, S Murthy MD), School of Population and Public 
Health (Z A Butt PhD, F Pourmalek PhD, Prof N Sarrafzadegan MD), 
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada 
(J A Kopec PhD); Al Shifa School of Public Health (Z A Butt PhD), 
Al Shifa Trust Eye Hospital, Rawalpindi, Pakistan; School of Medicine 
(J Campuzano Rincon PhD), University of the Valley of Cuernavaca, 
Cuernavaca, Mexico; Department of Population and Health 
(Prof R Cárdenas DSc), Metropolitan Autonomous University, Mexico 
City, Mexico; Institute for Cancer Research, Prevention and Clinical 
Network, Florence, Italy (G Carreras PhD); Applied Molecular 
Biosciences Unit (Prof F Carvalho PhD), Department of Community 
Medicine (J V Santos MD), Institute of Biomedical Engineering (INEB) 
(J das Neves PhD), Institute for Research and Innovation in Health (i3S) 
(J das Neves PhD), Institute of Public Health (Prof F Carvalho PhD), 
REQUIMTE/LAQV (Prof E Fernandes PhD, Prof D M Pereira PhD), 
UCIBIO (J P Silva PhD), University of Porto, Porto, Portugal; 
Colombian National Health Observatory (C A Castañeda-Orjuela MD), 
National Institute of Health, Bogota, Colombia; Department of Public 
Health (Prof F P De la Hoz PhD), Epidemiology and Public Health 
Evaluation Group (C A Castañeda-Orjuela MD), National University of 
Colombia, Bogota, Colombia; Department of Health Planning and 
Economics (F Catalá-López PhD), Institute of Health Carlos III, Madrid, 
Spain; Department of Public Health (B Kucuk Bicer BEP), Institute of 
Population Studies (A Çavlin PhD), Hacettepe University, Ankara, 
Turkey; Institute for Positive Psychology and Education 
(Prof C Lonsdale PhD), Mary MacKillop Institute for Health Research 
(Prof E Cerin PhD), The Brain Institute (Prof C E I Szoeke PhD), 
Australian Catholic University, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia; Centre 
for Suicide Research and Prevention (Prof P Yip PhD), School of Public 
Health (Prof E Cerin PhD), University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 
China (Prof P Yip PhD); College of Medicine 
(Y Chaiah High School Diploma, Prof Z A Memish MD, 
M Temsah MD, O Temsah High School Diploma), Alfaisal University, 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; Independent Consultant, Belo Horizonte, Brazil 
(Prof A Champs PhD); Institute of Population Health Sciences 
(Prof H Chang DrPH), National Health Research Institutes, Zhunan 
township, Taiwan; College of Medicine (J Chang PhD), National Taiwan 
University, Taipei, Taiwan; Department of Development Studies 
(A Chattopadhyay PhD, M A Malik MPhil), Department of Fertility 
Studies (B K Panda MA), Department of Population Studies 
(A Patle MPH, R Yadav PhD), Department of Public Health & Mortality 
Studies (M H Rahman MPhil, Prof U Ram PhD), International Institute 
for Population Sciences, Mumbai, India (S Goli PhD, P Kumar PhD); 
Surgical Oncology (Prof P Chaturvedi MD), Tata Memorial Hospital, 
Mumbai, India; Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China 
(Prof W Chen PhD); Clinical Governance (P P Chiang PhD), Gold Coast 
Health, Gold Coast, QLD, Australia; Institute of Industrial Ecological 
Science (O Chimed-Ochir PhD), University of Occupational and 
Environmental Health, Kitakyushu, Japan; Centre of Cardiovascular 
Research and Education in Therapeutics (R Ofori-Asenso MSc), 
Department of Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine (K L Chin PhD), 
Monash Centre for Health Research and Implementation 
(B de Courten PhD), School of Public Health and Preventive Medicine 
(Prof F M Cicuttini PhD, Prof Y Guo PhD, S Li PhD, S Si PhD), 
Monash University, Melbourne, VIC, Australia (Prof A G Thrift PhD); 
Department of Economics (F Masiye PhD), Department of Population 
Studies (V H Chisumpa PhD, C Mapoma PhD), University of Zambia, 
Lusaka, Zambia; Biochemistry, Biomedical Science (J J Choi PhD), 
Seoul National University Hospital, Seoul, South Korea; Department of 
Neurology (T C Truelsen PhD), Institute of Clinical Medicine and 
Bispebjerg Hospital (Prof H Christensen DMSci), University of 
Copenhagen, Denmark; Department of Endocrinology 
(Prof N Thomas PhD), Department of Neurology 
(Prof J D Pandian MD), Department of Pulmonary Medicine 
(Prof D J Christopher MD), Christian Medical College and Hospital 
(CMC), Vellore, India (Prof S Varughese MD); Health Data Research 
UK, London, UK (S Chung PhD); Adelaide Medical School 
(L G Ciobanu PhD, T K Gill PhD), Joanna Briggs Institute 
(J Opio MPH), Robinson Research Institute (Z S Lassi PhD), University 
of Adelaide, Adelaide, SA, Australia (A T Olagunju MD); Scuola Medica 
Salernitana (M Cirillo MD), University of Salerno, Baronissi, Italy; 
Health Effects Institute, Boston, MA, USA (A J Cohen DSc); Faculty of 
Business and Management (M A Garcia-Gordillo PhD), Faculty of 
Education (D Collado-Mateo MSc), Institute of Physical Activity and 
Health (Prof P R Olivares PhD), Autonomous University of Chile, Talca, 
Chile; IInd Department of Dermatology (M M Constantin MD), 
Colentina Clinical Hospital, Bucharest, Romania; School of Medicine 
and Surgery (S Conti PhD, P A Cortesi PhD, A Lafranconi MD, 
F Madotto PhD, Prof L G Mantovani DSc), University of Milan Bicocca, 
Monza, Italy; NIHR Oxford Biomedical Research Centre 
(Prof C Cooper MEd), University of Southampton, Southampton, UK 
(Prof C Cooper MEd); Department of Cardiovascular Medicine 
(L T Cooper MD), Mayo Clinic, Jacksonville, FL, USA; Departament of 
Internal Medicine - Neurology (Prof S C O Martins PhD), Postgraduate 
Program in Epidemiology (E Cousin MS, B B Duncan MD, 
Prof B N G Goulart DSc, Prof M I Schmidt PhD), Federal University of 
Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Brazil; Department of Family 
Medicine and Public Health (Prof M H Criqui MD), University of 
California San Diego, La Jolla, CA, USA; Centre for International 
Health (Prof J A Crump MD), Department of Medicine (A Ranta PhD), 
University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand; Division of Infectious 
Diseases and International Health (Prof J A Crump MD), Duke Global 
Health Institute (L L Yan PhD), Duke University, Durham, NC, USA; 
Division of Epidemiology and Biostatistics (Y A Gelaw MPH), Institute 
for Social Science Research (A A Mamun PhD, J C Maravilla PhD), 
Queensland Brain Institute (Prof J J McGrath MD), School of Dentistry 
(R Lalloo PhD), School of Public Health (L D Knibbs PhD, 
J G Scott PhD), School of Public Health (B A Dachew MPH), 
The University of Queensland, Brisbane, QLD, Australia 
(Prof H A Whiteford PhD); National Centre for Health Promotion and 
Evaluation (A Cucu PhD, A Galan), National Institute of Public Health, 
Bucharest, Romania; Discipline of Public Health (A F Dadi MPH), 
Flinders University, Adelaide, South Australia, Australia; Institute for 
Global Health Innovations (A K Dang MD, L H Nguyen MPH, 
T H Nguyen BMedSc, N T Truong BHlthSci), Duy Tan University, 
Hanoi, Vietnam; Biomedical Research Council (Prof C D A Wolfe MD), 
Clinical Toxicology Service (Prof P I Dargan MB), Guy’s and St Thomas’ 
NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK; Department of Rheumatology 
(Prof S K Das MD), K G Medical University, Lucknow, India; 
James P Grant School of Public Health (R Das Gupta MPH, 
M Hasan MPH, I Sutradhar MPH), Research and Evaluation Divison 
(M Rahman PhD), BRAC University, Dhaka, Bangladesh; Central 
University Tami Nadu, Thiruvarur, India (Prof A P Dash DSc); 
Department of Surgery (D V Davitoiu PhD), Clinical Emergency 
Hospital Sf. Pantelimon, Bucharest, Romania; Kazakh National Medical 
University, Almaty, Kazakhstan (K Davletov PhD); Department of 
Surgery (A Dayama MD), San Joaquin General Hospital, French Camp, 
CA, USA; Department of Diabetes and Vascular medicine 
(B de Courten PhD), Monash Health, Melbourne, VIC, Australia; 
Australian Institute for Suicide Research and Prevention 
(Prof D De leo DSc), Menzies Health Institute Queensland 
(S K Tadakamadla PhD), Griffith University, Mount Gravatt, QLD, 
Australia; Augenpraxis Jonas (S Panda-Jonas MD), Department of 
Ophthalmology (Prof J B Jonas MD), Institute of Public Health 
(Prof J De Neve MD, B Moazen MSc, S Mohammed PhD), Medical 
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Clinic V (Prof W März MD), Vth Department of Medicine 
(M E Kleber PhD), Heidelberg University, Heidelberg, Germany; 
Maternal and Child Wellbeing Unit (T A Zerfu PhD), Population 
Dynamics and Reproductive Health Unit (T Degfie PhD), African 
Population Health Research Centre, Nairobi, Kenya; School of Medicine 
(Prof R P Dellavalle MD), University of Colorado Denver, Aurora, CO, 
USA; Dermatology Service (Prof R P Dellavalle MD), US Department of 
Veterans Affairs (VA), Denver, CO, USA; Department of Clinical 
Pharmacy (G T Demoz MSc), Department of Medical Laboratory 
Sciences (M Teweldemedhin MSc), Aksum University, Aksum, 
Ethiopia; Department of Global Health and Infection (K Deribe PhD), 
Brighton and Sussex Medical School, Brighton, UK; National Health 
Service Scotland, UK (N Dervenis MD, G M A Wyper MSc); 
Department of Ophthalmology (Prof F Topouzis PhD), Aristotle 
University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece (N Dervenis MD); 
Department of Psychiatry (Prof D C Des Jarlais PhD), Icahn School of 
Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY, USA; Disha Foundation, 
Gurgaon, India (S Dey PhD); Department of Community Medicine 
(S D Dharmaratne MD), University of Peradeniya, Peradeniya, 
Sri Lanka; Health Research Section (M Dhimal PhD), Research Section 
(A R Pandey MPH), Nepal Health Research Council, Kathmandu, 
Nepal; Ariadne Labs (E K Macarayan PhD), Department of 
Environmental Health (G R Wagner MD), Department of Genetics 
(A Pereira PhD), Department of Global Health and Population 
(A B Feigl PhD, Prof O F Norheim PhD), Department of Nutrition 
(E L Ding DSc, M S Farvid PhD), Division of General Internal Medicine 
and Primary Care (Prof A Sheikh MSc), Harvard Medical School 
(Prof S Jee PhD), Heart and Vascular Center (M Vaduganathan MD), 
T H Chan School of Public Health (P C Gupta DSc), Harvard University, 
Boston, MA, USA (M G Shrime MD, B Yakob PhD); Conservation 
Biology and Entomology (A A Kudom PhD), Department of Population 
and Health (D T Doku PhD), University of Cape Coast, Cape Coast, 
Ghana; Faculty of Health Sciences, Health Sciences (S Neupane PhD), 
Faculty of Social Sciences, Health Sciences (D T Doku PhD, 
P KC DipSocSc), University of Tampere, Tampere, Finland; University 
of Rochester, Rochester, NY, USA (E Dorsey MD); Department of 
Psychology (Prof S R Robinson PhD), School of Health and Biomedical 
Sciences (Prof K E Doyle PhD), Royal Melbourne Institute of 
Technology University, Bundoora, Victoria, Australia; Department of 
Clinical Surgery (T M Drake MD), Usher Institute of Population Health 
Sciences and Informatics (Prof A Sheikh MSc, I N Soyiri PhD), 
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland; Asbestos Diseases 
Research Institute (j Leigh MD), Sydney Medical School (S Islam PhD), 
Sydney School of Public Health (Prof T R Driscoll PhD, F Sitas PhD), 
University of Sydney, University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW, Australia 
(D G Hoy PhD, M A Mohammed PhD, Prof K Takahashi PhD); United 
Nations World Food Programme, New Delhi, India (M Dubey PhD); 
Department of Health Sciences (E Duken MSc), Wollega University, 
Nekemte, Ethiopia; Institute of Public Health (Prof D Rasella PhD), 
School of Medicine (Prof A R Duraes PhD), Federal University of Bahia, 
Salvador, Brazil; Diretoria Médica (Prof A R Duraes PhD), Roberto 
Santos General Hospital, Salvador, Brazil; Infectious Diseases 
(S Ebrahimpour PhD), Center for Infectious Diseases Research, Babol, 
Iran; Department of Nursing (Prof D Edvardsson PhD), Umeå 
University, Umea, Sweden; Department of Community Medicine 
(Prof A E Eggen PhD), University of Tromsø, Tromsø, Norway; College 
of Public Health (Prof M Elfaramawi PhD), Arkansas State University, 
Little Rock, AR, USA; Department of Pathology (C L Ellingsen MD), 
Stavanger University Hospital, Stavanger, Norway; Centre for Disease 
Burden (A S Knudsen PhD), Division of Mental and Physical Health 
(Prof S Øverland PhD), Norwegian Institute of Public Health, Oslo, 
Norway (C L Ellingsen MD, Prof V Skirbekk PhD, G Sulo PhD); 
Eijkman-Oxford Clinical Research Unit (I R Elyazar PhD), Eijkman 
Institute for Molecular Biology, Jakarta, Indonesia; Public Health 
Department (A Y Y Endries MPH), Saint Paul’s Hospital Millennium 
Medical College, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; Laboratory for Socio-economic 
Issues of Human Development and Quality of Life 
(Prof S P Ermakov DSc), Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, 
Russia; Central Research Institute of Cytology and Genetics 
(E Varavikova PhD), Department of Medical Statistics and Documentary 
(Prof S P Ermakov DSc), Federal Research Institute for Health 
Organization and Informatics of the Ministry of Health (FRIHOI), 
Moscow, Russia (Prof G Lebedev PhD, D O Roshchin PhD, 
Prof V I Starodubov DSc, S K Vladimirov PhD); Department of Public 
Health (R Esmaeili PhD), Social Development & Health Promotion 
Research Center (R Esmaeili PhD), Gonabad University of Medical 
Sciences, Iran; Department of Medical Parasitology and Mycology 
(H Fakhim PhD), Urmia University of Medical Science, Urmia, Iran, 
Iran; College of Medicine (M Fareed PhD), Department of Public Health 
(A T Khoja MD), Imam Muhammad Ibn Saud Islamic University, 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; Division of Cardiovascular Medicine 
(T A Farid MD, N V Singam MD, G Vaidya MD), University of 
Louisville, Louisville, KY, USA; National Statistical Office, Lisbon, 
Portugal (C S e Farinha MSc); Department of Psychology 
(Prof A Faro PhD), Federal University of Sergipe, Sao Cristovao, Brazil; 
Doctor Evidence, Santa Monica, CA, USA (M Fazeli PhD); National 
Institute for Stroke and Applied Neurosciences (Prof V L Feigin PhD), 
Auckland University of Technology, Auckland, New Zealand; Health 
Division (A B Feigl PhD), Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development, Paris, France; Department of Fertility & Infertility 
(F Feizy MD), Sarem Fertility & Infertility Research Center (SAFIR), 
Tehran, Iran; Sarem Cell Research Center (SCRC), Tehran, Iran 
(F Feizy MD); Center for Biotechnology and Fine Chemistry 
(J C Fernandes PhD), Catholic University of Portugal, Porto, Portugal; 
Heller School for Social Policy & Management (D O Fijabi MD), 
Brandeis University, Waltham, MA, USA; School of Public Health 
(D O Fijabi MD, O O Isehunwa MD), University of Memphis, 
Memphis, TN, USA; Psychiatry (I Filip MD), Kaiser Permanente, 
Fontana, CA, USA; Department of Public Health Medicine 
(F Fischer PhD), Bielefeld University, Bielefeld, Germany; Sergio 
Arouca National School of Public Health, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
(L S Flor MPH); Federal University of Espírito Santo, Vitoria, Brazil 
(L S Flor MPH); Institute of Gerontology (N A Foigt PhD), National 
Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine; Department of 
Primary Care and Public Health (J A Ford MBChB, Prof N Steel PhD), 
University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK; Department of Medicine and 
Surgery (C Fornari PhD), University of Milano - Bicocca, Monza, Italy; 
College of Public Health, Medical and Veterinary Science 
(R C Franklin PhD), James Cook University, Townsville, Queensland, 
Australia; Gene Expression & Regulation Program (T Fukumoto PhD), 
Cancer Institute, Philadelphia, PA, USA; Department of Dermatology 
(T Fukumoto PhD), Kobe University, Kobe, Japan; Epidemiology and 
Public Health (T Fürst PhD), Malaria Vaccines (C Karema MPH), Swiss 
Tropical and Public Health Institute, Basel, Switzerland; University of 
Basel, Basel, Switzerland (T Fürst PhD); Medical Statistics 
(K Gambashidze MSc), Medical Statistics (S Marina MS), National 
Centre for Disease Control (NCDC), Tbilisi, Georgia 
(Prof A Gamkrelidze PhD, M Kereselidze MD); Faculty of Medicine and 
Pharmacy of Fez (F G Gankpe MD), University Sidi Mohammed Ben 
Abdellah, Fez, Morocco; International Trachoma Initiative 
(T Gebre PhD), Task Force for Global Health, Decatur, GA, USA; School 
of Public Health (A T Gebremedhin MPH, D Hendrie PhD, 
T R Miller PhD), Curtin University, Perth, Western Australia, Australia; 
Division of Human Nutrition and Health (Prof J M Geleijnse PhD), 
Wageningen University & Research, Wageningen, Netherlands; 
Directorate General for Public Health (R Genova-Maleras MSc), 
Regional Health Council, Madrid, Spain; Vaccines (B D Gessner MD), 
Pfizer Inc, Collegeville, PA, USA; Agency of Preventive Medicine, Paris, 
France (B D Gessner MD); Institute of Epidemiology, Biostatistics and 
informatics (S Getachew MPH), Institute of Medical Epidemiology 
(I Shiue PhD), Martin Luther University Halle-Wittenberg, Halle, 
Germany; Social Determinants of Health Research Center 
(H Ghiasvand PhD), University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation 
Sciences, Iran (M Noroozi PhD); Department of Health Care Policy and 
Management (M Ghimire MA), University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Japan; 
Department of Respiratory Medicine (Prof A G Ghoshal MD), National 
Allergy, Asthma, and Bronchitis Institute, Kolkota, India; Department 
of Respiratory Medicine (Prof A G Ghoshal MD), Fortis Hospital, 
Kolkata, India; Division of Health Sciences (O A Uthman PhD), Unit of 
Academic Primary Care (Prof P S Gill DM), University of Warwick, 
Coventry, UK; Department of Community and Family Medicine 
(R F Gillum MD), Division of General Internal Medicine 
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(R F Gillum MD), Howard University, Washington, DC, USA; Physical 
Activity and Obesity Prevention (S Goenka PhD), Centre for Chronic 
Disease Control, New Delhi, India (Prof S Liu PhD); Center for the 
Study of Regional Development (S Goli PhD), Centre for Ethics 
(T Khanna PhD), Jawahar Lal Nehru University, New Delhi, India; 
Department of Medicine (Prof R Tabarés-Seisdedos PhD), Department 
of Pediatric, Obstetrics and Gynecology (Prof M Tortajada-Girbés PhD), 
Department of Physiology (Prof M Gomez-Cabrera DrPH), Department 
of Psychiatry (J Martinez-Raga MD), University of Valencia, Valencia, 
Spain; Nursing and Health Sciences Department (P N Gona PhD), 
University of Massachusetts Boston, Boston, MA, USA; Department of 
Biostatistics and Epidemiology (S V Gopalani MPH), University of 
Oklahoma, Oklahoma City, OK, USA; Department of Health and Social 
Affairs (S V Gopalani MPH), Government of the Federated States of 
Micronesia, Palikir, Federated States of Micronesia; Metabolic 
Epidemiology Section (A Goto MD), National Cancer Center, Chuo-ku, 
Japan; School of Medicine (A Grada MD), School of Public Health 
(O O Isehunwa MD), Boston University, Boston, MA, USA; Registro 
Tumori Integrato (G Grosso PhD), Vittorio Emanuele University 
Hospital Polyclinic, Catania, Italy; Department of Epidemiology 
(Prof H C Gugnani PhD), Department of Microbiology 
(Prof H C Gugnani PhD), Saint James School of Medicine, The Valley, 
Anguilla; School of Dentistry (Prof A L S Guimaraes PhD), State 
University of Montes Claros, Montes Claros, Brazil; Department of 
Epidemiology (P C Gupta DSc, D N Sinha PhD), Healis Sekhsaria 
Institute for Public Health, Mumbai, India; Commissioner of Public 
Health (Prof R Gupta MD), West Virginia Bureau for Public Health, 
Charleston, WV, USA; Department of Health Policy, Management & 
Leadership (Prof R Gupta MD), West Virginia University School of 
Public Health, Morgantown, WV, USA; Academics and Research 
(Prof R Gupta MD), Rajasthan University of Health Sciences, Jaipur, 
India; Department of Preventive Cardiology (Prof R Gupta MD), Eternal 
Heart Care Centre & Research Institute, Jaipur, India; Department of 
Cardiology (T Gupta MD), Montefiore Medical Center, Bronx, NY, USA; 
Department of Epidemiology and Population Health (H Hosgood PhD), 
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, NY, USA (T Gupta MD); 
Department of Public Health (B Gyawali MPH, K M Iburg PhD, 
M Katibeh DrPH), National Centre for Register-based Research 
(Prof J J McGrath MD), Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark; 
Department of Gastroenterology and Hepatology (Prof E J Kuipers MD), 
Department of Public Health (J A Haagsma PhD, S Kochhar MD), 
Department of Public Health (S Polinder MA), Erasmus University 
Medical Center, Rotterdam, Netherlands; Clinical Neurological Sciences 
(L A Sposato MD), Department of Clinical Neurological Sciences 
(V Hachinski DSc), The University of Western Ontario, London, ON, 
Canada; Lawson Health Research Institute, London, ON, Canada 
(V Hachinski DSc); Department of Family and Community Medicine 
(Prof R R Hamadeh DPhil), Arabian Gulf University, Manama, Bahrain; 
School of Health and Environmental Studies (Prof S Hamidi DrPH), 
Hamdan Bin Mohammed Smart University, Dubai, United Arab 
Emirates; Population Health Department (A J Handal PhD), University 
of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, USA; Neurology Department 
(Prof G J Hankey MD), Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Perth, Western 
Australia, Australia; Department of Disease, Epidemics, and Pandemics 
Control (J Nansseu MD), Department of Vital and Health Statistics 
(H L Harb MPH), Ministry of Public Health, Beirut, Lebanon; Achutha 
Menon Centre for Health Science Studies (P Jeemon PhD, G Mini PhD, 
Prof K R Thankappan MD), Cardiology Department 
(Prof S Harikrishnan MD), Neurology Department (Prof P Sylaja MD), 
Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute for Medical Sciences and Technology, 
Trivandrum, India (Prof P Sylaja MD); Public Health Department 
(L Jahangiry PhD), Tabriz University of Medical Sciences, Tabriz, Iran 
(H Haririan PhD, H Hassankhani PhD); Research and Development 
Unit (Prof J M Haro MD, A Koyanagi MD, S Tyrovolas PhD), San Juan 
de Dios Sanitary Park, Sant Boi de Llobregat, Spain; Department of 
Medicine (Prof J M Haro MD), University of Barcelona, Barcelona, 
Spain (S Tyrovolas PhD); Unit of Epidemiology and Social Medicine 
(H Y Hassen MPH), University Hospital Antwerp, Wilrijk, Belgium; 
Clinical Sciences (R Havmoeller PhD), Karolinska University Hospital, 
Stockholm, Sweden; International Foundation for Dermatology, 
London, UK (Prof R J Hay MD); Department of Environmental Health 
Engineering (M Heidari PhD), Hormozgan University of Medical 
Sciences, Bandar Abbas, Iran; Department of Statistics and 
Econometrics (Prof C Herteliu PhD, A Mirica PhD, A Pana MD), 
Bucharest University of Economic Studies, Bucharest, Romania; 
Department of Psychiatry (Prof H W Hoek MD), University Medical 
Center Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands; Department of 
Epidemiology (Prof H W Hoek MD), Department of Health and 
Behavior Studies (Prof I D Sigfusdottir PhD), Columbia University, 
New York, NY, USA; University of Texas Austin, Austin, TX, USA 
(M K Hole MD); Guilan Road Trauma Research Center 
(E Homaie Rad PhD), School of Health (E Homaie Rad PhD), Guilan 
University of Medical Sciences, Rasht, Iran; Transdisciplinary Centre for 
Qualitative Methods (P Hoogar PhD), Manipal University, Manipal, 
India; Nevada Division of Public and Behavioral Health, Carson City, 
NV, USA (M Horino MPH); Department of Computer Science 
(M Hosseinzadeh PhD), University of Human Development 
(M Hosseinzadeh PhD), University of Human Development, 
Sulaimaniyah, Iraq; Clinical Legal Medicine (S Hostiuc PhD), National 
Institute of Legal Medicine Mina Minovici, Bucharest, Romania; 
Department of Internal Medicine (M Hostiuc PhD), Bucharest 
Emergency Hospital, Bucharest, Romania; Faculty of Medicine Tunis 
(Prof M Hsairi MPH), Medicine School of Tunis, Baab Saadoun, 
Tunisia; Department of Health Management and Health Economics 
(Prof A Kisa PhD), Institute of Health and Society (A Htet MD, 
A S Winkler PhD), University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway; Department of 
Epidemiology and Health Statistics (Prof G Hu PhD), Central South 
University, Changsha, China; Health Sciences Department 
(A Husseini PhD), Qatar University, Doha, Qatar; School of Public 
Health (Prof E U Igumbor PhD), University of the Western Cape, 
Bellville, Cape Town, South Africa; Department of Public Health 
(Prof E U Igumbor PhD), Walter Sisulu University, Mthatha, 
South Africa; Department of Public Health and Community Medicine 
(O S Ilesanmi PhD), University of Liberia (O S Ilesanmi PhD), 
University of Liberia, Monrovia, Liberia; Global Health and 
Development Department (Prof U Iqbal PhD), Graduate Institute of 
Biomedical Informatics (D N A Ningrum MPH), Taipei Medical 
University, Taipei City, Taiwan, Taiwan; Department of Psychology 
(M A Stokes PhD), Institute for Physical Activity and Nutrition 
(S Islam PhD, Prof R Maddison PhD), School of Medicine 
(M Rahman PhD), Deakin University, Burwood, VIC, Australia; 
Surveillance and Health Services Research (F Islami PhD), American 
Cancer Society, Atlanta, GA, USA; Non-Communicable Disease 
Department (R Jain MD), National Health Mission, Lucknow, India; 
Department of Medicine (R Jain MD), Mahavir Sikshan Sansthan, 
Kanpur, India; Department of Parasitic Diseases (S K Jain MD), 
National Centre for Disease Control Delhi, Delhi, India; Medical 
Sciences Department (Prof M ( Jakovljevic PhD), University of 
Kragujevac, Kragujevac, Serbia; Newcastle University, Tyne, UK 
(M Javanbakht PhD); Department of Surgery (S Jayaraman MD), 
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA, USA; Faculty of 
Graduate Studies (A U Jayatilleke PhD), Institute of Medicine 
(A U Jayatilleke PhD), University of Colombo, Colombo, Sri Lanka; 
Department of Public Health (Prof S Jee PhD), Institute for Poverty 
Alleviation and International Development (C L Ranabhat PhD, 
C L Ranabhat PhD), Yonsei University, Seoul, South Korea; Department 
of Community Medicine (R P Jha MSc), Banaras Hindu University, 
Varanasi, India; Environmental Research Center (J S Ji DSc), Global 
Health Research Center (L L Yan PhD), Duke Kunshan University, 
Kunshan, China; Beijing Institute of Ophthalmology 
(Prof J B Jonas MD), Beijing Tongren Hospital, Beijing, China; Centre 
for Community Medicine (A Joshi MD, A P Pakhare MD), Department 
of Endocrinology, Metabolism, & Diabetes (Prof N Tandon PhD), 
Department of Paediatrics (Prof R Lodha MD), Department of 
Psychiatry (Prof R Sagar MD), All India Institute of Medical Sciences, 
New Delhi, India; Institution of Health and Nutrition Sciences 
(J J Jozwiak PhD), Czestochowa University of Technology, Czestochowa, 
Poland; Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences (J J Jozwiak PhD), 
University of Opole, Opole, Poland; School of Health Sciences 
(S B Jungari MA), Savitribai Phule Pune University, Pune, India; 
Institute of Family Medicine and Public Health (M Jürisson PhD), 
University of Tartu, Tartu, Estonia; Department of Community 
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Medicine (M K MD), Employees’ State Insurance Model Hospital, 
Chennai, India; School of Public Health (Z Kabir PhD), University 
College Cork, Cork, Ireland; Department of Public Health 
(M Kahssay MPH, M L Liben MPH), Samara University, Samara, 
Ethiopia; Department of Obstetrics & Gynaecology (Prof S Zafar DrPH), 
A C S Medical College and Hospital, New Delhi, India 
(Prof U Kapil MD, M Salahshoor PhD); Chronic Diseases (Home Care) 
Research Center (M Shamsizadeh MSc), Department of Epidemiology 
(M Karami PhD), Hamadan University of Medical Sciences, Hamadan, 
Iran; Department for Epidemiology (A Karch MD), Helmholtz Centre 
for Infection Research, Braunschweig, Germany; Quality and Equity 
Healthcare (C Karema MPH), Quality and Equity Health Care, Kigali, 
Rwanda; School of Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences (S Karimi PhD), 
University of Washington Tacoma, Tacoma, WA, USA; Baqiyatallah 
Research Center for Gastroenterology and Liver Diseases 
(H Karimi-Sari MD), Student Research Committee (M Khosravi MD), 
Baqiyatallah University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran; Department 
of Molecular Hepatology (H Sharafi PhD), Department of Young 
Investigators (H Karimi-Sari MD), Middle East Liver Disease Center, 
Tehran, Iran; Department of Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine 
(N J Kassebaum MD), Seattle Children’s Hospital, Seattle, WA, USA 
(T B Murphy PhD); MRC/CSO Social and Public Health Sciences Unit 
(S V Katikireddi PhD), University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK; School of 
Health Care Administration (Prof A Kaul MD), Oklahoma State 
University, Tulsa, OK, USA; Health Care Delivery Sciences 
(Prof A Kaul MD), University of Tulsa, Tulsa, OK, USA; Midwifery 
Program (S Kebede MSc), Salale University, Fiche, Ethiopia; ODeL 
campus (Prof P N Keiyoro PhD), University of Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya 
(M Kumar PhD); Department of Linguistics and Germanic, Slavic, 
Asian, and African Languages (G R Kemp BA), Michigan State 
University, East Lansing, MI, USA; Alcohol, Tobacco, & Other Drug Use 
Research Unit (Prof C D H Parry PhD), Cochrane South Africa 
(E Z Sambala PhD, Prof C S Wiysonge MD), Non-Communicable 
Diseases Research Unit (Prof A P Kengne PhD), Medical Research 
Council South Africa, Cape Town, South Africa; Department of 
Medicine (Prof A P Kengne PhD, G A Mensah MD, J Noubiap MD, 
Prof K Sliwa MD, L J Zuhlke PhD), Department of Paediatrics and 
Child Health (L J Zuhlke PhD), Department of Psychiatry and Mental 
Health (Prof D J Stein MD), University of Cape Town, Cape Town, 
South Africa; Institute of Cardiology (Prof A Keren MD), Assuta 
Hospital, Tel Aviv Yaffo, Israel; Heart Failure and Cardiomyopathies 
Center (Prof A Keren MD), Hadassah Hebrew University Hospital, 
Jerusalem, Israel; Department of Public Health and Community 
Medicine (Prof Y S Khader PhD), Jordan University of Science and 
Technology, Ramtha, Jordan; School of Food and Agricultural Sciences 
(N Khalid PhD), University of Management and Technology, Lahore, 
Pakistan; Epidemiology and Biostatistics Department (E A Khan MPH), 
Health Services Academy, Islamabad, Pakistan; Department of Medical 
Microbiology & Immunology (Prof G Khan PhD), United Arab Emirates 
University, Al Ain, United Arab Emirates; Department of Internal 
Medicine (M S Khan MD), John H Stroger, Jr Hospital of Cook County, 
Chicago, IL, USA; Department of Internal Medicine (M S Khan MD, 
T J Siddiqi MB, M S Usman MB), Dow University of Health Sciences, 
Karachi, Pakistan; Department of Epidemiology (G Naik MPH, 
J A Singh MD), Department of Medicine (P Ranjan PhD, 
J A Singh MD), Department of Psychology (D C Schwebel PhD), 
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL, USA 
(M Khan MD, A R Sawant MD); Department of Pediatrics 
(Prof J A Towbin MD), University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN, USA 
(M Khan MD); Department of Health Policy and Management 
(Prof Y Khang MD), Institute of Health Policy and Management 
(Prof Y Khang MD), Seoul National University, Seoul, South Korea; 
Department of Health Research (T Khanna PhD), Division of 
Noncommunicable Diseases (M Sharma PhD), Division of Reproductive 
and Child Health (A P Sinha PhD), National Institute for Research in 
Environmental Health (Y D Sabde MD), National Institute of Nutrition 
(Prof A Laxmaiah PhD), Indian Council of Medical Research, 
New Delhi, India (S M Mehendale MD); International 
Otorhinolaryngology Research Association, Tehran, Iran 
(M Khosravi MD); Department of Nutrition and Health Science 
(Prof J Khubchandani PhD), Ball State University, Muncie, IN, USA; 
Clinical Epidemiology Unit (A A Kiadaliri PhD), Department of Clinical 
Sciences (Prof B Norrving PhD), Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Korea 
Health Industry Development Institute, Cheongju-si, South Korea 
(C Kim PhD); Department of Health Sciences (Prof D Kim DrPH), 
Northeastern University, Boston, MA, USA; Department of Preventive 
Medicine (Y Kim PhD, Prof S Yoon PhD), Korea University, Seoul, 
South Korea; Department of Nutrition (R W Kimokoti MD), Simmons 
College, Boston, MA, USA; Faculty of Health (Y Kinfu PhD), University 
of Canberra, Canberra, ACT, Australia; Department of Global 
Community Health and Behavioral Sciences (Prof A Kisa PhD), Tulane 
University, New Orleans, LA, USA; Department of Health Economics 
and Social Security (K Kissimova-Skarbek PhD), Institute of Public 
Health (R Topor-Madry PhD), Jagiellonian University Medical College, 
Krakow, Poland; Department of Public Health (Prof M Kivimäki PhD), 
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland (T J Meretoja MD); 
Department of Preventive Cardiology (Prof Y Kokubo PhD), National 
Cerebral and Cardiovascular Center, Suita, Japan; Arthritis Research 
Canada, Richmond, BC, Canada (J A Kopec PhD); Independent 
Consultant, Jakarta, Indonesia (S Kosen MD); Department of Internal 
and Pulmonary Medicine (Prof P A Koul MD), Sheri Kashmir Institute 
of Medical Sciences, Srinagar, India; Research Center of Neurology, 
Moscow, Russia (M A Kravchenko PhD); Department of Anthropology 
(K Krishan PhD), Panjab University, Chandigarh, India; Department of 
Demography (Prof B Kuate Defo PhD), Department of Social and 
Preventive Medicine (Prof B Kuate Defo PhD), University of Montreal, 
Montreal, QC, Canada; Department of Public Health 
(B Kucuk Bicer BEP), Yuksek Ihtisas University, Ankara, Turkey; Center 
for Midwifery, Child and Family Health (F A Kumsa MPH), School of 
Health (S Siabani PhD), University of Technology Sydney, Sydney, 
New South Wales, Australia; Department of Pediatrics (S D Lad MD), 
School of Public Health (Prof J S Thakur MD, Prof J S Thakur MD), 
Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education and Research, 
Chandigarh, India; Center for Translation Research and 
Implementation Science (G A Mensah MD), Institute of Health Policy 
and Development Studies (Prof H Lam PhD), National Heart, Lung, 
and Blood Institute (E K Peprah PhD), National Institutes of Health, 
Manila, Philippines (A Pervaiz MHA); Department of Community and 
Family Medicine (F H Lami PhD), Academy of Medical Science, 
Baghdad, Iraq; Division of Cancer Epidemiology & Genetics 
(Q Lan PhD), National Cancer Institute, Rockville, MD, USA; Medical 
Officers (Prof V C Lansingh PhD), HelpMeSee, New York, NY, USA; 
Relaciones Internacionales (Prof V C Lansingh PhD), Mexican Institute 
of Ophthalmology, Queretaro, Mexico; Belo Horizonte City Hall 
(Prof S Lansky PhD), Municipal Health Department of Belo Horizonte, 
Belo Horizonte, Brazil; Disease Control Department (D O Laryea MD), 
Ghana Health Service, Accra, Ghana; Department of Public Health 
(A Latifi PhD), Managerial Epidemiology Research Center 
(S Safiri PhD), Maragheh University of Medical Sciences, Maragheh, 
Iran; Department of Neurology and Psychiatry (P M Lavados MD), 
German Clinic of Santiago, Santiago, Chile; Department of Neurological 
Sciences (P M Lavados MD), University of Chile, Santiago, Chile; 
Department of Information and Internet Technologies 
(Prof G Lebedev PhD, S K Vladimirov PhD), I M Sechenov First 
Moscow State Medical University, Moscow, Russia; School of Nursing 
(P H Lee PhD), Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, China; 
Regional Centre for the Analysis of Data on Occupational and 
Work-related Injuries and Diseases (M Levi PhD), Local Health Unit 
Tuscany Centre, Florence, Italy; Department of Health Sciences 
(M Levi PhD), University of Florence, Florence, Italy; Department of 
Clinical Research and Epidemiology (Y Li PhD, Y Li PhD), Shenzhen 
Sun Yat-sen Cardiovascular Hospital, Shenzhen, China; West China 
Second University Hospital of Sichuan University, Chengdu, China 
(X Li PhD); National Office for Maternal and Child Health Surveillance, 
Chengdu, China (Prof J Liang MD, Prof Y Wang MD, Prof J Zhu MD); 
National Center of Birth Defects Monitoring of China, Chengdu, China 
(Prof J Liang MD, Prof Y Wang MD); Division of Injury Prevention and 
Mental Health Improvement (P Ye MPH), Noncommunicable Disease 
Control and Prevention Center (M Zhou PhD), Chinese Center for 
Disease Control and Prevention, Beijing, China (Prof X Liang MD); 
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